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ABSTRACT
Formulaic language is widely used in academic prose and is known to be a useful measure of
various aspects of language development. This dissertation investigates lexical bundles (LBs), a
particular type of frequently occurring multiword sequence, in the academic writing of native
and nonnative English-speaking first-year university students. An increasing number of studies
have identified LBs specific to academic prose and compared native and nonnative and/or expert
and novice writing. Yet the findings of these studies remain inconclusive, partly due to their use
of texts in different academic registers, which inevitably affects the choice and usage of
formulaic sequences. Furthermore, previous studies have claimed that nonnative writers use
fewer and/or less varied LBs than native speakers; however, very little LB research has

investigated problematic target forms in L2 English written production. In addition, we still lack
a comprehensive framework for comparing native and nonnative writers’ use of formulaic
language. To address these gaps, the present study has four specific goals. First, the study
complements recent studies comparing native and nonnative writers’ LB production by
investigating nonnative writers’ attempts to use bundles, as shown in their production of neartarget forms containing errors. Second, this research examines to what extent entering
undergraduate students who are native and nonnative speakers of English produce LBs, using
comparable corpora strictly matched for register and writing prompts. Third, it investigates how
newcomers to the university setting integrate LBs into their writing in context by analyzing the
bundles’ syntactic roles and co-occurring structures. Finally, the study extends the functional
analysis of LBs with respect to semantic prosody and preference by investigating shared bundles,
that is, the LBs used by both groups in the same semantic domains. The findings are informative
regarding the extent to which native and nonnative students who are just transitioning to the
university setting arrive equipped with certain discourse conventions. The study thus adds to our
understanding of the use of lexical bundles by different language groups and provides useful
information for teaching academic writing to novice academic writers.
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Studies of Formulaic Language in Native and Nonnative Academic Prose
Formulaic language has attracted a great deal of attention from researchers in the last five

decades. It is now widely accepted that sequences of words have functions that play an important
role in discourse, and comprise a large portion of natural language, both spoken and written (e.g.,
Sinclair, 1991; Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992; Altenberg, 1998; Wray, 2002; Hyland, 2012; Qin,
2014). As early as 1983, Pawley and Syder argued that formulaic language is an essential
element of nativelike linguistic knowledge, which includes the ability to use routine sequences
appropriately in context, and that the use of such sequences affects how the English of nonnative speakers is perceived. In 1991, Sinclair posited that texts are largely composed of “the
occurrence of common words in common patterns, or in slight variants of those common
patterns” (p. 108); in other words, he claimed that patterns of use structure lexical choice,
challenging the conventional concept that it is grammar that determines lexical choice. Later
work further suggested that knowledge of formulaic language contributes to communicative
efficiency and fluency in language processing and production (e.g., Schmitt, 2004; Ellis,
Simpson-Vlach, & Maynard, 2008; Arnon & Snider, 2010; Hyland, 2012), because a whole
string of words may be processed and used as a holistic unit rather than as discrete words (e.g.,
Wray, 2008; Nekrasova, 2009; Arnon & Snider, 2010; Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, & Westbury,
2011; Wood, 2015).
Lately, many studies on formulaic language have taken a data-driven and frequencybased approach to identifying a special type of formulaic sequence, called lexical bundles (LBs).
LBs are groups of three or more words that frequently recur in a register (Biber, Johansson,
Leech, Conrad, & Finegan, 1999). Examples of LBs in academic writing are expressions such as
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in the context of, on the other hand, and the extent to which. Recent years have seen an increased
interest in the analysis of lexical bundles typical of academic prose in a variety of written
registers, such as published academic texts and successful student writing (e.g., Cortes, 2004;
Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Wei & Lei, 2011). This line of research has demonstrated that specific
sets of bundles are widely used in academic prose (e.g., Erman & Warren, 2000; Hyland, 2012;
Pérez-Llantada, 2014), and that their competent use is essential to academic fluency (e.g.,
Hunston, 2002; Nesselhauf, 2005; Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010). Because different LBs are
associated with grammatical structures that characterize distinct genres, the appropriate use of
bundles enables writers to express their meaning in contextually expected ways and to build a
sense of coherence that is related to genre expectations (e.g., Li & Schmitt, 2009; Hyland, 2012).
Thus, the use of specific bundles functions as a “badge of identity” (Wray, 2006, p 593) because
fluent academic writers who are active members of their disciplinary community have mastered
the use of multiword sequences, while novice academic writers who have not mastered their use
are marked as newcomers (e.g., Wray, 2006; Li & Schmitt, 2009).
For these reasons, many researchers have utilized lexical bundles as a means of
comparing different levels of first language (L1) and second language (L2) academic writing
(e.g., Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010; Wei & Lei, 2011; Ä del & Erman,
2012; Salazar, 2014; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017; Paquot, 2017). These accumulated studies
provide useful insights into the types and discourse functions of bundles used by L1 and L2
academic writers; however, aspects of some of the findings are still open to question, and several
questions remain unaddressed. For example, a problematic aspect of most of these previous
studies is that they have used different types of academic texts for their comparative analysis
(e.g., Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Tribble, 2011; Wei & Lei, 2011), such as university assignments
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and published texts. These text types differ, as Swales (1990, p. 31) has pointed out, in that the
former are norm-developed, meaning they already have fixed norms that the student attempts to
follow, while the latter are norm-developing, meaning that their norms are still evolving and can
be changed by the writers. The findings of these previous studies, therefore, may blur the
differences due to the characteristics of the writers, that is, native versus nonnative/novice versus
expert, and the confounding influences of register differences, an issue that recent research has
pointed out (Pérez-Llantada, 2014; Pan, Reppen, & Biber, 2016). Such differences are expected
to affect the choice and usage of lexical bundles.
Hyland (2008a), for instance, compared LBs in L2 English student writing (theses and
dissertations) to published research articles. He found differences that he claimed were due to
“genre variations” (p. 50). The differences he observed, however, could be partly due to writer
characteristics, but he did not consider writers’ language background (i.e., as native or nonnative
English speakers) as a factor. On the other hand, Ä del and Erman (2012) demonstrated divergent
patterns of LB usage specific to L1 versus L2 undergraduate writers, claiming that such
differences were derived from language background. However, the patterns may also have been
affected by differences in the corpora used in their study, which included different L1 and L2
writing genres and tasks. Academic writing is greatly influenced by both writing prompts and
author profiles, which determine genre and task-type (e.g., Hinkel, 2002; Friginal, Li, & Weigle,
2014; Lu & Ai, 2015; Staples & Reppen, 2016); however, very few studies have taken such
factors into consideration, let alone considering them together.
Moreover, there have been only a few studies on LBs in early undergraduate writing
(e.g., Cortes, 2002, 2004; Levy, 2008; Ä del & Erman, 2012), and even fewer studies on the use
of bundles by native and nonnative students who are just transitioning to the university setting.
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One reason for the importance of comparing LBs used by native and nonnative novice academic
writers is that newcomers to the university setting will bring their own schemata, such as genre
knowledge that they have built in response to previously encountered texts (e.g., Beaufort, 2007;
Reiff & Bawarshi, 2011; Wingate, 2012). The great majority of studies on LBs have tried to
identify target lexical bundles (selected from those used by expert writers) in novice academic
writers’ production, and/or how “the use of bundles by the L2 writers deviates from L1 norms”
(Pérez-Llantada, 2014, p. 84). Little attention has been paid to understanding the features of LBs
unique to different populations. Yet because individuals have intricate schemata, we all “have a
different mental concordance to draw on so that particular patterns [of lexical bundles] are
cumulatively loaded with the contexts we participate in” (Hyland, 2008b, p. 7). Hence, another
reason to study bundles as used by L1 and L2 English writers, in particular newcomers to the
university setting, is to learn more about intercultural features of their production, “not just with
respect to the communities they are born into, but those they choose to join or hope to change or
decide to create” (Belcher, 2014, p. 66).
In addition, at least three aspects of LBs besides their internal structures and discourse
functions have not been fully explored as means to compare L1 and L2 novice academic writing.
First of all, little research has investigated problematic target forms in the use of LBs, although
such bundles are prevalent in L2 productions (e.g., Huang, 2015). Almost all the prior work on
lexical bundles has only considered bundles as complete strings due to the data-driven method
used to identify these expressions in a corpus, but of equal if not more interest is L2 learners’
partial production of lexical bundles that include grammatical errors in their internal structures.
Previous studies have found only small numbers of bundles typical of academic prose in learner
corpora (e.g., Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010; Ä del & Erman, 2012; Qin, 2014; Salazar, 2014),
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at least in part because the automatic corpus data-driven frequency-based procedure used to
identify lexical bundles cannot detect the production of incomplete lexical bundles, which could
reflect learners’ attempts to use these expressions. To understand how L2 learners actually use
bundles, it seems pertinent to explore production errors in the internal construction of such
sequences. Among the embedded words in LBs, articles in particular merit investigation because
articles, like lexical bundles, have functions determined by discourse, which is one root cause of
the difficulties articles present to learners (Shin & Kim, 2017).
Furthermore, while previous research has documented the internal structures of LBs in a
range of academic genres (e.g., Qin, 2014; Salazar, 2014; Wood & Appel, 2014), how such
fragmentary phrases are used in context has been given little attention, even though the ability to
do so is an important step in novice academic writers’ development (e.g., Biber, Gray, &
Poonpon, 2011). In other words, lexical bundles do not stand alone, but are embedded in larger
structures within sentences. Cortes (2015a) addresses this issue by investigating LBs in terms of
their syntactic roles (i.e., relations to larger structures; Biber et al., 1999, p. 95), which include
adverbial, complement, and noun modifier, and also looks at the structural environments of LBs
by examining the frequent structures to the left and right of the LBs. Her study suggests that
scrutiny of the syntactic roles of bundles, including the different roles that the same LB structure
can play in sentences, would provide a more detailed picture of how L1 and L2 developing
writers use bundles in a given register.
Lastly, most lexical bundle research analyzes bundles’ functions in discourse, yet without
drawing links between specific types of contexts, that is, semantic domains, and specific bundles.
Given that many of the core words of bundles are in fact shell nouns (e.g., Schmid, 2000; Cortes,
2015b), also known as signaling nouns (e.g., Charles, 2003; Flowerdew, & Forest, 2015), how
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such nouns denote meanings in certain semantic contexts would be of great interest as well: shell
nouns embedded in bundles (e.g., the end of the, the fact that the) are unspecific in content, and
their full meaning is realized via their anaphoric, cataphoric, or exophoric referents in a text
(Cortes & Hardy, 2013). Several researchers have argued that such nouns embedded in
multiword sequences play an important role in discourse because writers use them to express
their own evaluations and to build textual coherence (Charles, 2003, 2007; J. Flowerdew, 2003;
Jiang, 2015). This line of research might shed light on the extent to which L1 and L2 writers are
able to project evaluative meaning in particular types of academic writing, which is a skill that is
especially challenging for novice writers (e.g., Hyland & Milton, 1997; Lillis, 2001; Wingate,
2012; Aull & Lancaster, 2014; Lancaster, 2014; Jiang, 2015).
1.2

Research Questions
This dissertation therefore addresses gaps in this research area in the following ways. The

study explores the potential of LBs as a means to compare native and nonnative English
speakers’ writing in the first year of higher education. The study uses two corpora, one of native
English-speaking students’ writing samples and one of native Korean-speaking English-as-aforeign-language (EFL) students’ writing samples, controlled for author profile (i.e., university
freshmen at the very beginning of their first semester), register (i.e., argumentative essays), and
writing prompt (i.e., same topics and time constraints).
The study’s first step is to explore to what extent the nonnative writers’ partial
productions of LBs (i.e., LBs with erroneous uses of articles) affect the frequency of LBs in their
writing in comparison to the frequency of LBs in the native writers’ writing. The study then
identifies the LBs used by each language group and examines their internal structures and
discourse functions, using the matched corpora of native and nonnative argumentative essays.
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Taking a further step, it next focuses on the surrounding contexts of the LBs, examining LBs in
relation to syntactic roles as well as semantic prosody and preference. To this end, the following
four research questions are posed:
1. How frequently do native and nonnative English-speaking first-year university writers
use LBs (i.e., two sets: those previously identified as typical of academic prose and those
identified in this study)? How do the nonnative writers use LBs regarding embedded
articles? Do nonnative errors affect frequency counts of either set of LBs?
2. What are the most frequent four-word LBs in the argumentative essays produced by the
native and nonnative groups, and do the LBs used by the two groups differ with respect
to structural and functional types?
3. How do the two groups use LBs in their writing in terms of syntactic roles? How does
each group use shared bundles (those found in both corpora) in terms of syntactic roles
and co-occurring structures?
4. How do the two groups use the shared LBs in terms of semantic prosody and preferences
for co-occurring semantic items?

1.3

Outline of the Study
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant literature, and

highlights the four core constructs of this study: lexical bundles in academic prose, the
argumentative essay genre, partial production of LBs by nonnative writers, and LBs in relation to
syntactic roles and semantic prosody and preference in context.
Chapter 3 describes the methodology used in the study. It first presents information on
the native and nonnative corpora that served as data. It then presents the procedures that were
used for the analyses including corpus-data-driven lexical bundle identification methodologies,
the core-expression approach, and the analyses of the LBs’ syntactic roles and semantic prosody
preference.
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Chapter 4 addresses the first two research questions regarding the use of LBs by novice
academic writers. The analysis focuses on LBs’ internal structures (including those with
embedded grammatical errors) as well as their discourse functions. Section 4.1 reports on the
partial production of LBs in terms of articles by nonnative writers, and further shows to what
extent their production of such partial bundles can elucidate previous reports that nonnative
speakers use fewer bundles than native speakers. Section 4.2 presents the findings on LBs
identified in the corpora of argumentative essays by native and nonnative first-year university
students.
Chapter 5 addresses the last two research questions by investigating the use of LBs in
context. Section 5.1 examines the syntactic roles of the structures in which LBs occur, followed
by a comparison of the shared LBs with respect to their co-occurring structures in context in each
corpus. Section 5.2 demonstrates specific functions of the shared LBs in the same semantic
domains in relation to semantic prosody and preference.
Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings of the previous chapters. It also discusses this
study’s limitations and potential pedagogical applications, and offers suggestions for future
research.
2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Formulaic Language
Formulaic language has long been a topic of research in applied linguistics (e.g.,

Jespersen, 1924; Palmer, 1933; Firth, 1935, 1957; Bolinger, 1976; Allerton, 1984). Firth, for
example, pointed out that words’ meanings depend on the sequences in which they appear; he
made the well-known comment: “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” (1957, p.
11). While early work relied on the intuitions of individual researchers to identify recurrent
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multiword sequences, advances in computer technology have made it possible to identify the
sequences using more empirical methods, demonstrating the validity of these earlier proposals.
In 1991, John Sinclair proposed two seminal concepts. The first was the idiom principle: that
words do not stand in isolation but occur with each other to produce meaning. The second was
the open-choice principle: that words are selected to fill certain slots in a stock of prefabricated
expressions. These concepts, along with the possibilities offered by computers, led to new
developments in research on multiword sequences. For instance, concordances or n-gram
identifiers enable researchers to search for multiword sequences. The accessibility of such
technology has prompted extensive corpus-based research on formulaic language (among many
others, Wray, 2002; Hyland 2008a, 2008b; Tribble, 2011; Ä del & Erman, 2012; Granger &
Paquot, 2012; Pérez-Llantada, 2014; Salazar, 2014; Wood, 2015; Durrant, 2017).
Individual researchers have developed their own methods for identifying multiword
sequences, and these have varied depending on how the sequences are operationalized. For
example, fixedness, idiomaticity, length, syntactic completeness, semantics, and frequency of
sequences have all been used as criteria (Conrad & Biber, 2005). For this reason, although they
can all be considered under the umbrella of phraseological units and formulaic language (e.g.,
Wray, 2002), many terms have been used to label different types of sequences, including “lexical
phrase” (Nattinger & DeCarrico, 1992), “multi-word items” (Moon, 1997), “formulas”
(Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010), “clusters” (Scott, 1996; Carter & McCarthy, 2006), “n-grams”
(Milton & Freeman, 1996), and “lexical bundles” (Biber et al., 1999), among others.
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2.2

Lexical Bundles (LBs)
Formulaic language research focusing on LBs in particular has flourished since the late

1990s. The term “lexical bundle” was first coined by Biber et al. (1999, ch. 13) in a chapter of
the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (LGSWE). LBs are characterized by the
way in which they are determined, which is based solely on their frequency in a corpus. They are
thus simply the most frequent recurrent multiword sequences in a register, “regardless of their
idiomaticity, and regardless of their structural status” (Biber et al., 1999, p. 990). Scholars use
different frequency cut-off points to identify LBs, depending on the scope of each study. The
original threshold set in LGSWE was 10 times per million words for four-word bundles; other
studies have used 20 times per million words (e.g., Cortes, 2004; Hyland, 2008a, 2008b), or,
taking a more conservative approach, 40 times per million words (e.g., Biber, Conrad, & Cortes,
2004). Furthermore, in order to avoid idiosyncrasies, the sequences must occur across at least
five or more texts in a register (Biber et al., 2004).
It should be emphasized that lexical bundles are much more than sequences of individual
words; these sequences have pragmatic functions in discourse, and meet recurrent
communicative needs (e.g., Biber & Barbieri, 2007; Hyland, 2012; Wood, 2015). Several
researchers (e.g., Biber et al., 2004; Culpeper & Kytö, 2002; Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Salazar,
2014) have investigated the functional typologies of bundles in discourse. Biber et al. (2004)
classified bundles into three primary categories: stance expressions (e.g., it is important to),
discourse organizers (e.g., on the other hand), and referential expressions (e.g., as shown in
figure). The specific multiword sequences of formulaic language vary according to context; for
instance, face-to-face conversation uses more lexical bundles that express stance; academic
writing uses more referential bundles; classroom teachers regularly use all three types.
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Previous studies have also documented the internal structures of LBs, which vary
according to register (e.g., Biber et al., 2004, 2011; Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Biber & Gray, 2010;
Salazar, 2014; Qin, 2014). These studies have shown that many high frequency sequences are
structurally incomplete, yet specific bundles are strongly correlated with specific types of
grammatical structures. Biber et al. (1999), for example, grouped bundles into several basic
structural types based on their occurrence in LGSWE. They found that conversation uses more
clausal bundles, which consist of verb phrase (VP) fragments (e.g., is going to be) and dependent
clause fragments (e.g., if you want to). In contrast, academic prose uses more phrasal bundles, as
in noun phrases (NPs) (e.g., the beginning of the) or prepositional phrases (PPs) (e.g., in the case
of).
In addition, some studies have demonstrated that there exist disciplinary variations of
lexical bundles within academic writing (e.g., Biber, 2006, Hyland 2008b, 2012; Pérez-Llantada,
2014; Gray, 2015). Hyland (2008b) found the use of bundles to vary across different academic
disciplines. Bundles such as in the context of and it is important to occur frequently in writing in
social science disciplines, while is shown in figure and the presence of the are likely to mark
writing in the hard sciences. According to Hyland, the differences in the two domains are
accounted for by their argument patterns, with those in the social sciences largely connecting
aspects of argument and those in the hard sciences avoiding authorial presence, weaving their
arguments by linking data presented in visual form. He argues that writers in different academic
contexts draw on distinct and discipline-specific stocks of lexical bundles.
Similarly, while several scholars have characterized LBs in academic writing as
structurally compressed with phrasal modifiers embedded in noun phrases (e.g., Pérez-Llantada,
2014; Salazar, 2014; Pan et al., 2016), their findings are mostly based on published research
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articles and may not be equally applicable to other types of academic writing. One way to
achieve a more detailed account of LB structures in a particular register would be to analyze how
LBs are constructed in context. In a study with published research articles as the data, Cortes
(2015a) investigated to what extent LBs take syntactic roles in context and how they are
combined with other structural elements. Her study identifies bundles in research articles,
categorizes them by structural type, and then examines their syntactic roles. The results showed
that the majority of PP-based bundles in her study take the role of adverbials (95%), while the
remainder act as post nominal modifiers. NP-based bundles most frequently take the syntactic
role of direct object (36%), followed by subject, subject predicative, and adverbial functions. As
for VP bundles, the 10% that occurred in dependent clauses took the syntactic role of relative
clauses, verb complements, or adjective complements. The findings of her study suggest that the
examination of the syntactic functions fulfilled by LBs in context would provide information on
the structures of LBs specific to the target register as well as the structures favored by different
language groups of writers.
In short, LBs are “a fundamentally different kind of linguistic construct from productive
grammatical constructions” (Biber et al., 2004, p. 399). The construct is evidently useful, and has
inspired a wide variety of research on multiword units in diverse registers.
2.3

LBs in Native and Nonnative English Academic Prose
Recent corpus-based studies have investigated L1 and L2 LB use in academic written

contexts (e.g., Hyland, 2008a, 2008b; Erman, 2009; Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010; Wei &
Lei, 2011; Ä del & Erman, 2012; Pérez-Llantada, 2014; Salazar, 2014; Qin, 2014; Pan et al.,
2016; Paquot, 2017). Wei and Lei (2011), for example, compared LB usage in doctoral
dissertations by advanced Chinese EFL learners and published research articles. They analyzed
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the structures and functions of bundles, and found that the nonnative writers and published
authors used phrasal bundles at similar rates. However, the two groups differed in that the
nonnative writers overused passive structures, but underused anticipatory it structures (e.g., it is
assumed that) and participant-oriented bundles (e.g., are likely to be), in comparison to the
professional writers. The authors attributed these differences to the Chinese students’ prior
learning experiences, arguing that both cultural factors and English education in Chinese settings
tend to lead toward academic prose that emphasizes impersonal stances and the avoidance of
confrontational discourse.
Chen and Baker (2010) also compared the use of LBs by native speakers and Chinese
learners of L2 English, using one corpus of published academic texts and two corpora of native
and nonnative student academic writing including university assignments. This study, overall,
showed that student writers are different from expert writers; for example, the L1 and L2
students used more clausal bundles than the expert writers, who used more phrasal bundles.
However, a qualitative analysis investigating expanded concordance lines further revealed
several distinctive features of L2 writers. L2 students were found to overgeneralize a limited
number of expressions that L1 writers rarely used in academic writing. At the same time, the L2
students underused the bundles most frequently used by the L1 writers in both published and
student writing. In particular, both native groups used a wide repertoire of hedges in cautious
language whereas L2 learners drew on only a small set of hedges while generally adopting a tone
of overstatement. The authors concluded that nonnative writers are, overall, “stylistically more
verbose” (p. 43), but as they develop L2 proficiency, their control of language, including hedges,
improves and their writing becomes more native-like. This finding is consistent with other
studies conducted with different L2 populations (e.g., Ä del & Erman, 2012; Pérez-Llantada,
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2014; Salazar, 2014). For instance, Ä del and Erman (2012) investigated bundles used by
nonnative undergraduate students (L1 Swedish) in the discipline of linguistics. They found that
Swedish students’ writing displayed a smaller variety of English bundles than comparable native
writing, especially in terms of hedge devices.
On the other hand, Römer (2009) found few distinctions between the use of formulaic
sequences by native-speaker and advanced nonnative-speaker undergraduate writers in that both
lacked similar sets of expert academic bundles. Her findings highlight students’ need to acquire
academic writing conventions no matter what their language background is. In regard to the use
of lexical bundles, the study suggests that academic writing competence is the important factor,
not native- versus nonnative-speaker status.
As several studies have indicated, academic writing becomes increasingly complex as
writers advance in their studies (Ortega, 2003; Biber et al., 2011, Biber & Gray, 2010; Pan et al.,
2016), and novice L1 writers are not immune to the difficulty of using lexical bundles
appropriately in academic prose. Many studies have attempted to characterize how novice
writers’ bundle use differs from that of expert writers by comparing published academic texts to
university student texts (e.g., Cortes, 2002, 2004; Scott & Tribble, 2006; Levy, 2008; Tribble,
2011). Two studies by Cortes (2002, 2004) compared bundles in student writing to bundles in
published research articles. In the first study, the student corpus consisted of English nativespeaker freshmen’s essays. She found significant differences between student writing and
published writing, and observed that students’ choice of bundles was affected by the assigned
tasks. The second study compared published academic texts in the fields of history and biology
to texts written by students (including graduate students) in the same disciplines. Cortes again
found little overlap in the two group; the most frequent bundles in the published text corpus were
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infrequent in the student corpus; when students did use some of the same bundles that appeared
in the published work, the students’ usage was unlike that of the published authors.
In another study, Levy (2008) compared freshman academic essays from writers of
varying proficiency levels to professional essays in college composition textbooks. Levy found
that both student writing and textbook essays utilized phrasal bundles associated with the
academic register; however, less proficient student writing was more likely to use bundles in a
literal way compared to more proficient student writing and textbook essays. Based on this
analysis of LB use, Levy suggested that writers new to the university setting have a less
developed understanding of academic expectations, and therefore rely too heavily on the
conventions of conversational registers. More recently, Tribble (2011), compared LBs in nativespeaker student academic writing (MA level assignments and dissertations) and published
research articles in equivalent fields. The findings showed that the student writers used only a
small number of bundles common in research articles. Tribble argued that the bundles absent in
student writing (for instance, in terms of the, in the case of) were often those that functioned as
“framing markers” (p. 94), which suggests that students may need specific training in how to
employ the bundles that give textual coherence to academic writing.
The aforementioned studies, however, have compared different types of academic texts in
their analyses. The findings thus remain somewhat unclear, as mentioned earlier, due to the
confounding effects of register differences, which inevitably affect the usage of lexical bundles
(e.g., Pérez-Llantada, 2014; Pan et al., 2016). Among the very few who have attempted to avoid
the confounding effects of noncomparable registers and author characteristics is a study by Pan
et al. (2016). They investigated the structural and functional patterns of bundles as used by L1versus L2-professionals in research articles in telecommunications. However, the study identified
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both L1 and L2 writings solely based on writers’ names and affiliations. The main findings Pan
et al. reported included that the L2 writers used more clausal bundles (particularly passive verb
structures), whereas the L1 writers used more phrasal bundles; and that the L2 writers used LBs
for different functions than the L1 writers, sometimes inappropriately. Although the findings are
meaningful, the results might have been affected by the inclusion of L2 writers in the L1 corpus
and vice versa; ensuring the authors’ language backgrounds in large corpora remains a
methodological issue that has not yet been solved.
In sum, the available research does not clarify whether L2 bundle usage patterns are
associated with genres, characteristics of L2 writers, characteristics of novice academics, or a
mix of these, which is an issue consistently found in this field, as mentioned above.
2.4

Argumentative Essays
One academic writing type has received relatively little research attention in the literature

of lexical bundles, although it is probably the most common genre of undergraduate writing
(Mei, 2006; Wingate, 2012): the argumentative essay. Argumentative essays are defined as
“argumentative or expository in character, i.e., besides presenting facts, they have the aim to
explain, analyze and interpret these facts and, usually, to argue for a certain standpoint”
(Altenberg & Tapper, 1998, p. 83). Furthermore, writing an argumentative essay requires critical
and logical thinking, and the ability to incorporate sources in a coherent way (Parkinson &
Musgrave, 2014).
Such essays can combine linguistic and conceptual elements of various genres. For
example, they may include features associated with spoken genres such as short sentences, more
paratactic and fewer hypotactic sentences, and personal statements in the first person singular.
But they also employ features that are characteristic of academic writing in particular, including
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nominalization, longer argumentative structures, and critical analysis (Jaworska, Krummes, &
Ensslin, 2015). As noted earlier, research has shown that academic writing is structurally packed
with phrasal modifiers embedded in noun phrases (e.g., Biber et al., 2011; Gray, 2015); however,
the findings are based on corpora of published research articles, and therefore may not be
applicable to other types of academic writing, especially argumentative essays, which share
features of both spoken and written genres. Given the important role of argumentative essays at
the university level, surprisingly few studies have directly compared the usage of LBs in this
type of writing by native and nonnative groups of student writers.
One recent study, by Bychkovska and Lee (2017), investigated native and nonnative
undergraduates’ use of LBs in argumentative essays. It found that the L2 writers, unlike their L1
counterparts, tended to use LBs characteristic of conversation, thus echoing the previous studies
comparing L1 and L2 bundle uses. Bychkovska and Lee’s findings, however, might not be
conclusive because the two language groups produced their essays at different stages (i.e., L1
English seniors vs. L2 English freshmen). Furthermore, the freshman group’s argumentative
essays were general, while the senior group’s essays were discipline specific; each of these
registers requires specific structures and writing skills that are developed at different levels (Nesi
& Gardner, 2012).
Some of the small body of research from a linguistic perspective that has investigated
argumentative essays has focused on cohesion. Field and Yip (1992), for example, compared
conjunctive cohesive devices used by two language groups (ESL writers of Cantonese and native
English-speaking writers). The two groups’ essays differed in terms of the types and functions of
cohesive devices. For example, the nonnative writers used however and on the other hand far
more often than the native writers, including in places where such devices did not necessarily
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serve the argument well. In addition, the same group almost always used such discourse devices
in the initial position of a sentence or paragraph, unlike their counterparts, which the authors
attributed to the influence of the participants’ L1 Chinese. Similarly, Milton (1999) investigated
the frequencies of sequences related to a set of discourse markers that are covered in EFL
teaching materials, to compare the extent to which such sequences were distributed in essays
written by native and nonnative writers. The results showed that the learners employed a limited
set of “discoursally more explicit” sequences, for instance first of all and all in all, and never
used some sequences that the native speakers preferred, such as in this case and it can be seen
that (p. 228). Moreover, Milton observed that nonnative writers’ use of discourse devices often
hindered rather than furthering their writing’s coherence. The findings, while interesting, cannot
be considered conclusive, given the different types of academic writing in each corpus – the
learner corpus comprised argumentative essays while the native corpus included theory-based
student writing and published research articles.
Overall, the results of early research investigating L2 argumentative essays (e.g., Field &
Yip, 1992; Ringbom, 1998; Milton, 1999) suggest certain discrepancies, particularly in the use of
organizational expressions. These studies, however, have investigated the use of sets of
expressions determined a priori, for example, formulaic language (i.e., discourse markers)
presented in EFL teaching materials. Using a pre-determined list, a corpus is searched for the
expressions in context. The focus is on how nonnative speakers’ usage differs from that of native
speakers, and the results are used to support the claim that L2 learners show nonnativelike
patterns. While this approach has certain advantages, the results of research taking an inductive
approach that explores target expressions emerging in the context of a specific genre of essays
written by native and nonnative speakers would also be of interest. Such an approach would
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allow researchers to investigate the features of formulaic language usage specific to each of the
two populations, including different writers’ practices for developing their arguments, rather than
setting up native-speaker writing as the standard for nonnative-speaker writing.
More often than not, the existing studies have explored L2 argument essays by either
comparing them with other types of L1 academic writing (e.g., Milton, 1999; Parkinson &
Musgrave, 2014; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017), or without comparing them to L1 data at all (e.g.,
Staples, Egbert, Biber, & McClair, 2013; Mazgutova & Kormos, 2015; Chen & Baker, 2016).
This situation may be partially due to the lack of systematically compiled native corpora of
argumentative essays, which may, in fact, be a genre less commonly required of native speaker
students than of learners. Particularly in EFL environments, writing argumentative essays is one
of the most common tasks required of nonnative writers (e.g., Charles, 2007; Jiang, 2015), and is
an intrinsic feature of academic foreign language programs (e.g., Jaworska et al., 2015). As Chen
and Baker (2016) noted, however, collecting high-quality learner data of argumentative essays
strictly matched for task type is difficult, but it is far more “difficult, if not impossible, to gather
a data set comparable with native written corpora” (p. 878).
Overall, despite the ubiquity of the argumentative essay genre at the university level and
in EFL contexts, we know very little about how L1 and L2 developing writers use LBs in
argumentative essays. More research on argumentative essay writing is needed, particularly
because the basic function of this genre, which is to present and develop an argument, is a key
skill across academic disciplines. This makes the genre useful for evaluating the academic
literacy of novice writers as well as for introducing students to the rhetorical devices of academic
writing in general (e.g., Wingate, 2012; Parkinson & Musgrave, 2014; Jaworska et al., 2015;
Weigle & Friginal, 2015).
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2.5

Partial Production of LBs by Nonnative Writers
As seen, previous corpus-based studies that have compared native and nonnative

formulaic sequence use have claimed that nonnatives use fewer and/or less varied bundles
generally found in academic prose than native speakers (e.g., Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010;
Ä del and Erman, 2012; Qin, 2014; Salazar, 2014). However, almost all such research retrieves
tokens from corpora using automatic search programs, which can find only full and correct
sequences (e.g., De Cock, 2000; Nekrasova, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010; Wei & Lei, 2011; Ä del
& Erman, 2012; Salazar, 2014; Paquot, 2017). Several scholars, however, have shown that L2
learners’ inaccurate uses of formulaic language are pervasive (e.g., Schmidt, 1983; Yorio, 1989;
Howarth, 1998; Wray, 2004; Schmitt, Grandage, & Adolphs, 2004; Wray & Fitzpatrick, 2008;
Crossley & Salsbury, 2011; Huang, 2015). Surprisingly, very few studies consider learners’
erroneous uses in their analyses, which might affect their results if they miss learners’ attempts to
use bundles (Chen & Baker, 2010).
While there is general agreement that native speakers may use and process formulaic
language, including lexical bundles, as unanalyzed wholes rather than as combinations of
individual words (e.g., Wray, 2008; Nekrasova, 2009; Arnon & Snider, 2010; Tremblay et al.,
2011), this might not always be the case for nonnative speakers (e.g., Underwood, Schmitt, &
Galpin, 2004; Siyanova & Schmitt, 2008; Wood, 2015). Schmitt et al. (2004) contended that
nonnative speakers tend to “latch onto key content words” of a formulaic sequence, and then try
to produce neighboring words (p. 140). The authors suggested that if nonnative speakers do not
process full sequences as holistic chunks, then such partial productions may be more formulaic
for these speakers. Similarly, in the study of Shin, Cortes, and Yoo (2018), L1 Korean speakers
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frequently left the definite article out of LBs in their written work, producing, for example, one
of most and at same time for the target bundles one of the most and at the same time.
Several scholars have speculated that formulaic expressions may be incrementally
acquired over time, rather than learned as holistic units, resulting in the production of errors until
learners master the sequences in later stages of language development (e.g., Schmitt & Carter,
2004; Li & Schmitt, 2009). Wray and Fitzpatrick (2008) also asserted that the mastery of
formulaic language is related to the mastery of detail, which is in turn a matter of proficiency; for
example, particularly low-level learners tend to fail to internalize the lexical and morphological
details that are crucial to the successful production of formulaic language. Some research has
taken a more qualitative approach, such as the study of Spöttle and McCarthy (2004), which
employed a think-aloud protocol analysis in which L2 learners were asked about their strategies
and problems when dealing with the formulaic sequences found in a spoken corpus. The results
showed that the participants usually first tried to translate the sequences into their native
language; if this attempt failed, as it usually did, they then attempted to analyze the grammar of
the sequences.
Likewise, other researchers attribute L2 errors in formulaic language to learners’ strong
tendency toward grammatical analysis, which results in their changing forms unnecessarily (e.g.,
Howarth, 1998; Wray, 2004; Wray & Fitzpatrick, 2008). Wray (2004) drew these conclusions
from a longitudinal study with a beginning learner of Welsh. The study examined how the
participant’s pre-memorized nativelike formulaic language changed over time. The participant
memorized a lengthy script for a public presentation, and the speech she produced was analyzed
in terms of pausing, errors, and deviations from the formulaic sequences in the original script.
The participant, according to Wray, understood that memorizing the speech exactly would be the
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best strategy. Nevertheless, when she delivered the speech later, it included typical errors of an
early stage learner of Welsh. Wray concluded that adult language learners could hardly avoid
analyzing the grammar of the input: “Adult learners may find it difficult to suppress the tendency
to break down linguistic input…creating a problem for themselves when they later need to
reconstruct the string” (p. 251).
Focusing on L2 English learners with a higher proficiency level, Wray and Fitzpatrick
(2008) conducted an L2 formulaic language study with six intermediate and advanced learners.
The learners worked with a researcher who constructed nativelike sentences for them, including
formulaic sequences, based on what they wanted to say; the learners were then asked to
memorize and use the sentences in conversation. Results showed that the learners produced a
variety of errors by deviating from the original sequences. Wray and Fitzpatrick categorized the
errors as lexical, morphological, adjunct, and phrasal deviation, with further subcategories (e.g.,
morphological deviation based on morpheme category—inflection, preposition, article, particle,
variant—and on error type—omission, insertion, substitution). Many of the learners’ deviations
from the originally memorized sequences involved articles (30%). The learners’ main error with
articles was to omit them where required; in contrast, their main error with non-article function
words was substitution. In short, L2 learners focus on lexical elements because function words,
which lack semantic content and are unstressed, are less salient; thus, function words are often
“edited out” by learners when they are attempting to analyze sequences (Wray, 2004, p. 266).
If nonnative speakers do reconstruct formulaic language based on content words (e.g.,
Schmitt et al., 2004; Wray, 2004; Wray & Fitzpatrick, 2008), their use of function words in
formulaic language deserves particular attention. Considering that lexical bundles are fixed
expressions consisting of certain linguistic items, and that function words comprise a large part
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of most bundles (for example, almost all the bundles identified in academic registers by Biber et
al., 1999, 2004 include articles and/or prepositions), their potential as a research tool to
investigate how nonnative speakers use function words in bundles seems worth exploring.
Despite the increasing amount of research addressing L2 learners’ use of LBs, a dearth of
research has investigated problematic target forms in the framework of LBs, although a handful
of studies have examined the accuracy of idioms or collocations (e.g., Bahns & Eldaw, 1993;
Chi, Wong, P., & Wong, C., 1994; Howarth, 1998; Nesselhauf, 2005; Erman, 2009). One of the
reasons that previous studies (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2010; Ä del and Erman, 2012; Salazar, 2014)
have found only small numbers of lexical bundles in learner corpora could be that when a learner
makes an error with any constituent item in a lexical bundle, the automatic data-driven
frequency-based procedure used to identify lexical bundles cannot detect the attempt to produce
a bundle. An important issue in frequency analysis is that if it does not include all the instances
in which the writers attempted to use the target forms, then it might not represent the true
frequency. Qualitative analysis of embedded items in LBs should indicate problematic areas that
contribute to L2 learners’ infrequent use of the bundles, and thus ultimately provide pedagogical
advice to facilitate the L2 acquisition of formulaic language.
2.6

Articles Embedded in LBs
Among the function words in LBs, articles in particular deserve close examination. While

articles, including the definite article the and the indefinite article a(n), are the most frequently
used words in English, they are among the most difficult structural elements for L2 learners to
acquire (e.g., Master, 1990; Liu & Gleason, 2002; Yoo, 2009; Chodorow, Gamon, & Tetreault,
2010). Despite many years of English language learning, even fairly advanced learners make
consistent article errors (e.g., Yoon, 1993; Butler, 2002; Liu & Gleason, 2002; Amuzie &
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Spinner, 2013), and some studies have claimed that articles are unteachable (e.g., Yamada &
Matsuura, 1982; Murphy, 1997; Robertson, 2000). Such difficulty would stem from the lack of
clear one-to-one rules for article functions that are realized in discourse (e.g., Reed, 1991; Liu &
Gleason, 2002; Shin & Kim, 2017). Pica (1983), for example, argues that “a key to ESL
students’ attaining proficiency in article use lies not in the study of grammatical rules…but
through developing awareness of variations of article use within communicative contexts,”
because the information required to interpret articles is “discourse-related” (p. 231).
The distribution of articles in English is traditionally considered to be restricted by the
class of the nouns with which they occur (e.g., Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, & Svartvik, 1985;
Chesterman, 1991). L2 learners’ well-known difficulty with the use of English articles has
inspired extensive research examining L2 usage of English articles with co-occurring noun
phrases, albeit with inconclusive findings. The collective findings have centered on the
substitution of one article for another and the frequent omission of articles in NPs. For example,
many studies have reported that the is highly overgeneralized in contexts where the indefinite
article is required (e.g., Yamada & Matsuura, 1982; Huebner, 1983, 1985; Ionin, Ko, & Wexler,
2007; Lee & Chen, 2009). On the other hand, some studies have claimed that L2 English learners
have accurate control of the indefinite article, particularly at early stages (e.g., Young, 1996;
Ekiert & Park, 2010), or that they overuse a/an in definite contexts (e.g., Leung, 2001). Other
researchers have shown that English learners, especially those without an article system in the
first language, tend to not use any articles (e.g., Thomas, 1989; Murphy, 1997; Robertson, 2000;
Chrabaszcz & Jiang, 2014).
While researchers might agree that the functions of articles should be understood in
discourse contexts, in practice much of the research restricts its focus to NPs (e.g., McEldowney,
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1977; Huebner, 1983; Leung, 2001; Butler, 2002; Trenkic, 2009; Amuzie & Spinner, 2013).
However, articles might not always be dependent on the adjoining noun. When articles are
embedded in particular kinds of multiword sequences, such as quantificational phrases (QPs), for
example, many of, plenty of, the use of the article might differ according to the adjoining phrase
in context. Shin (2012) identified 43 QPs using English native-speaker corpora and classified
them into three groups based on the following articles: those that (i) obligatorily require a
definite determiner (e.g., many of the toys; one of the toys); (ii) tend to (but may not) precede a
noun without any article (e.g., plenty of toys; a number of toys); and (iii) are contextually
dependent (e.g., a part of a/the toy). As this categorization indicates, article use within QPs
depends (at least partly) on the phrasal level in context and not the noun itself.
In addition, Yoo (2009) described the discrepancy between the coverage of the in
ESL/EFL grammar books and its actual rate of occurrence in a corpus, as reported by Biber et al.
(1999). Yoo’s grammar book analysis found that the texts focused mostly on the anaphoric use
of the (i.e., second mention of an entity), which is often related to nominal phrases,1 while rarely
discussing the cataphoric use (i.e., postmodification) such as I remember the beginning of the
war very well (the in cataphoric NP is in bold and the postmodification is underlined). Yoo’s
comparison with Biber et al.’s corpus findings, however, demonstrated that the cataphoric use
was the most common in academic prose, comprising 40% of all the instances of the in the
corpus. Yoo also points out that, contrary to the conventional understanding that cataphoric
structures always license the definite determiner with the head noun (e.g., Quirk et al., 1985),

1

Yoo (2009, p. 268) provides the following examples of the use of the in anaphoric NPs (in bold):
An elegant, dark-haired woman, a well-dressed man with dark glasses, and two children entered the compartment. I
immediately recognized the woman. The children also looked vaguely familiar.
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they can instead require a/an or the null article in discourse, which is among the many
exceptions in the complex rules of articles that create difficulty for L2 English learners.
Much of the research to date has addressed a wide range of article uses as part of
proposed classification systems; however, almost all of it limits the discussion to the nominal
phrase. Some studies have reported that L2 learners make frequent article errors because they
tend not to consider extended discourse beyond NPs in their article usage (e.g., Master, 1995),
which is not surprising given the limited analyses in most pedagogical materials.
A specific type of expression that entails article use in discourse is the lexical bundle. As
noted earlier, bundles are fixed expressions determined solely by frequency, and thus are likely
to capture the uses of embedded articles in context. Many previous studies of articles have taken
a top-down approach, in which the target article usage is predefined, often by drawing on
traditional accounts of articles that restrict the analysis to the nominal phrase in which an article
occurs (e.g., Leung, 2001). In contrast, research on articles in LBs, by taking a broader scope,
should shed light on the greater variety of article usage that naturally emerges in discourse,
including uses rarely discussed in the literature (e.g., the cataphoric use of articles in LBs as in
the beginning of the and the fact that the), which would be of great help in designing
instructional materials for teaching articles.
One might argue that focusing on article use is not worthwhile. Article errors rarely lead
to outright misunderstanding in spoken language, and a person can communicate effectively
even with entirely erroneous article uses (Master, 1994). This is not only because articles, which
lack semantic content and are unstressed, are less salient (Wray, 2004; Sheen, 2007), but also
because pragmatic clues can usually communicate the intentions of the speaker (Master, 1990,
2007). However, in written contexts, where a writer cannot depend on extralinguistic cues,
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articles contribute more to communicative effectiveness. With advanced English learners,
“especially if the goal is written competence (where article errors really stand out),” accurate
article use becomes important (Master, 1990, p. 284). Complicating the matter, English articles
are known to be tremendously difficult for L2 learners, especially for those whose first languages
have no article systems (e.g., Butler, 2002; Amuzie & Spinner, 2013). Furthermore, ESL/EFL
researchers and teachers have sometimes claimed that articles are not treatable and article errors
often remain uncorrected (e.g., Sheen, 2007), which only adds to L2 learners’ difficulty in
acquiring English articles.
A promising direction for research on articles in LBs appears to be the exploration of
learners’ use of articles embedded in multiword sequences. Research on this topic would enable
better understanding of L2 English articles, especially the usages rarely discussed in the
literature, which would be of great help in designing instructional materials for teaching articles.
Furthermore, it could indicate problematic areas of article usage in formulaic sequences by L2
learners, which would, in turn, help educators provide pedagogical advice to facilitate the L2
acquisition of certain types of formulaic language.
2.7

Semantic Prosody and Semantic Preference
Two notions from corpus linguistics might be particularly useful for improving our

understanding of the functional properties of lexical bundles: semantic prosody and semantic
preference. Sinclair (2004) explained the idea of semantic preference as “the restriction of
regular co-occurrence to items which share a semantic feature” (p. 142). In other words, it refers
to a given item’s tendency to find collocates in certain categories or sets of lexical items (e.g.,
Stubbs, 2001; Partington, 2004). For example, Stubbs (2001) observed that undergo is typically
tied with categories of medicine, change, testing, and involuntariness, while Partington (2004)
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found an association between maximizing adverbs such as totally, completely, and entirely with
absence or a change of state. Semantic prosody is a related notion; it is defined as “a form of
meaning which is established through the proximity of a consistent series of collocates,”
expressing speaker/writer attitude or stance (Louw, 2000, p. 57). The role of semantic prosody
has been explored in the past two decades by researchers including Sinclair (1991, 2004), Louw
(1993), Stubbs (1995, 1996, 2002), Partington (2004), Hunston (2007, 2011), Morley and
Parington (2009), and Stewart (2010), among many others. These studies have shown that the
affective meaning of a given item is realized only when it is used in the context of its habitual
collocations, often characterizable as positive, neutral, or negative (e.g., Stubbs, 1996; Xiao &
McEnery, 2006; Oster, 2010). For instance, Louw (1993) listed several items that tend to be
associated with unfavorable meanings, including utterly, bent on, symptomatic of, and victim of.
Conklin and Schmitt (2008) pointed out others that, in contrast, are associated with positive
connotations; they gave the example provide in provide information and provide services.
In sum, although semantic preference and semantic prosody describe distinct phenomena
that differ in scope, they are also interdependent. While semantic prosody points to the semantic
relations between a given item and its collocates, the scope of semantic preference is narrower,
focusing on the relations among the collocates themselves (e.g., Stubbs, 2002; Partington, 2004).
And while semantic prosody constrains the larger context in which an item can appear, semantic
prosody itself is shaped by semantic preferences (Partington, 2004), as the semantic categories of
collocates influence the affective meaning of the context.
While previous literature has reported interesting findings, several aspects of semantic
preference and prosody remain unclear. First of all, much of the existing work has taken a topdown approach, in which the target words are predefined for the search and their collocations are
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then investigated in a corpus (e.g., Sinclair, 1991; Louw, 1993; Stubbs, 1995, 2001; Hunston,
2002; Schmitt & Carter, 2004; Partington, 2004; Cheng, 2006; Xiao & McEnery, 2006). Hence,
they target a small number of items chosen by the researchers, often focusing on explicitly valueladen words. Such items may be less relevant for academic prose, in which values or affective
stances are expected to be expressed implicitly rather explicitly (e.g., Hunston, 1993; Gray &
Biber, 2012). Furthermore, the scope of their analysis has been limited to the search for adjoining
words, but semantic preference and prosody beyond collocational behavior are of great interest,
especially when the analysis extends to how the target words denote meanings at the sentencelevel, or even beyond the sentence, within the larger context. Another open question, which has
been raised by several researchers, is whether attitudinal meanings of words identified in one
context can be transferred to another. Hunston (2007) contends that such meanings are “registerspecific” (p. 261); for example, the verb cause loses its typical negative connotation in scientific
registers.
In this line of research, a study that does in fact address some of these issues was
conducted by Cortes and Hardy (2013). They took an inductive approach to explore the semantic
preferences and prosodies of three phrasal LBs in two native corpora, one consisting of Spanish
texts from Argentine journals and one consisting of English texts from American journals; both
consisted of published research articles in the field of history. The study first identified lexical
bundles in the two corpora, and selected equivalent pairs. The analysis of the bundles traced their
referents and complements in context. The results showed the extent of the differences in
evaluative meanings and semantic categories of bundles across the two languages. For example,
one of the most in both the English and the Spanish data was mostly used in positive contexts, to
describe proper nouns as superlative; however, unlike the English data, the Spanish data included
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no instances of a proper noun referring to women being depicted in this way, indicating the
content of the published texts, which retell male-dominated events in the history of Argentina.
This study is notable in its departure from previous work on semantic preference and prosody.
The first important points of difference are that it employed a bottom-up corpus-based
methodology and analyzed the bundles that were retrieved from the corpus. In addition, their
analysis focused on the relation of the bundles to their context; given that some core words in
lexical bundles function as “empty shells” that enclose or anticipate the meaning of the
surrounding discourse (Aktas & Cortes, 2008, p. 4), the greater interest of LBs may be related to
the co-occurring structures that combine with LBs in context, rather than the target bundles per
se.
Overall, understanding the semantic prosody and preference of lexical bundles would
help to understand how lexical bundles are involved in genre-specific conventions. The study of
L2 use of multiword sequences is inextricably tied to the study of L2 acquisition of word cooccurrence; L2 vocabulary is learned cumulatively, through repeated encounters with a given
word over time; competent speakers know what words co-occur in various contexts of use
(Partington, 2004). Moreover, words’ semantic associations also develop cumulatively; thus,
when language users frequently encounter a word in positive contexts, they come to associate
that word with positive contexts; when a word occurs frequently in negative contexts, it takes on
a negative association for speakers (e.g., Schmitt & Carter, 2004; Partington, 2004; Morley &
Partington, 2009). Native speakers have longer histories with individual words, but also share
more sociocultural associations; the greatest obstacle learners face in acquiring L2 vocabulary
may be the lack of such associations (Moon, 1992; Morley & Partington, 2009). As Moon
(1992), for instance, argued, the evaluative and textual functions understood among native
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speakers make combinations of words the most challenging part of a language for L2 learners.
An intriguing question to explore, then, is to what extent language learners, especially in EFL
environments with limited exposure to input in the target language, use the habitual cooccurrence of words (Stubbs, 1996, p. 176), along with the properties of the words that are
accessible to native speakers.
Hence, this dissertation, by comparing the use of LBs in relation to semantic prosody and
preference in native and EFL academic production, will cast light on hitherto unexplored traits
accumulated by the two language groups through their prior language experience and exposure
(Belcher, 2014), and, in turn, would provide pedagogical implications for the instruction of
formulaic language to different language groups of writers. For instance, the investigation of
bundles in the argument essay register written (in response to the same prompts) by native and
nonnative English-speaking university freshmen may show similarities and differences in how
bundles are related to structural and functional properties in context as well as how argument and
stance are realized in their writings. Tribble (2011) also argued for the need for a serious effort to
investigate how novice academic writers employ lexical bundles in different stages of writing
(e.g., in supporting their argument), and to what extent novice writers at different academic
levels adhere to disciplinary conventions. Such research would contribute to answering genre
enquiries in the realm of argument essays and thus provide useful information in regard to many
factors related to the use of lexical bundles, providing useful pedagogical implications for
teaching and learning argumentative writing at the university level.
2.8

Summary: The Motivation for the Dissertation Study
While novice academic writers (native and nonnative speakers alike) often find the

language use appropriate to academic registers challenging (e.g., Tribble, 2011), we know little
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about the extent to which newcomers to the university setting arrive equipped with discourse
conventions. The previous studies have taken important steps toward expanding our
understanding of the use of LBs by different groups of writers in academic writing, but they also
have some methodological limitations such as ambiguous distinctions between native and
nonnative texts and confounding influences of register (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2010).
This chapter’s review of the accumulated prior work on LBs indicates that bundles have
not been fully exploited in research on native and nonnative English academic writing. For one,
research on the LBs used by native and nonnative writers has generated much discussion in the
past few years. However, little effort has been made to spot problematic areas where nonnative
writers experience difficulty in the use of LBs, although erroneous uses of LBs are not
uncommon in L2 written work (e.g., Huang, 2015; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017; Shin et al., 2018).
Focusing on articles embedded in LBs, this dissertation study explores nonnative writers’ efforts
to use LBs (i.e., including those with article errors), and discusses how their production of
imperfect LBs affects corpus-driven frequency counts of these bundles (Research Question 1).
In addition, given that many of the previous studies have been limited by their use of
different types of academic writing in their comparative analyses on LBs, this dissertation study
employs carefully matched corpora of native and nonnative novice writers, built on essays
written in a single genre (argumentative essays) and in response to identical writing prompts in
order to more effectively compare the use of LBs by the two language groups (Research
Question 2).
The dissertation then extends the internal structural analysis of LBs in the literature by
focusing on the syntactic roles of structures in which LBs are constructed, as well as the costructures of LBs in context (Research Question 3). Furthermore, it extends previous studies’
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functional analysis of LBs by examining the semantic prosody and preference of LBs (Research
Question 4). This line of research requires the analysis to go beyond the sentence level and at
times even consider full essays in order to examine the use of LBs in context, which greatly
differs from traditional analyses that limit their scope to the sentence. Additionally, comparing
the use of LBs by native and nonnative writers under the same writing topics provides a detailed
picture of how each group deploys LBs in argumentative essays.
In sum, as this chapter’s review of the prior research demonstrates, much work still
remains to be done in order to develop a comprehensive framework for using LBs as a means of
inquiry into various aspects of language development, and to determine the full scale of their
utility for research and pedagogy. Should they prove to be a reliable tool, they will offer unique
benefits in the learning and teaching of lexical bundles to both native and nonnative writers of
English, and, in particular, to native and nonnative novice academic writers.

3
3.1

CORPORA AND METHODOLOGY

Corpora
This dissertation research used corpora of argumentative essays written by two language

groups. One corpus consists of essays by native speakers of English, and the other corpus
consists of essays by L1-Korean-speaking EFL learners. These native and learner corpora of
argumentative essays produced by first-year university students are strictly matched for writing
prompts and time constraints.
Table 1 provides information on the native corpus and the two learner subcorpora used in
the dissertation study. Considering that the three corpora each contain approximately half a
million words, raw frequencies were used without converting them to a normalized rate.
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Table 1. Description of the learner corpus (two subcorpora) and the native corpus
Corpora
Number of essays Mean length of Total corpus size
essays (words)
(words)
LC subcorpus 1 (essays scored 1–6)
2,080
236.2
491,333
LC subcorpus 2 (essays scored 4–6)
1,408
349.3
491,800
NC
1,414
346.9
490,610

The existing learner corpus (LC, hereafter) was built on English writing samples from
entering freshmen at a highly-ranked university in Korea using the Criterion® Online Writing
Evaluation Service developed by Educational Testing Service (ETS), which provides students
with a holistic score (1 to 6) on their essays. A total of 6,630 students wrote argumentative
essays (238.5 words on average) as part of the placement test for first-year English courses from
2009 to 2012, amounting to 1.6 million words. They were instructed to write an essay in
response to a given writing prompt in 50 minutes in a computer lab. One of eight writing topics
was given to each student (see Appendix A for the eight topics). Two example topics are:
1. It has been said, “Not everything that is learned is contained in books.” Compare
and contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from books.
Which source is more important? Use specific reasons and examples to support your
answer.
2. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a member
of a group than to be the leader of a group. Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer.
The native corpus data collection was designed in order to build a comparable corpus that
would correspond exactly to the existing learner corpus, specifically for this dissertation
research. The native corpus (NC, hereafter) was built on writing samples from L1 English firstyear students at a large public university in the southeastern United States. The students were
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asked to write essays as a diagnostic test for freshman composition courses in response to the
same writing prompts and under the same time constraints used for the essays of the learner
corpus. The test was administered at the beginning week of freshman composition courses in the
summer and fall semesters in 2017. To ascertain the students’ first language, they were asked to
provide some demographic information, and essays written by students with L1s other than
English were excluded from the corpus (see Appendix B for a sample essay test). The students
wrote the essays either in MS Word using a computer or on paper, depending on whether their
class met in a computer lab or in a regular classroom. After the instructors collected the writing
samples, they sent them to me via email, either as MS Word files or as PDF files scanned from
the paper essays. The PDF files were first transcribed; all the files were then converted into text
files to be uploaded to a concordance program. As shown in Table 1, the native corpus contains
1,414 essays, of 346.9 words on average, amounting to 490,610 words.
For the purposes of this study, two subcorpora of the learner corpus were created to
nearly match the size of the native corpus (Table 1). The first learner subcorpus (Table 2)
consists of essays across all scores (1 to 6). The total number of words in each score group was
matched as closely as possible, except for the two highest groups, as relatively few essays
received a score of 5 (n = 180) and even fewer received a score of 6 (n = 3); therefore, all of the
essays in these two score groups were included. Accordingly, this corpus contains a total of
491,333 words in 2,080 essays with an average length of 236.2 words. It includes more essays
than the native corpus, because the learner essays are about 100 words shorter on average than
the native essays. This subcorpus includes both low-scoring and high-scoring essays in order to
address Research Question 1 (i.e., on nonnatives’ partial production of LBs), based on the
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assumption that the ability to use formulaic sequences correctly is related to proficiency (e.g.,
Wray & Fitzpatrick, 2008; Chen & Baker, 2016).
Table 2. Description of the LC subcorpus 1
Score
Number of essays Mean length of essays (words)
1
668
152.2
2
508
200
3
412
247.1
4
309
327.9
5
180
462.4
6
3
565.3
Total
2,080
236.2

Total corpus size (words)
101,670
101,600
101,810
101,321
83,236
1,696
491,333

For the second learner subcorpus (Table 3), all essays that received scores of 4 or higher
were selected in an attempt to match the average length of essays in the native corpus as closely
as possible. This process resulted in a subcorpus of 1,408 essays amounting to 491,800 words,
with a very similar average essay length and total number of words to that of the native corpus,
as shown in Table 1. Learner subcorpus 2 was therefore used to address Research Questions 2, 3,
and 4 of the dissertation, all of which involve comparison between native and learner writing.
Note that subcorpora 1 and 2 include overlapping sets of essays, as subcorpus 2 includes all the
essays of scores 4–6.
Table 3. Description of the LC subcorpus 2
Score
Number of essays Mean length of essays (words)
4
1,225
332.1
5
180
462.4
6
3
565.3
Total
1,408
349.3

Total corpus size (words)
406,868
83,236
1,696
491,800

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Georgia State
University. The process of collecting data for the native corpus from freshman composition
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courses at the same institutional site was approved by the IRB. The existing learner corpus was
considered secondary data and therefore its use was categorized as exempt by the IRB.
3.2

Partial Production of LBs
To detect learners’ article errors for the first research question, the analysis used two sets

of bundles with definite or indefinite articles in their internal structures: those identified in
previous studies and those found in the native corpus in this study. For the data from the present
study, the NC and subcorpus 1 of the LC (i.e., essays scored 1–6) were used.
Regarding the LBs from previous studies, 172 article-containing bundles were chosen from
the list of 278 four-word LBs identified as frequently occurring in a wide range of academic
registers by Biber et al. (1999; academic books and research articles) and Biber et al. (2004;
university-level textbooks). These 172 bundles were designated the “reference bundles” for this
study; most of these are phrasal bundles (i.e., NP- and PP-based bundles). The reference bundles
were used to investigate article uses in academic writing in general, and to further elucidate the
reasons for the small number of LBs in L2 learner writing consistently reported in previous
studies. In addition, the article-containing bundles identified in this study’s native corpus were
used to compare nonnative and native writers’ usage in the specific register of argumentative
essays.
In order to investigate the partial production of LBs by nonnative writers, a coreexpression approach (Shin et al., 2018) was employed. A core expression is the part of a LB that
consists of its core word and the following word; for example, number of is the core expression
of bundles like in a number of and the total number of. The reason for deconstructing the LBs is
that when core expressions are taken from the bundles, other elements are left isolated, and thus
any possible sources of inaccurate uses of LBs by L2 learners can be examined. Many of the core
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expressions include a preposition (mostly of) and a head noun that is either a content or lexical
word (e.g., number of) or a function word (e.g., some of). Overall, a total of 102 core expressions
were extracted from 172 LBs, as core expressions can be part of one or several lexical bundle(s).
Each instance of a core expression of a target LB was identified in context by examining articles
that precede and/or follow core expressions, and analyzed for possible lexical bundle misuse in
terms of articles. Any case in which the core expression’s accompanying article usage is found to
be correct in context, and any error other than errors with articles were excluded from the
analysis.
In addition, the article errors were categorized into three types, adopting Wray &
Fitzpatrick’s (2008) classification of errors in formulaic language. First, the obligatory contexts
for article use were identified, and then the learners’ errors were sorted into omission, insertion,
or substitution error categories. For this study, an omission error is defined as the omission of an
article where it is necessary in an LB (e.g., for the bundle is one of the: It is one of *(the) stations
in my hometown). An insertion error is defined as the addition of an unnecessary article within an
LB (e.g., It is *the one of the beautiful places). Substitution errors includes articles that are
incorrect (or articles replaced by incorrect demonstratives), such as those that disagree in
grammatical number with the noun (e.g., It is one of *that cities in Korea).
Finally, after the partial LBs in the learners’ production (potential bundles, hereafter)
were identified, the types and tokens of the LBs in the two corpora were compared, both with
and without the inclusion of the potential bundles in the learner corpus.
3.3

Internal Structures and Discourse Functions of LBs
To address the second research question, 4-word LBs were identified in the native and

nonnative corpora (NC and LC subcorpus 2, i.e., essays scored above 4), “because they are far
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more common than 5-word strings and offer a clearer range of structures and functions than 3word bundles” (Hyland, 2008b, p. 8). In order to generate a list of 4-word lexical bundles in the
native and nonnative corpora, the commercial concordance software AntConc (Anthony, 2014)
was used. Considering that the three corpora each used in the study contain approximately half a
million words (see Table 1), raw frequencies were used without converting them to a normalized
rate.
Biber et al. (1999) set the threshold at least 10 times per million words (pmw) for a fourword expression to be considered a lexical bundle. For the present study, taking a conservative
approach, the frequency threshold was set at 10 times in the native and nonnative corpora, which
contains approximately half a million words each, and the range threshold at a minimum of five
different texts. Following standard procedures in the identification of lexical bundles, the
retrieved bundles were manually checked for any topic-dependent bundles that directly quoted
the given essay prompts as well as overlapping bundles derived from the same longer sequences,
which were excluded from the analysis because such bundles both inflate the number of bundles
and fail to reflect the writers’ use of language. About 30 bundles in this study actually occurred
more than 100 times; many of them were found to be topic-dependent bundles. Lastly, the
bundles identified in each corpus were manually checked for cases misidentified by AntConc, for
example, due to punctuation and contractions.
After the lexical bundles were identified in each corpus, they were categorized using
structural and functional taxonomies developed in previous studies for the classification of LBs
(Biber et al., 1999, 2004). The structural categorization involved identifying types of structural
units: clausal (i.e., VP-based bundles) and phrasal (i.e., NP- and PP-based bundles). VP-based
bundles include word sequences with a verb component (e.g., I would like to). NP-based bundles
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refer to those including nominal phrases with of-phrase fragments (e.g., the rest of the) and postmodifier fragments (e.g., the fact that the), and PP-based bundles comprise a preposition
followed by an NP fragment (e.g., at the end of).
The discourse functions of the bundles were also classified, according to their meanings
in the texts, into three major categories: stance expressions (e.g., it is important to), discourse
organizers (e.g., on the other hand), and referential expressions (e.g., one of the most). Stance
expressions convey attitudes towards propositions. Discourse organizers are those “used to
express textual functions which are concerned with the meaning of the sentence as a message in
relation to the surrounding discourse” (Cortes, 2004, p. 401) and referential expressions are those
that help writers “structure their experience and determine their way of looking at things” (p.
401). Multifunctional bundles (e.g., at the same time) were categorized according to their most
common function in concordance lines (Biber et al., 2004; Chen & Baker, 2016; Pan et al.,
2016).
3.4

Syntactic Roles of LBs
For the third research question, the syntactic roles of the LBs used by native and

nonnative groups (NC and LC subcorpus 2, i.e., essays scored above 4) were investigated,
adopting Cortes’s (2015a) methods. In addition, the syntactic roles of the shared bundles, those
used by both groups, were compared, along with frequently co-occurring structures of the
bundles, in order to explore how the different language groups employ the same bundles in
context.
This question focused on the syntactic roles of the LBs in the two corpora under analysis.
First, the syntactic roles of the structures in which each LB is embedded were examined. This
process required a close examination of each bundle in context, as LBs are generally fragmented
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phrases or clauses in another structure. For instance, in terms of verb-phrase LBs (e.g., it is
important to), they were first structurally categorized depending on whether they occur in a main
clause with simple verb phrase fragments or a dependent clause starting with a complementizer
or subordinator. Those in the dependent clause category were then subcategorized by the
syntactic roles played by the clause; for example, adverbial (e.g., although it is important to),
complement (e.g., It is known that it is important to), and noun modifier (e.g., This is the reason
why it is important to), or any other syntactic role emerging in context.
3.5

Semantic Prosody and Semantic Preference of LBs
The analysis to address the last question of the dissertation compares the functions of the

semantic prosodies and preferences of the LBs shared by both native and nonnative groups in
context. For each LB shared by both groups, semantic preference was identified by examining
the content of co-occurring words to determine whether they belong to common semantic
categories or lexical sets (Partington, 2004, 2017). Semantic prosodies were also assigned, using
the labels for affective meanings of contexts that Xiao and McEnery (2006) employed: positive
(i.e., a pleasant or favorable context), neutral (i.e., the context is neither positive nor negative, or
evidence of affect is lacking), and negative (i.e., an unpleasant or unfavorable context). As for
phrasal bundles, an LB’s affective meaning was determined by evaluating how its referent(s) and
complement(s) function semantically in context (Cortes & Hardy, 2013): A lexical bundle is
often linked to another structure that connects to or includes the bundle’s referent, and much of
bundles’ semantic content comes from the nominal complements of their post-nominal
fragments. The analysis of clausal bundles that do not have both referents and complements
differs according to their structure, but the analysis centers on surrounding structural
environments of LBs. The functional analysis of I would like to, for instance, focused on tracing
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the to-clause following the bundle, and that of there are so many examined the following
complement, which is often a noun phrase.
It should be noted that the analyses in this part of the dissertation often cross sentences or
even paragraphs (e.g., Cortes & Hardy, 2013). This analytical choice makes a marked difference
from traditional analyses on semantic prosody and preference that focus on adjoining collocates
(e.g., Stubbs, 2002; Partington, 2004).
(1) I went to Foreign Language High School. It is one of the most prestigious schools in Korea,
like preps in USA. Students were under big pressures – they should get best grades in KSAT
and got into the most prestigious universities. When the stress gets so uncontrolled and kids
couldn’t find way out, some friends even committed suicides. Still, there were no consulting
teachers in my school. (LC, topic 2)
For instance, in example (1), from the learner corpus, the referent of is one of the is the
anaphoric it, whose meaning is traced to the preceding sentence: Foreign Language High School,
which appears to have neutral prosody. However, when the whole paragraph is considered, the
semantic prosody of Foreign Language High School changes to negative: The high school is
described as having no consulting teachers (i.e., advisors or counselors) despite students’ high
stress and some tragic incidents. Meanwhile, the complement of is one of the is the most
prestigious schools in Korea, which carries positive prosody. As for the semantic preferences of
this bundle, I closely examined concordances for the most frequently co-occurring words to
group the LBs into semantic preference categories. For instance, in the LC, is one of the is
repeatedly followed by most prestigious schools in Korea as in (1) above (e.g., is one of the top
universities in our country, best schools in Korea, the greatest universities in South Korea). I
therefore created a semantic category labeled “highly ranked institutions.”
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3.6

Inter-rater Reliability
The data under analysis in the dissertation was checked by two raters for inter-rater

reliability. As for partial production of LBs, the use of articles in LBs was checked by two raters
(myself and a native speaker of English). Two raters coded 15% of the examples of the total data
found in the learner corpus. The error identification agreement rate was moderate (89.8%) due to
some cases of disagreement among raters in the preliminary rounds of identification, but the
raters negotiated each such case until they reached full agreement.
With respect to syntactic roles and semantic prosody and preference of LBs, 10% of the
data were independently coded by myself and an expert researcher in the field. Our initial
agreement rate was 94.5% for syntactic roles and 97.5% for semantic prosody, and we reached
full agreement through negotiating every case of disagreement.
3.7

Log-likelihood Test
The frequency differences in the two corpora were tested for statistical significance using

Rayson’s (n.d.) log-likelihood tests. A log-likelihood calculation is a statistical measure
frequently used in corpus analysis (e.g., Baker, 2010; Salazar, 2014; Chen & Baker, 2016; Pan et
al., 2016; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). It can compare differences in occurrences in two corpora,
and is therefore useful for examining the language use of two populations under consideration
(Baker, 2010). The calculation generates a log-likelihood score. A higher value reflects more
significant differences between the two corpora: A log-liklihood score of 3.84 or greater is
significant at the p < .05 level; a score of 6.63 or greater is significant at p < .01; a score of 10.83
or greater is significant at p < .001; and a score of 15.13 or greater is significant at p < .0001.
Raw counts with percentages were used to describe the frequency patterns of LBs in the native
and nonnative corpora; the results of log-likelihood tests were used to identify statistically
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significant cases of over- and underuse of bundles in the two corpora (Salazar, 2014). The tests
were computed using the UCREL log-likelihood calculator
(http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html).

4
4.1

LEXICAL BUNDLES AND PARTIAL PRODUCTION OF BUNDLES

Research Question 1: Partial Production of LBs
This chapter addresses the first research question regarding learners’ attempts to use LBs.

Two sets of article-containing LBs are under consideration: those identified in a wide range of
academic prose in the literature (reference bundles) and those identified in the argumentative
essays in this dissertation’s native corpus. In what follows, Section 4.1.1 compares the frequency
of reference bundles in the native corpus and subcorpus 1 of the LC (i.e., essays scored 1–6).
Section 4.1.1.1 identifies partial production of reference bundles in terms of articles in the
learner corpus. It then compares the frequency of reference bundles in the native corpus and the
learner corpus, including learners’ partial reference bundles. Next, Section 4.1.2 examines how
the learners use the article-containing LBs identified in NC in this study, and to what extent the
inclusion of learners’ partial bundles could affect differences in the use of LBs between the two
language groups. Lastly, Section 4.1.3 summarizes article uses by the learners in their use of the
two sets of LBs and discusses common article error types.
4.1.1 Reference bundles used by native and nonnative writers
This section compares the frequency of the reference bundles used by native and
nonnative writers. Both corpora (NC and LC subcorpus 1) were searched for the 172 reference
LBs, which all contained definite and/or indefinite articles in their internal structures. As Table 4
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shows, 79 types (601 tokens) of LBs were found in the native corpus, and 63 types (410 tokens)
were found in the learner corpus. This finding echoes the consistent reports of previous studies
that while all novice writers use academic-register LBs infrequently (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2010),
native students have a larger repertoire of such bundles than their nonnative counterparts (e.g.,
Bychkovska & Lee, 2017).
Table 4. Distribution of reference LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 1
Reference LBs
NC
LC
Reference LBs
on the other hand
110
90
in the case of
is one of the
52
56
for the purpose of
the end of the****
39
12
by the fact that
to the fact that****
35
5
the use of the
in a way that****
29
5
the nature of the*
at the same time
25
26
as a matter of
one of the most
24
33
the beginning of the*
the rest of the****
22
0
in the development of*
this is not the*
14
5
in the process of
as well as the*
14
5
is part of the*
the fact that it**
13
3
that it is a
for the first time
12
12
that it is the
by the end of****
11
0
than that of the
is due to the**
10
1
in such a way
of the most important
9
9
on the one hand
as a result of
8
3
the result(s) of the
in the first place***
8
0
is a matter of
at the end of
7
7
in the context of
the fact that the
7
3
in the course of
if there is a
7
8
at the beginning of
to deal with the
6
3
to the development of*
the top of the
5
1
the point of view
one of the main
5
3
the extent to which
to do with the
5
2
an increase in the
in the sense that**
5
0
the case of the
of the fact that
5
2
the development of the
in the form of
4
1
referred to as the
the time of the*
4
0
both sides of the
in addition to the
4
0
in the direction of
the value of the
4
2
of some of the
the difference between the
4
2
of the use of
in terms of the*
4
0
on the basis of
to the extent that
4
1
to say that the

NC
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

LC
9
1
2
1
0
5
0
0
6
0
4
8
2
0
6
0
4
8
2
0
10
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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Table 4. Continued
Reference LBs
in the use of
of the nature of
to that of the
in the same way
in contrast to the
is based on the**
is related to the
the part of the
the center of the**
the size of the
the importance of the
the same way as
an important part in
the development of a
at the expense of
the edge of the

NC
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LC
0
10
0
0
0
0
5
0
12
3
3
1
0
0
0
0

Reference LBs
the purpose of the
the shape of the
and the number of
the structure of the
the surface of the
the start of the
the form of the
the case of a
the role of the
at the time of
are a number of
the effect of the
the position of the
in the number of
be related to the
Total

NC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
601

LC
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
410

Notes: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001; LBs are sorted by frequency in the native corpus.

Overall, both groups of incoming college students showed a tendency to rely on a fairly
small set of LBs that constituted a large portion of the total number of tokens. In the learner
corpus, the two most frequently occurring LBs are on the other hand (90 tokens) and is one of
the (56), followed by one of the most (33), at the same time (26), for the first time (12), the center
of the (12), the end of the (12), and of the most important (9). These eight bundles together
occurred 250 times, comprising 61% of all LB tokens in the learner corpus. In the native corpus,
the top two bundles are the same as those in the learner corpus, on the other hand (110 tokens)
and is one of the (52), but they are followed by the end of the (39), to the fact that (35), in a way
that (29), at the same time (25), one of the most (24), and the rest of the (22), amounting to 336
tokens (55.9% of all tokens).
The log-likelihood test showed significant differences in the two groups’ use of 20
bundles (see Table 4). The native writers used 18 bundles more frequently, including the end of
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the, in a way that, the rest of the, and to the fact that. Only three bundles were used significantly
more frequently by the learners: the center of the, is based on the, and to the development of. The
following examples (2–6) illustrate the use of such bundles in each corpus.
Native corpus
(2) When a teacher or professor presents a lesson or lecture in a way that invites students to
interact and offer their opinion, it makes me so much more eager to learn. (NC, topic 7)
(3) This could partly be due to the fact that we, as a nation, are often individualistic and “free.”
(NC, topic 7)
(4) Lastly, incorporating more culture allows students to make a bridge with the rest of the
world. (NC, topic 1)
Learner corpus
(5) However, in order to improve the education, free conversation is extremely important and
free conversation is based on the close relationship between teachers and students. (LC,
topic 2)
(6) The information of the textbooks are changing due to the development of the university
examinations. (LC, topic 8)
As shown in these examples, both native and nonnative novice writers tend to use a small
number of reference bundle types in their writing, with the nonnatives using even fewer than the
natives (NC: 45.9%, LC: 36.6%), consistent with the prior work (e.g., Ping, 2009; Chen &
Baker, 2010; Salazar, 2014). The previous research, however, has left unexplored the role of
errors in LB production, although such erroneous uses are prevalent in learner writing (Hung,
2015; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). The purpose of the next section is to investigate learners’
attempts to use LBs, as shown in their production of near-target forms containing errors.
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4.1.1.1 Partial production of reference bundles by nonnative writers
This section explores the possibility that nonnative writers might use more varied LBs than
previously believed, using a qualitative analysis to spot instances of attempted but imperfect
bundles. To examine possible misuse of LBs in terms of articles, core expressions taken from the
reference LBs were searched for in the learner corpus (Shin et al., 2018). Concordance lines
including at least five sentences that preceded and followed the core expressions were extracted
in order to examine the uses of articles in context, and the words to the left and right of each use
of a core expression were manually checked.
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Table 5. Core expressions of the reference LBs in LC subcorpus 1
Core expressions
Tokens
Core expressions
one of
226
rest of
first of
208
absence of
most important
190
form of
part(s) of
121
history of
first time
119
value of
number of
110
effect of
other hand
108
ability of
that it is
77
terms of
based on
70
known as
way that
60
found in
point of
55
importance part in
some of
54
position of
due to
52
role of
in this case
52
to do with
same time
51
same way
fact that
48
base of
related to
47
existence of
this is not
42
increase in
case of
37
given by
end of
36
nature of
center of
34
area of
if there is
34
means of
importance of
32
study of
result(s) of
28
addition to
as well as
28
basis of
to say that
27
equal to
development of
27
needs of
process of
26
start of
variety of
25
contrast to
relationship between
24
length of
purpose of
22
origin of
level of
22
shape of
that that of
20
course of
difference between
20
function of
to deal with
19
presence of
time of
19
relation to
structure of
18
sum of
use of
17
surface of
size of
17
sense that
matter of
16
beginning of
view of
16
one hand
top of
16
context of
Types (84)

Tokens
16
15
12
12
12
12
12
12
10
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
Tokens (2527)
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As shown in Table 5, the learner corpus includes more core expressions (84 types, 2527 tokens)
than LBs (63 types, 410 tokens; Table 4). The discrepancy indicates the use of core expressions
in ways that deviate from the forms of the target LBs, including both correct and incorrect cases
of core expressions. The former case includes instances where the core expressions were used
correctly in context, although not in the forms of the LBs that were searched for. For example,
sentence (7) includes a core expression, first of, in the form of first of all, the, which is correct in
context, and a very common expression in the learner writing, but differs from the target bundle,
the first of these. All instances of core expressions used correctly but not in the target LBs were
excluded from the analysis of article errors. In addition, errors other than those with articles were
not considered (e.g., *In the same time they also contaminate the nature).
(7) First of all, the messages from the books can be duplicated by the writer. (LC)
Table 6 lists 82 potential LBs and their error rates of occurrence for each core expression.
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Table 6. Potential reference LBs in LC subcorpus 1
Potential LB
Error rate
Potential LB
is one of the
66 (26.7%)
the rest of the
in the case of
54 (58.7%)
the same way as
for the first time
40 (31.9%)
the development of a
the center of the
32 (48.5%)
the edge of the
at the same time
28 (54.9%)
in the form of
the difference between the
16 (66.7%)
as a result of
the case of the
14 (24.1%)
the fact that the
the end of the
11 (30.5%)
is related to the
the level of the
10 (38.5%)
on the other hand
the size of the
9 (47%)
in addition to the
by the fact that
9 (18.3%)
the length of the
the ability of the
9 (37.5%)
in the sense that
the result(s) of the
8 (28.6%)
is a matter of
if there is a
8 (24.2%)
the origin of the
the absence of a
8 (38.1%)
in the process of
for the development of
8 (26.7%)
in view of the
one of the most
8 (3.3%)
to do with the
as well as the
7 (31.8%)
of the fact that
the importance of the
7 (21.9%)
be related to the
to the development of
7 (23.3%)
on the one hand
an important part in
7 (58.3%)
in the course of
the use of the
6 (35.3%)
the existence of a
the value of the
6 (31.6%)
in contrast to the
the development of the
6 (20%)
the effect of the
the top of the
5 (41.7%)
of the most important
the position of the
5 (50%)
the shape of the
from the point of
5 (33.3%)
as a matter of
is based on the
5 (6.8%)
the beginning of the
to say that the
5 (18.5%)
by the use of
in a way that
5 (8.3%)
in such a way
the base of the
5 (38.5%)
to the fact that
the structure of the
5 (31.2%)
in the area of
the time of the
5 (26.3%)
in the context of
to deal with the
5 (25%)
at the start of
this is not the
5 (11.9%)
of some of the
the role of the
5 (62.5%)
of the nature of
than that of the
4 (20%)
the purpose of the
in the same way
4 (14.8%)
at the beginning of
in terms of the
4 (40%)
the surface of the
at the end of
4 (11.1%)
the start of the
an increase in the
4 (44.4%)
in the use of
Types (82)

Error rate
4 (25%)
4 (40%)
4 (6.7%)
3 (50%)
3 (25%)
3 (12.5%)
3 (6.1%)
3 (18.7%)
3 (2.7%)
3 (27.3%)
3 (50%)
3 (37.5%)
2 (12.5%)
2 (66.7%)
2 (7.7%)
2 (15.4%)
2 (25%)
2 (4.1%)
2 (12.5%)
2 (100%)
2 (50%)
2 (28.6%)
2 (33%)
2 (15.4%)
2 (33%)
1 (33.3%)
1 (6.25%)
1 (33.3%)
1 (5.9%)
1 (100%)
1 (2%)
1 (20%)
1 (100%)
1 (20%)
1 (2.4%)
1 (16.7%)
1 (45.4%)
1 (33.3%)
1 (50%)
1 (20%)
1 (5.9%)
Tokens (545)

Note. “Error rate” refers to the percentage of potential LBs (those including article errors) in the total
occurrences of each core expression.
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The most common potential bundle is is one of the (66 tokens), followed by in the case of
(54), for the first time (40), and the center of the (32). The sentences in (8–10) provide examples
of the most frequently occurring potential bundles. The bundles with errors are underlined; errors
outside of the LBs were not corrected. Following each example in parentheses is the
corresponding target LB.
(8) I think it is one of * reason that South Korean are banned about having gun. (is one of the)
(9) However, in * case of knowledge from experiences, they are less formal than knowledge
from books. (in the case of)
(10) In first, my town is too far to go to * center of the city. (the center of the)
As these examples demonstrate, almost all of the errors in the potential LBs were omissions of
necessary articles. A common article error relates to quantifying expressions. As in example (8),
the learners frequently followed one of with a bare noun (i.e., without a definite determiner); in
some cases, they preceded it with an unnecessary indefinite article (e.g., This curriculum
problem is *a one of the reasons) or followed it with an incorrect demonstrative (e.g., My
hometown is one of *that city in Korea). With these misuses of articles, is one of the was the
most frequently occurring potential bundle (66 article errors out of 243 occurrences of one of,
error rate 26.7%).
As example (9) suggests, learners confused the functions of in the case of and in case of.
Such instances were very common, occurring 54 times (error rate 58.7%). Furthermore, some
idiomatic expressions such as for the first time and at the same time frequently occur with article
errors; these two ranked third and fifth respectively in the list of potential bundles (e.g., for * first
time, in * first time, at * same time, and at *a same time). Conversely, another idiomatic
expression, on the other hand, rarely showed internal errors. (3 tokens).
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In addition, many of the article errors occur with core expressions that are preceded and
followed by articles (e.g., the center of the, the difference between the), which may increase their
difficulty for learners. Notably, many of the omission errors are related to cataphoric use, as in
(10): of the city is a postmodification and the cataphoric noun phrase should be the center.
Appendix C lists LBs and potential LBs in the learner corpus. Notably, 33 potential LBs
were not identified in the initial search for complete strings. These 33 include the case of the (14
tokens), the level of the (10), the ability of the (9), the results of the (8), the absence of a (8), and
an important part in (7), to name a few. These bundles are rarely discussed in the literature on
LBs in L2 writing. The sentences in (11) to (20) show examples of three types of such potential
bundles (underlined) in terms of article errors. Errors other than those with articles were not
corrected.
Omission
(11) Little population resulted in * absence of * academic institute. (the absence of an)
(12) My hometown is located in *center of the city. (the center of the)
(13) If I could make one important change in a school that I attended, I change *size of school
campus. (the size of the)
(14) In * other hand, the knowledge gained from experience is thoroughly mine. (on the other
hand)
(15) But in *same time city people cannot avoid their mannerism of town’s life too. (at the same
time)

Insertion
(16) Public transportation system is *the one of the important things when people consider where
they live in. (is one of the)
(17) Government should change the residing system in *the view of the poor and that’s what I
want to change the most. (in view of the)
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Substitution
(18) Communication between different generation is very important. It is *a base of the
development of one society, also one country. (the base of the)
(19) For example, I want to study German culture and Economics at *a same time. (at the same
time)
(20) I believe that this is a sort of crime, in *a sense that they abuse the regulations. (in the sense
that)
Table 7 lists the occurrence of each reference LB in both corpora with the inclusion of
learners’ potential LBs in the learner corpus. The log-likelihood test showed significant
differences in the use of 43 reference LBs, 32 of which were used more frequently by the
learners than the natives.
Table 7. Reference LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 1: LBs and potential LBs
Reference LBs
NC
LC Reference LBs
on the other hand
110
93 in the sense that
is one of the****
52
122 of the fact that
the end of the*
39
23 in the form of
to the fact that****
35
6
the time of the
in a way that**
29
10 in addition to the
at the same time**
25
54 the difference between the**
one of the most*
24
41 the value of the
the rest of the***
22
4
in terms of the
this is not the
14
10 to the extent that
as well as the
14
12 by the fact that*
the fact that it**
13
3
the nature of the*
for the first time****
12
52 as a matter of
by the end of****
11
0
the beginning of the
is due to the**
10
1
in the case of****
of the most important
9
11 the use of the
as a result of
8
6
for the purpose of
in the first place***
8
0
in the development of*
at the end of
7
11 in the process of
the fact that the
7
6
is part of the*
if there is a
7
16 that it is a
to deal with the
6
8
that it is the
the top of the
5
6
than that of the
one of the main
5
3
at the beginning of
to do with the
5
4
to the development of***

NC
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2

LC
3
4
4
5
3
18
8
4
1
11
0
6
1
63
7
1
0
8
0
4
8
6
1
17
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Table 7. Continued
Reference LBs
the case of the**
the development of the*
referred to as the
both sides of the
the point of view
the extent to which
an increase in the
in the direction of
of some of the
of the use of
on the basis of
to say that the
the center of the****
the size of the***
the edge of the
in such a way
on the one hand
the result(s) of the*
is a matter of
the importance of the**
the development of a
an important part in*
the same way as
at the expense of
in the context of
in the course of
in the use of
of the nature of
to that of the
in the same way*
in contrast to the

NC
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

LC
14
11
0
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
6
44
12
3
1
2
8
3
10
4
7
5
0
1
4
1
1
0
8
2

Reference LBs
is based on the****
the level of the***
the ability of the***
the absence of a**
for the development of**
the position of the**
the structure of the**
the role of the**
is related to the**
the base of the**
from the point of**
the shape of the*
the effect of the*
the length of the*
the purpose of the*
be related to the*
and the number of
the surface of the
the start of the
the part of the
the origin of the
the existence of a
in view of the
at the time of
by the use of
are a number of
in the area of
the form of the
the case of a
at the start of
in the number of
Total

NC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
601

LC
12
10
9
8
8
6
6
6
6
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
955

Notes: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001; LBs are sorted by frequency in the native corpus.

As summarized in Table 8, the results show that when potential LBs in the learner corpus
are included, the use of reference LBs by the learners greatly increases: from 63 types (410
tokens) to 96 types (955 tokens). In comparison with the native writers, when the potential LBs
are counted the learners employ a wider range of the reference LBs, with a total of 96 types (955
tokens), as compared to the natives’ 79 types (601 tokens).
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Notably, a few potential LBs comprise a large portion of the total number of potential
bundles in the learner writing (see Table 4). The four most frequently occurring potential
bundles, is one of the (66 tokens), in the case of (54), for the first time (40), and the center of the
(32), together account for 35.2% (192 tokens) of all the potential LBs. The frequency, and
frequent incorrectness, of these LBs reflects both the learners’ overreliance on certain LBs and
their difficulty in the use of articles as part of the LBs.
Table 8. The number of types and tokens of reference LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 1
LBs in NC
LBs in LC
LBs and potential LBs in LC
Type

79

63

96

Token

601

410

955

Focusing on one element of LBs (i.e., articles), it was found that the learners made a great
number of errors with core expressions (545 errors out of 2527 core expressions, 21.6% error
rate). This finding is in line with the results of Shin et al.’s (2018) study, which focused on the
definite articles in LBs using a part of the same learner corpus (i.e., selected essays on two of the
writing topics). Shin et al. found a 23.1% error rate (646 definite article errors in 2800 core
expression tokens). Taken together, these results show a pattern counter to the findings reported
in other LB literature, because no prior research, to the best of my knowledge, has considered
learners’ attempts to use bundles, resulting in the consistent findings that native student writers
always have a head start over nonnative students (e.g., Ping, 2009; Salazar, 2014; Bychkovska &
Lee, 2017). Learners often attempt to produce LBs but, because of erroneous uses of embedded
articles, such attempts go undetected in automatic data-driven and frequency-based approaches
(Shin et al., 2018). Thus, previous studies that searched corpora only for LBs as a whole
excluded the possibility of analyzing such attempts. As noted earlier, the mastery of formulaic
sequences is related to the mastery of detail, which is in turn a matter of proficiency, and thus
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learners inevitably make errors in producing the sequences throughout the interlanguage stages
(e.g., Wray & Fitzpatrick, 2008). The findings reported in this section demonstrate that the use of
potential bundles in learner writing is considerable, and learners use (or at least attempt to use)
academic-register LBs more frequently than reported in the previous studies.
4.1.2 Article-including LBs in argumentative essays
Next, the study investigated LBs unique to argumentative essays and examined the role of
potential bundles in this particular genre. Appendix D lists the bundles found in each corpus: 39
bundles are shared by both groups, 107 bundles are unique to the native students, and 114
bundles are unique to the nonnative students. Table 9 provides the 39 shared bundles, which
comprise a similar proportion of each corpus (NC: 26.7%, LC: 25.5%).
Table 9. Shared bundles in NC and LC subcorpus 1
Shared bundles
NC LC Shared bundles
on the other hand
110 93 to go to the
when it comes to
109 19 there are some things
disagree with the statement
63
23 in the real world
is one of the
52
64 for example if you
the best way to
45
30 in my opinion the
the end of the
39
12 if you want to
a lot of people
38
30 but it is not
in my opinion I
32
18 this is why I
agree with the statement
31
39 it is easy to
will be able to
28
24 has a lot of
not be able to
28
10 for the first time
is a lot of
27
15 all over the world
at the same time
25
26 want to be a
there are many things
24
34 there are many ways
one of the most
24
31 the most important thing
I would like to
23
53 one of the biggest
when I was in
22
47 it is hard to
there are so many
22
80 for a long time
it is important to
19
27 it is true that
a lot of things
19
41 Total
Note: LBs are sorted by frequency in the native corpus.

NC
LC
18
18
17
10
17
19
16
17
15
23
14
39
13
31
12
20
12
29
12
25
12
12
12
11
11
13
11
16
11
76
11
10
11
52
11
32
10
36
1026 1205
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While the study found differences in LB uses between the two groups, these differences
decrease when learners’ potential bundles (those including article errors) are taken into account.
Table 10 below shows how learners use the article-containing LBs identified in the native
corpus, and indicates to what extent learners’ article errors affect frequency counts of these
bundles. In 4133 tokens of core expressions of the article-containing LBs, a total of 518 potential
bundles were found; this is an error rate of 12.5%. For 46 bundles with embedded articles found
in the native corpus, the total number of tokens of the bundles in the learner corpus increases
from 621 to 1139 when learners’ potential bundles are included in the count (n = 518);
interestingly, the number of tokens even exceeds that in the native corpus (994 tokens). In
particular, the table shows 10 bundles, indicated in bold, that the native writers used significantly
more frequently when we consider only perfect forms (e.g., a lot of the, have the ability to, as
well as the); the difference disappears for these 10 bundles when tokens of potential bundles in
the learner corpus are counted.
Table 10. Article-containing LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 1
LBs identified in NC
LBs in LC
LBs and potential LBs in LC
on the other hand
93
96
disagree with the statement***
23
26
it would be the
6
10
is one of the****
64
112
the best way to
30
41
the end of the*
12
23
most of the time**
4
15
to the fact that****
5
6
one of the most*
31
39
at the same time**
26
54
the rest of the***
0
4
agree with the statement*
39
41
in the long run***
1
3
a better understanding of
0
1
to go to the
18
26
a lot of the
0
10
be one of the
0
11
at a young age
0
14

LBs in NC
110
63
58
52
45
39
36
35
24
25
22
22
20
19
18
17
17
19
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Table 10. Continued
LBs identified in NC
a great way to***
in the real world****
there are plenty of*
one of the best**
have the ability to
in my opinion the
in the United States**
a large amount of
for the rest of***
the only way to
as well as the
the majority of the
this is not the
in the middle of
for the first time****
on a daily basis**
the most important thing****
one of the biggest
through trial and error
the only thing that
is the key to
for a long time****
is a great place*
is a part of
it depends on the
to do the same
have a lot of****
Total

LBs in LC
1
19
3
0
1
23
0
2
0
5
5
1
5
9
12
0
76
10
1
2
1
32
1
2
2
1
55
621

LBs and potential LBs in LC
3
95
5
4
15
32
4
8
2
12
12
10
10
22
52
2
145
11
4
4
4
66
3
2
1
18
61
1139

LBs in NC
17
17
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
13
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
9
994

Note: LBs are sorted by frequency in the native corpus.

The following sentences show examples of the three types of article errors: omission errors
in (21–27), insertion errors in (28–30), and substitution errors in (31–33). The LBs with errors
are underlined; errors outside of the LBs were not corrected.
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Omission
(21) Books contain invaluable and * large amount of knowledge. (a large amount of)
(22) For example, without reading science books, one can almost never have * better
understanding of the universe than before. (a better understanding of)
(23) However, this is not * truth that they always learn from mistakes. (this is not the)
(24) And they also can have * lot of past time instead of having a time in traffic jam. (have a lot
of)
(25) A new cellular phone is protected in * daily basis. (on a daily basis)
(26) For example, once we learn how to ride a bike, we don’t forget it in * rest of our life. (for
the rest of)
(27) This question has been remained my mind for * long time. (for a long time)

Insertion
(28) Also there are *a plenty of private education institute which is called ‘Hakwon’. (there are
plenty of)
(29) Riding bikes also can be *the one of the solutions because it doesn’t emit any gas. (be one
of the)
(30) I think that a student should be busy studying and carving out his/her own path in *a trial
and error. (through trial and error)

Substitution
(31) Natural selection is *a best way to explain that mankind learn from mistakes (the best way
to)
(32) In *a long run, forest is the only solution for health of people living in Gangnam, so I
strongly want to plan trees if I could. (in the long run)
(33) Students don’t live in a text world, so they need knowledge which is useful in *a real world.
(in the real world)

Table 11 shows a new set of 10 bundles shared by both groups when learners’ potential
LBs are included.
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Table 11. Shared bundles in NC and LC subcorpus 1: LBs and potential LBs
LBs identified in NC
LBs in LC
LBs and potential LBs in LC
most of the time
4
15
at a young age
0
14
a lot of the
0
10
be one of the
0
11
have the ability to
1
15
the only way to
5
12
as well as the
5
12
the majority of the
1
10
in the middle of
9
22
to do the same
1
18
Total
26
139

LBs in NC
36
19
17
17
16
14
14
14
13
10
170

Interestingly, none of these bundles was identified as a shared LB in the initial comparison,
because they occurred less than 10 times without errors in the learner corpus; it is only when
potential bundles are included in the calculation that their frequency exceeds the threshold. In
particular, three of these bundles (i.e., a lot of the, be one of the, at a young age) did not appear
even once in perfect form, but occurred several times as potential bundles. With these 10 bundles
added to the 39 initially identified shared bundles (Table 7), the two language groups share 49
bundles. Examples (34–38) illustrate the bundles that were not found in the initial analysis of
LBs as complete strings.
(34) It is true that * majority of the students and their parents are interested in the education and
it is not too blamed. (the majority of the)
(35) My hometown is usually very crowded and most of * time people are in hurry (most of the
time)
(36) It is widely known that it is important to find one’s talent at *young age. (at a young age)
(37) If I need a hand in *a middle of nowhere and everybody ignores me, it would be possible for
me to be stranded there for how long we cannot imagine. (in the middle of)
(38) Because their experience of mistakes lead them not to do * same mistakes. (to do the same)
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4.1.3 Article error types
Table 12 provides tokens and percentages of the three kinds of article error types
produced by learners in the use of the two sets of LBs: reference LBs generally found in
academic prose (Biber et al., 1999, 2004) and the LBs identified in argumentative essays in the
present study. The learners exhibited consistent patterns of article errors across the two sets of
LBs. The majority of errors relate to the omission of articles, which accounts for approximately
85% of all errors. The learners made few errors of substitution (9.7% on average) and fewer
errors of insertion (5% on average).
Table 12. Three error types with articles in LBs
Omission

Insertion

Substitution

Total

Reference bundles

468 (85.9%)

22 (4%)

55 (10.1%)

545 (100%)

Article-including LBs in NC

439 (84.7%)

31 (6%)

48 (9.3%)

518 (100%)

Total

907 (85.3%)

53 (5%)

103 (9.7%)

1063 (100%)

The rarity of addition errors indicates that learners are most likely to use bare nouns
correctly where articles are not required. Admittedly, the high accuracy rate with bare nouns in
LBs might not necessarily reflect learners’ grammatical knowledge of the zero article. As Shin et
al. (2018) pointed out, in the sentence And (*the) number of people who use public
transportation is not just little to ignore (a core expression underlined), it is not clear if the
learner had knowledge of the zero article with people or would have omitted an article in any
case. A feasible explanation for learners’ high accuracy in using bare nouns was put forth by
Master (1988). He found the zero article to be the predominant article in the production of
English L2 learners whose first languages are article-less (Chinese, Japanese, and Russian).
Master noted that because the zero article’s presence and absence are indicated in the same
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manner, it is hard to gauge its correct use. Therefore, the correct use of bare nouns without
articles may not conclusively show learners’ grammatical competence with the zero article.
As discussed earlier, previous studies have dealt with the English article system in
isolation – that is, within the scope of the NP; furthermore, their results on L2 learners’ article
errors in NPs are far from conclusive, even among studies whose participants have the same L1
(i.e., Korean). While some have found that L2 learners overuse the (e.g., Baek & Sarker, 2013),
others have found the opposite (e.g., Ekiert & Park, 2010), and still others claim that learners
with article-less L1s tend not to use articles where they are required within NPs (e.g., Kang,
2008). This study’s findings show that, when learners attempt to use LBs that involve the use of
articles preceding and/or following the LBs’ core expressions, they predominantly underuse
articles, providing a piece of evidence regarding how L2 learners use articles based on an
analysis that goes beyond the NP (Shin & Kim, 2017; Shin et al., 2018).
Furthermore, it should be emphasized that a common omission error type found in this
dissertation research involves cataphoric article use (e.g., * majority of the students), that is,
those required before core expressions. This finding may reflect that the use of articles, as Yoo
(2009) noted, is pervasive in academic writing but largely absent from L2 pedagogical materials.

4.2

Research Question 2: Internal Structures and Functions of LBs
This section investigates the second research question with respect to structures and

discourse functions of LBs as complete strings, employing corpus-driven lexical-bundle
identification methodologies. Section 4.2.1 identifies LBs in the NC and subcorpus 1 of the LC
(i.e., essays scored 4–6). The LBs are then categorized according to structural types (Section
4.2.2) and discourse functions (Section 4.2.3) in each corpus.
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4.2.1 LBs identified in native and nonnative corpora
This section presents the lexical bundles identified in the argumentative essays produced
by the native and nonnative student writers. Table 13 provides the final list of bundles from both
corpora (NC: 146 types, LC: 156 types) after overlapping and topic-dependent bundles were
removed. There are 52 shared bundles used by both groups, which are indicated in bold in the
table (35.6% of the native bundles and 33.3% of the learner bundles), 94 bundles unique to the
native students, and 104 bundles unique to the learners (see Appendix E for shared bundles).
Notably, 20 LBs in each corpus are shared bundles used by both groups and among the top 30
most frequently used bundles, suggesting that shared bundles rank high in frequency in both
corpora.
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Table 13. Distribution of LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 2
Native corpus (146 types, 2783 tokens)
on the other hand
110 if you want to
when it comes to
109 in the city of
disagree with the
63 in the heart of
statement
to be able to
60 is more likely to
it would be the
58 it is up to
is one of the
52 the majority of the
is more important than
45 the only way to
the best way to
45 there is no way
due to the fact
43 this is not the
the end of the
39 are going to be
a lot of people
38 but it is not
most of the time
36 do not know how
the rest of the
33 in the middle of
in my opinion I
32 that need to be
agree with the statement
31 the fact that it
is a lot of
30 there are a few
in a way that
29 all over the world
not be able to
28 do not have the
will be able to
28 for the first time
does not mean that
27 has a lot of

14
14

Learner corpus (156 types, 3434 tokens)
is one of the
110 in my high school
there are lots of
105 a high school student

15
15

14

on the other hand

88

you don't have to

14

14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12

the most important thing
there are so many
I would like to
but I think it is
there are a lot of
a person I know
is more important than
so I want to
agree with the statement
for these reasons I
a lot of people
a lot of things
there are many things
when I was in
has a lot of
it is hard to
to go to the
disagree with the
statement
what I want to
will be able to
when I was young
it is true that
don't know how to
at the same time
when it comes to

88
88
78
78
62
54
53
52
51
48
46
46
43
42
40
38
37

as I mentioned above
for example there is
from now on I
is very hard to
it is difficult to
there are things that
because they are not
but I think the
I am going to
in front of the
it is impossible to
my point of view
the reason why I
there are not enough
there are three reasons
there is a saying
which is located in

14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

36

a person who is

12

36
35
34
32
32
31
31

and the other is
as a result I
as you can see
at that time I
because there is no
however I think that
is very famous for

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

are more likely to

26

how to deal with

12

for the most part
at the same time
one of the most
there are many things
I would like to
do not agree with
over and over again

26
25
24
24
23
23
23

how to do something
I do believe that
if I were to
is not always the case
is the amount of
it is easy to
on a daily basis

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
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Table 13. Continued
Native corpus (146 types, 2783 tokens)
what not to do
23 this is why I
there are so many
22 what is going on
teach an old dog new
when I was in
22
tricks
I was able to
21 for a long time
I was born in
21 have been able to
would have to be
21 I do not think
I feel as if
20 I would want to
in the long run
20 in and out of
with that being said
20 is a great place
to go to the
20 is a part of
a better understanding of
19 is the key to
a lot of things
19 it depends on the
at a young age
19 it is hard to
I am able to
19 one of the biggest
I believe that the
19 tend to be more
the most important
it is important to
19
thing
would be able to
19 the only thing that
don't get me wrong
18 there are many ways
I do not believe
18 through trial and error
if you do not
18 to keep up with
they are able to
18 want to be a
you are able to
18 a wide variety of
a great way to
17 better than the other
a lot of the
17 from a young age
at my high school
17 go hand in hand
be one of the
17 I wish I could
in the real world
17 I would love to
there are some things
17 in my high school

12
12

Learner corpus (156 types, 3434 tokens)
have a chance to
30 it is not true
place to live in
29 most of the people

12
12

11

if you want to

29

one of my friends

12

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11

there are not many
it is easy to
therefore if I could
but it is not
one of the most
for a long time
he or she would
I was born in
to live in my
to solve this problem
want to be a
why I want to

29
26
26
25
25
24
24
23
23
23
23
23

one thing that I
the people who are
thank you for reading
there are a few
this is because the
when I go to
will be helpful to
it doesn’t mean that
are not good at
as a result the
as soon as possible
as time goes by

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11

11

I strongly believe that

22

because of lack of

11

11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

so if I can
the center of the
would be able to
than to be the
there are two reasons
first of all there
thing I want to
one of the biggest
the end of the
is a lot of
because of these reasons
I am sure that

22
22
22
21
21
20
20
19
19
19
18
18

have a right to
however I believe that
do not agree with
I had to go
in conclusion I think
in my opinion the
as a matter of fact
is much better than
is not good for
it is obvious that
the one of the
this is not the

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
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Table 13. Continued
Native corpus (146 types, 2783 tokens)
for example if you
16 in order to be
have the ability to
16 in order to get
there are a lot of
16 it comes down to
it is easier to
16 may be able to
it would be to
16 people in the world
one of the best
16 I believe that it
there are many different
16 that you have to
there are plenty of
16 to do the same
a large amount of
15 when it came to
do not want to
15 you have to be
if I had to
15 studies have shown that
in many different ways
15 it is true that
in my opinion the
15
in the United States
15
the world around us
15
the world we live in

15

there is so much
we are able to
as well as the
easier for me to
have a lot to
I feel as though

15
15
14
14
14
14

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Learner corpus (156 types, 3434 tokens)
it can be a
18 to solve the problem
it is important to
18 what they want to
many people think that
18 I believe that it
one of the best
18 all over the world
some people say that
18 due to the fact
students who want to
18 he or she could
is not easy to
18 in the case of
do not want to
17 it is good to
for the first time
17 it is often said
in my case I
17 it would be a
in the middle of
17 not be able to
it would be the
16 so I agree with
than to be a
16 the best way to
the environment of my
16 the person who is
there are several reasons
16 the reason is that
there are many
there are some reasons
16
different
therefore I want to
16 there are many ways
is very important for
16 there are much more
first reason is that
16 there are some things
for this reason I
15 who are good at
the problem is that
15 I believe that the
to take care of
15 in my opinion I

Note: Shared bundles in bold; one bundle in LC includes embedded article errors (i.e., *the one of the).

11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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4.2.2 Internal structures of LBs
Table 14 shows the LB used by each group categorized according to three main structural
types: NP-based, PP-based, and VP-based bundles. Overall, VP-based bundles amount to over
65% of the bundles found in each corpus, with more types found in the learner corpus (NC: 96
types, LC: 108 types), and phrasal bundles, which include both NP-based and PP-based bundles,
comprise approximately 30%. Among phrasal bundles, the two corpora have similar proportions
of NP-based bundles, but the NC contains more PP-based bundles than the LC (NC: 26 types,
LC: 23 types). In addition, some LBs do not fit neatly into these three types of structures but are
related to comparative expressions, and thus are categorized as “Other (comparative)”: as well as
the, better than the other in the native corpus, and as soon as possible in the learner corpus.
Table 14. Distribution of main structural categories
Structural categories
Types
NC
LC
NP-based – Phrasal
14.4% (21)
15.4% (24)
PP-based – Phrasal
18.5% (27)
14.7% (23)
VP-based – Clausal
65.7% (96)
69.2% (108)
Other (comparative)
1.4% (2)
0.6% (1)
Total
100% (146)
100% (156)

Tokens
NC
15% (419)
21.7% (604)
62.4% (1736)
0.9% (24)
100% (2783)

LC
16.3% (561)
13.1% (451)
70.2% (2411)
0.3% (11)
100% (3434)

Table 15 presents the LBs’ structural subcategories with the results of the log-likelihood
tests comparing the numbers of tokens for each structural type. While the main structural
categories show a similar proportion of NP-based bundles in both corpora (Table 12), the
division into subcategories reveals that each group favored different types of NP-based bundles
(Table 13).
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Table 15. Distribution of structural subcategories
Categories
Subcategories
NP-based

PP-based

VP-based

Other
Total

Noun phrase with of-phrase fragment**
(e.g., the end of the)
Noun phrase with other post-modifier
fragment**** (e.g., students who want to)
Other noun phrase****
(e.g., a lot of people)
Prepositional phrase with embedded of-phrase
(e.g., in the case of)
Other prepositional phrase fragment****
(e.g., on the other hand)
Personal pronoun + verb phrase****
(e.g., I disagree with the)
(Verb phrase) + that-clause fragment***
(e.g., that need to be)
Existential-there construction****
(e.g., there are many different)
Anticipatory it + verb phrase/adjective phrase
(e.g., it is true that)
(Verb/adjective) to-clause fragment
(e.g., have enough time to)
Copula be + noun phrase/adjective phrase
(e.g., is one of the)
(Verb phrase) + active verb
(e.g., agree with the statement)
Comparative expression*
(e.g., better than the other)

Types
NC
LC
8.9%
7%
(13)
(11)
3.4%
6.4%
(5)
(10)
2%
1.9%
(3)
(3)
3.4%
3.2%
(5)
(5)
15.1% 11.5%
(22)
(18)
17.8% 20.5%
(26)
(32)
2.7%
3.8%
(4)
(6)
6.8%
10.2%
(10)
(16)
8.9%
10.9%
(13)
(17)
11.6%
8.3%
(17)
(13)
13%
11.5%
(19)
(18)
4.8%
3.8%
(7)
(6)
1.4%
0.6%
(2)
(1)
100%
100%
(146)
(156)

Tokens
NC
LC
8.8%
5.4%
(246)
(187)
3.8%
5.6%
(105)
(194)
2.4%
5.2%
(68)
(180)
2.4%
2.5%
(66)
(85)
19.3%
10.6%
(538)
(366)
14.4%
21%
(402)
(722)
2.1%
2.9%
(60)
(101)
6.4%
13.2%
(177)
(455)
11.1%
9.5%
(309)
(328)
9.6%
7.8%
(267)
(269)
13%
11.2%
(362)
(385)
5.7%
4.4%
(159)
(151)
0.9%
0.3%
(24)
(11)
100%
100%
(2783) (3434)

Note: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001.

The native writers used significantly more NPs with embedded of-phrase fragments, and
the learners used more NPs with relative clauses such as the person who are and the reason why
I. Notably, the three bundles in the “other noun phrase” category in each corpus are the same:
two bundles with a quantifier (e.g., a lot of people, a lot of things) and one with an attributive
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adjective (i.e., the most important thing) as a premodifier. Previous studies have claimed that
these bundles are typical of conversation, especially the nominal phrase with the informal
marker, a lot of, and suggested that such use of conversation-type bundles is a feature unique to
learner writing (Staples et al., 2013; Chen & Baker, 2016; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017); however,
this was not the case in the present study. Of these three bundles, the greatest difference in
frequency appeared in the use of the most important thing, which was used much more by the
learners (88 tokens) than the natives (11 tokens).
With respect to PP-based phrasal LBs other than those with of-phrase fragments, the
natives used significantly more of them than did the learners (NC: 21 types, LC: 18 types);
however, the PP-based bundles they used do not correspond to those generally found in
academic prose, instead including many idiomatic expressions such as in the long run (20) and in
the real world (17). Interestingly, these bundles have been labeled “learner bundles” in previous
studies, which have reported finding them frequently in L2 academic writing but rarely in native
English academic writing (Chen & Baker, 2010, p. 41). In contrast, the current study, using the
same type of native and nonnative writing, found that native incoming college students tend to
use such idiomatic PP bundles more than learners, diverging from the previous studies.
Lastly, the most frequently used structures by both groups were VP-based bundles (over
65% of all their bundle types). Both groups most frequently used VPs with personal pronouns
(NC: 26 types, LC: 32 types), very often the first person; for example, I was able to and I feel as
if in the native corpus; I think it is and so I want to the learner corpus. One noticeable difference
is that the learners often used the first person along with think: I think it is, but I think the,
however I think that, and in conclusion I think. The native corpus, however, contained no
instance of I think, although it did contain I do not think. In the sequence of developmental stages
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for L2 writing proposed by Biber et al. (2011), in which they ranked features’ contribution to
linguistic complexity, such structures belong to the first stage, as dependent clause structures
used with common verbs such as think, know and say are typical of conversation. Biber et al.
argued that L2 writers use complexity features common in native-speaker conversation before
they use the complexity features that native speakers use in writing.
Another point of difference between the two groups is that the learners frequently use a
that-clause fragment as a VP complement (NC: 2.1%, LC: 3.9%). The learners tended to
explicitly state their argumentative essays’ supporting ideas by using that-clause bundles such as
first reason is that and the problem is that. Other significant features of the learners’ writing
include their frequent use of existential-there constructions, although seven LBs using such
constructions are shared in both corpora, often with informal quantity expressions such as a lot of
and the determiner many (e.g., there are so many). Ä del and Erman (2012), who compared LB
uses in native and nonnative undergraduate writing (but did not control for genre), found that the
native students used more existential-there constructions, along with passives, and the nonnative
students frequently presented arguments with evaluative bundles such as anticipatory it patterns
(e.g., it is easy to), which are considered inappropriate for academic writing, as their personal
nature diminishes the credibility of an argument (e.g., Pan et al., 2016). In contrast to Ä del and
Erman’s study, this study matched the corpora for register and writing prompts, and found that
the learners in fact used significantly more existential there-bundles than their native
counterparts; moreover, there were no significant differences in anticipatory it patterns or in
passive structures between the two groups.
Overall, the findings demonstrate that both language groups predominantly used clausal
bundles rather than the phrasal bundles considered to characterize academic prose. Several
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scholars have shown that novice academic writers (native and nonnative alike) favor clausal
bundles, but have also consistently claimed that nonnatives overuse clausal bundles to a greater
extent than their native counterparts, whose writing therefore better approximates the norms for
academic prose (e.g., Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2010; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). For instance,
Bychkovska and Lee (2017) reported that LB uses by L1 and L2 English undergraduates in
argumentative essays differed greatly in that the learners relied heavily on clausal bundles while
the natives were most likely to use phrasal bundles. However, they compared academic writers at
different stages (i.e., L1 English senior-level undergraduates vs. L2 English freshmen); it thus
remains unclear if the differences they found are a feature of L2 writing, as the authors claimed,
or a consequence of the different status of the writers, or both. The present study demonstrates a
similar strong preference for clausal bundles in argumentative essays by both native and
nonnative students – at least those who are just transitioning to the university setting.
4.2.3 Discourse functions of LBs
The next analysis of this study compares the discourse functions of the bundles found in
the two corpora. As seen in Table 16, the two groups produced similar proportions of bundles in
the three main functional categories.
Table 16. Distribution of main functional categories
Functional categories
Types
NC
LC
Stance expressions
47.9% (70)
45.5% (71)

Tokens
NC
44.4% (1235)

LC
39.7% (1365)

Discourse organizers

10.9% (16)

15.4% (24)

16.4% (456)

19.1% (657)

Referential expressions

41.1% (60)

38.5% (60)

39.2% (1092)

40.8% (1400)

100% (146)

99.4% (155)

100% (2783)

99.6% (3434)

Total

Note: Because of one bundle in LC (i.e., thank you for reading) that does not belong to the main
functional categories, the percentages do not add up to 100%.
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Stance-expression bundles comprise the largest category in both corpora (NC: 47.9%,
LC: 45.5%), closely followed by referential bundles (NC:41.1%, LC: 38.5%). Discourse
organizer bundles constitute the smallest proportion in both corpora, with a higher percentage of
types in the learner corpus (15.4%) than in the native corpus (10.9%). It is noteworthy that the
native writers used proportionally more stance bundles than the learners in terms of both types
and tokens, a finding that counters the results of prior research (e.g., Ping, 2009; Staples et al.,
2013; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017).
Table 17 presents the LBs subcategorized by function. Regarding stance expressions, the
learners overused epistemic bundles at a significant level. There are 15 epistemic bundles unique
to learners, four of which contain think. As noted earlier, learners tend to use that-clauses with
think, unlike native students, presumably due to their status as developing language learners
(Biber et al., 2011) and/or their tendency to mark stance overtly (Staples & Reppen, 2016).
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Table 17. Distribution of functional subcategories
Categories
Subcategories
Stance
Expressions

Discourse
organizers

Referential
expressions

Conversational
function: Politeness
Total

Epistemic****
(e.g., due to the fact)
Attitudinal/Modality
(e.g., it is important to)
Topic introduction
(e.g., when it comes to)
Topic elaboration/clarification****
(e.g., on the other hand)
Identification/focus****
(e.g., is one of the)
Framing attributes
(e.g., in a way that)
Quantity specification****
(e.g., there are many things)
Place/time/text-deixis***
(e.g., all over the world)
(thank you for reading)****

Types
NC
LC
9.6% 10.9%
(14)
(17)
38.3% 32%
(56)
(50)
4.8% 5.1%
(7)
(8)
6.2% 10.9%
(9)
(17)
9.6% 12.2%
(14)
(19)
2%
2.6%
(3)
(4)
15.1% 12.8%
(22)
(20)
14.4% 10.9%
(21)
(17)
0.6%
(1)
100% 100%
(146) (156)

Tokens
NC
LC
9.6%
11.3%
(266)
(388)
34.8%
28.4%
(969)
(977)
7%
5.9%
(196)
(204)
9.3%
13.2%
(260)
(453)
8.9%
14.7%
(249)
(504)
1.4%
1.3%
(40)
(44)
14.8%
16.6%
(411)
(570)
14.1%
8.2%
(392)
(282)
0.3%
(12)
100%
100%
(2783) (3434)

Note: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001.

With respect to discourse organizer bundles, the least common type in both corpora, the
learners used significantly more topic elaboration/clarification bundles, often as essay-organizing
expressions. The learners frequently made use of such bundles as because of these reasons and
as I mentioned above. As shown in Table 15, the learners also frequently used that-clause
bundles such as first reason is that and the problem is that to overtly state their supporting ideas,
compared to their native counterparts; taken together, these findings suggest that learners tend to
explicitly use essay-organizing markers in their essays. The native writers, however, used a
smaller number of such bundles, instead favoring informal topic elaboration/clarification
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expressions typical of conversation such as with that being said (20 tokens) and don’t get me
wrong (18 tokens).
The following examples demonstrate the use of LBs functioning as discourse organizers
in each corpus. In their responses to the same writing prompt (regarding whether younger people
can teach older people), the native writer used don’t get me wrong in (39) and the learner used as
I mentioned above in (40); both examples are the concluding sentences of the essays.

(39) Now, don’t get me wrong, the old have plenty of knowledge and wisdom, but the young
can teach them just as much. (NC, topic 8)
(40) In conclusion, as I mentioned above, I support that there are enough values that old people
can learn from young people. (LC, topic 8)
Similarly, examples (41) and (42) show another type of discourse-organizer LB used in
native and nonnative writing. These examples were taken from the concluding paragraph in each
essay, which were both on the same topic (i.e., compare and contrast knowledge gained from
experience with knowledge gained from books).
(41) With that being said, I still strongly believe physical experience strongly impacts people
more than reading books because I myself am someone who can hold a better focus and
understanding of certain things and topics. While reading a book, it is hard for me to focus
and follow along the printed words on paper. (NC, topic 3)
(42) Because of these reasons, I would like to prefer the knowledge which is ‘unwritten.’ The
range of human knowledge is so wide and even at this moment, it tries to stretch out its
boundary to unconquered territory. So knowledge isn’t just one written on books, our lives,
imaginations are all included. That’s why I put my values on the knowledge from
experiences. (LC, topic 3)
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Following stance LBs, both groups used considerable numbers of referential bundles
(NC: 59 types, 40.4%; LC: 60 types; 38.5%). Previous LB studies have shown that novice
writers and/or language learners use very few referential bundles, in a marked difference from
professional writers (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2010; Staples et al., 2013). At first glance, the
beginning writers in this dissertation seemed to make a greater use of referential bundles, counter
to the previous studies, but their usages do not necessarily resemble general academic-register
bundles. Two kinds of referential bundles, informal quantifying bundles and place/time/textdeixis bundles, appear frequently in both the native and the nonnative corpora, comprising about
one-fourth of the total tokens in each corpus (NC: 28.8%, LC: 24.8%). Chen and Baker (2016),
who examined learner writings only, demonstrated that these two types of bundles comprised a
significant portion of the referential bundles produced by the learners, particularly the lowproficiency learners. This dissertation adds to their findings by showing that such features are not
unique to low-level learners, but are favored by apprentice writers in general, regardless of their
first language. One noteworthy difference in the use of place/time/text-deixis LBs, however, is
that the natives often used place-related bundles – interestingly, including the word world (e.g.,
in the real world, the world around us, the world we live in) – but the learners more frequently
produced time-related bundles (e.g., from now on I, as time goes by, as soon as possible).
In sum, native and nonnative entering college students exhibit reliance on similar sets of
LBs in argumentative essays, including 52 shared bundles. While the study also shows that
several specific bundles were favored by either the native or the nonnative writers, the two
groups display many common features in the use of bundles, including heavy use of VP-based
bundles, stance-expression bundles, first-person-pronoun bundles, and informal quantifying
bundles, all of which have been described in previous work as features of learner LB use.
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Bychkovska and Lee (2017), for instance, listed 52 bundles specific to L1-Chinese freshman
students’ argumentative essays, of which six also appeared in L1-English senior students’
writing; however, the present study found over 50% of these bundles (27 types) in the native
freshman writing. Similarly, Staples et al. (2013), who examined LBs in argumentative essays in
the TOEFL iBT across different scores, concluded that, regardless of proficiency level, learners
relied heavily on stance-related clausal bundles. However, the present study, using comparable
corpora of argumentative essays matched for writing prompts, shows that such bundle uses are
not unique to nonnative writers, but common to both native and nonnative beginning students
who arrive at university. In fact, the native writers exhibited slightly more use of these functions
than the learners (NC: 44.4%, LC: 39.7%).
However, it also should be noted that the high rate of clausal stance-expression bundles
in both corpora may not be due entirely to novice writer status and/or language background, as
the prior research has claimed, as it is likely related to the nature of this particular genre to some
extent. This finding suggests the possibility that such bundle uses may also be due (at least
partly) to the nature of the (non-disciplinary) argumentative essays, whose primary purpose is “to
express [one’s] opinion about an issue” (Staples et al., 2013, p. 217). As noted earlier,
argumentative essays often include spoken genre features such as personal statements (Jaworska
et al., 2015), as their primary purpose is to express one’s stance regarding an issue. It may
therefore be natural that writers produce clausal stance-expression bundles more frequently in
argumentative writing than in other types of academic prose.
In sum, Chapter 4 has examined the use of LBs by native and nonnative academic
writers. Section 4.1 used an innovative methodology for identifying potential LBs through the
core-expression approach and demonstrated that LBs produced by nonnatives are error-prone.
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Focusing on one embedded item type (i.e., articles), it was found that 21.6% of the core
expressions (n = 545) in the learner corpus are associated with potential bundles, that is, learners’
attempted but incorrect use of LBs. Section 4.2 used standard, established methodologies to
analyze the internal structures and functions of LBs in the production of each group of writers.
Using comparable corpora matched for register and writing prompts, this analysis demonstrated
that both native and nonnative groups of entering freshman university students exhibit analogous
uses of LBs in their argumentative writing.

5

SYNTACTIC ROLES, SEMANTIC PROSODIES, AND SEMANTIC
PREFERENCES OF LEXICAL BUNDLES

This chapter examines LBs in context, focusing on co-occurring environments of the two
language groups’ shared bundles. Section 5.1 focuses on a structural analysis (syntactic roles)
and Section 5.2 centers on a functional analysis (semantic prosody and preference).
5.1

Research Question 3: Syntactic Roles of LBs
The third research question addresses the use of LBs in relation to the syntactic roles they

play in a clause. Section 5.1.1 investigates the syntactic roles of all the bundles identified in NC
and in LC (subcorpus 2; only highly rated essays) in order to compare the extent to which the
native and nonnative writers employ the bundles in context. The types of LB syntactic roles
found in the two corpora are presented, and the syntactic roles of VP (verb phrase), NP (noun
phrase), and PP (prepositional phrase) bundles are discussed. Section 5.1.2 focuses on the
syntactic roles of the LBs shared by the native and nonnative groups. The analysis compares the
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way in which the two groups use the shared bundles as well as which co-structures were used by
the writers in each group in their responses to the same writing prompts.
5.1.1 Syntactic roles of LBs in native and nonnative corpora
Appendices F and G present the syntactic roles of the LBs identified in NC (145 types)
and LC (156 types), respectively. The types of syntactic role, listed in the appendices, are
summarized in Table 16, which also provides example sentences for each type. The examples are
extracted from both corpora, and the LBs are indicated in bold. Irrelevant grammatical errors in
the examples are left uncorrected.
The structures in which LBs are embedded include three grammatical types. Descriptions
and examples from Biber et al. (1999) are presented here to illustrate these structures:
1. Finite dependent clauses: clauses that contain a VP marked for tense or modality,
and regularly marked by a clause link such as a subordinator and a WH word (e.g.,
Most ions are colourless, although some have distinct colours; p. 194).
2. Nonfinite dependent clauses: clauses that are not marked for tense and modality and
frequently lack an explicit subject and subordinator, including to-clauses and -ing/-edclauses (e.g., My goal now is to look to the future; p. 198).
3. Phrases such as NPs that comprise a noun as head, either alone or accompanied by
a determiner (e.g., The pilot saw a field ahead; p. 98) and PPs consisting of a
preposition and a complement, mostly in the form of an NP (e.g., He worked in a shop;
p. 104).
As shown in Table 16, these structures with embedded LBs were found to serve three
major syntactic roles in context, as adverbials, complements, and noun modifiers. The major
roles of LBs were further subcategorized employing specific structural distinctions (Biber et al.,
2011) to allow observation of structures that are preceded by the LBs, and in particular with the
VP-based bundles. For instance, VP bundles occurring in finite/nonfinite complement clauses
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(CC) were coded by adjoining grammatical elements such as common V (extremely common
verbs in conversation such as think, know, and say; Biber et al., 2011, p. 30), V (other than
common V), copula (e.g., be-verb, seem, become), predicative adjective (Adj), or noun (N). In
addition, bundles occurring in finite clauses function as postnominal modifiers, embedded in that
and WH relative clauses (e.g., who, which).
In each example in Table 18, the whole phrase that fills the syntactic role under
consideration is enclosed in square brackets.
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Table 18. Syntactic roles of LBs in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Structures with Major
Specific syntactic roles of LBs with examples
embedded LBs syntactic roles
Finite
Adverbial
Causative (e.g., because, since):
dependent
In today’s society, it’s more important than anything to be
clause
open-minded and understanding [because there are so
many different cultures being introduced daily]. (NC)
Conditional (e.g., if):
[If I were to learn in a way that is demanding and
structured], I would feel almost intimidated. (NC)
Concessive (e.g., although, while)
[While some people want to be a member of a group],
others want to be the leader of a group. (LC)
Complement
Controlled by a common verb (e.g., think, know, say):
I think [it would be the attitude of the people]. (LC)
Controlled by a verb:
I believe [there are many things young people can teach
older people]. (NC)
Controlled by a copula:
That is [why I want to change my hometown to become
more children-friendly]. (LC)
Controlled by a predicative adjective:
In some cases, it may be true [there are many things you
can learn from young people]. (NC)
Noun modifier that relative clause:
That can cause older people to block some ideas or new
development [that they may have been able to get from
younger people]. (NC)
WH relative clause:
Writing can be an extremely powerful way to be heard by
groups [who you may not be able to reach otherwise].
(NC)
The current soccer field is just a thin layer of sand [where
there are lots of rocks and other potential dangerous
substances]. (LC)
There are three reasons [why I want to change it]. (LC)
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Table 18. Continued
Structures with Major
embedded LBs syntactic roles
Nonfinite
Adverbial
dependent
clause
Complement

Noun modifier

Specific syntactic roles of LBs with examples
Purpose:
The Bible is made up of stories that teach life lessons and
some set rules that the reader should follow [to be able to
gain more life experience]. (LC)
Controlled by a common verb (e.g., want):
When you want [to go to the office to get some work done]
you need to leave home 20 minutes ahead of time. (NC)
Controlled by a verb:
Although prices are definitely rising, new inventory is
being constructed daily to try [to keep up with demand].
(NC)
Controlled by a copula:
The whole idea of college is [to be able to pick and choose
your own classes], but we were not even allowed to do that
by ourselves. (NC)
Controlled by a noun:
When I was in the 6th grade, I made the decision [to go to
the store with my friends]. (NC)
Extraposed complement clause:
I would show her how great [it is to be able to go to
Atlanta, North Georgia]. (NC)
To-clause:
Many people in the city don’t have the means [to be able to
reach the county] for work and struggle to find jobs. (NC)
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Table 18. Continued
Structures with Major
embedded LBs syntactic roles
Phrase
Adverbial

SUBJECT
SUBJECT
PREDICATIVE
DIRECT OBJECT

INDIRECT
OBJECT
OBJECT
PREDICATIVE
LOGICAL
SUBJECT

Noun modifier

Specific syntactic roles of LBs with examples
PP as adverbial:
[For the rest of the year], I was in charge of three
students. (NC)
[A lot of people] believe that teaching is the best way of
learning. (NC)
There are [a lot of people] who are good at their academic
range in their early ages. (LC)
At my school, the white students made up [the majority of
the accelerated and AP courses] while the students of
color made up [the majority of the general courses]. (NC)
They teach Hangeul (the Korean alphabet) and basic
knowledge to [old students who want to study]. (LC)
In conclusion, I find reading books [to be the best way to
gain knowledge]. (NC)
The students are always taught by [the people who are
older than them]. (LC)
Appositive NP:
I have lived in Jamsil, [one of the most crowded cities in
Korea], for 20 years. (LC)
PP as postmodifier:
A small project [in the heart of South Florida] was
revamped and rejuvenated raising the rent and causing the
residents of the small town to relocate. (NC)
The cultural divide [in the city of Macon] has become a
severe problem over the last few years. (NC)

In what follows, each LB structural type (i.e., VP-, NP-, and PP-based) is presented in terms of
its subcategories in both corpora.
5.1.1.1 VP-based LBs
VP-based bundles comprise the largest proportion of the total number of bundles
identified in both corpora. VP-based bundles were first categorized according to whether they are
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embedded in the main clause or a dependent clause. Those in the latter group (NC: 718 tokens,
LC: 813 tokens) were then subcategorized by the syntactic function served by the clause.
Table 19 shows the roles of VP-based bundles (i.e., those occurring in dependent clauses)
with the results of log-likelihood tests comparing the numbers of tokens for each role in the two
corpora. The tests showed significant differences in eight syntactic roles served by VP-based
bundles in both corpora. The learners used seven syntactic roles more frequently, including finite
complement clauses controlled by a common V and by a copula (particularly be-verb), and WH
relative clauses.
Table 19. Distribution of syntactic roles of VP-based bundles in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Syntactic roles
NC
LC
finite CC controlled by common V****
25 (3.5%)
75 (9.2%)
finite CC controlled by V****
115 (16%)
41 (5%)
finite CC controlled by copula***
9 (1.2%)
30 (3.7%)
finite CC controlled by predicative Adj
5 (0.7%)
12 (1.5%)
finite CC controlled by N
5 (0.7%)
1 (0.1%)
who relative clause****
5 (0.7%)
27 (3.3%)
which relative clause****
10 (1.4%)
38 (4.7%)
that relative clause
79 (11%)
65 (8%)
finite adverbial clause
322 (44.8%)
373 (45.9%)
nonfinite CC controlled by common V
10 (1.4%)
18 (2.2%)
nonfinite CC controlled by V
25 (3.5%)
19 (2.3%)
nonfinite CC controlled by copula
2 (0.3%)
1 (0.1%)
nonfinite CC controlled by predicative Adj
15 (2.1%)
11 (1.3%)
nonfinite CC controlled by N
1 (0.1%)
nonfinite relative clause*
5 (0.7%)
15 (1.8%)
nonfinite adverbial clause
44 (6.1%)
33 (4%)
comparative clause**
17 (2.4%)
37 (4.5%)
Other
24 (3.3%)
17 (2.1%)
Total
718 (100%)
813 (100%)
Note: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001.

While both student writer groups use VP bundles in several types of syntactic roles, both
groups show excessive use of them in certain roles; one that stands out is the finite adverbial
clause. In both corpora, approximately 45% of all VP bundles fills this particular syntactic role
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(NC: 44.8%, LC: 45.9%). However, the types of these clauses favored by each group are not
necessarily the same. Table 20 lists the subordinators in adverbial clauses found in NC and LC.
As the table shows, the top three are identical: when is the most frequent in both corpora, and
comprises almost half of the total tokens of subordinators in adverbial clauses in NC. The second
top subordinator is if, which is used to more or less the same extent by the two groups at about
25%, followed by because, which is particularly used more often by the learners.
Table 20. Types of finite adverbial clause in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Subordinators
NC
when
156 (48.4%)
if
83 (25.8%)
because
40 (12.4%)
although
20 (6.2%)
while
16 (5%)
though
3 (0.9%)
even though
2 (0.6%)
even if
2 (0.6%)
as
since
whenever
Total
322 (100%)

LC
119 (31.9%)
95 (25.5%)
74 (19.8%)
12 (3.2%)
4 (1.1%)
2 (0.5%)
12 (3.2%)
34 (9.1%)
19 (4.8%)
3 (0.8%)
373 (100%)

It should be noted that several LBs themselves contain when-, if-, or because-clause
fragments, which constitute a large portion of the total tokens reported in Table 20. In the native
corpus, 62.1% (200 tokens) are such bundles: three LBs with embedded when fragments (e.g.,
when it comes to, when I was in) amount to 141 tokens, and four LBs with if (e.g., if you do not,
if I had to) account for 59 tokens. Similarly, in the learner corpus, LBs with adverbial clause
fragments comprise 60% (224 tokens) of these bundles, with four different subordinators: when
(119 tokens), if (55 tokens), because (25 tokens), and as (25 tokens).
The following examples, taken from essays on the same topic in the two corpora,
demonstrate this use of LBs, with although in NC (43) and with since in LC (44).
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(43) Although Gwinnett is one of the most populated counties in Georgia, it is vastly spread out
and this problem makes it near impossible to get from one section to the other without an
automobile. (NC, topic 1)
(44) This aspect may bring a huge loss since Pusan is one of the major tourist sites for
foreigners. (LC, topic 1)
While the top three adverbial clauses are of the same type in both corpora, the rest show
features specific to each group, and the learners employ more varied types of clauses in which
LBs are embedded (NC: 5 types, LC: 7 types). As shown in Table 20 above, the remaining
adverbial clauses in NC are restricted to concessive clauses with although, while, though, even
though, and even if. Compared to the natives, the learners use only a small number of concessive
clauses, and especially few with while, although they use even though more frequently than do
the natives. The learners instead tend to use causal clauses including as and since, neither of
which were found in NC.
Overall, both groups predominantly employ the syntactic functions of finite dependent
clauses (NC: 80%, LC: 81.4%, of all VP bundles). Recent corpus-based studies have
demonstrated that academic writing is structurally “compressed,” with complex noun phrase
constituents and phrases, while face-to-face conversation is more “elaborated” with subordinate
clauses (Biber & Gray, 2010, p. 7). In particular, adverbial clauses are the most common feature
of interpersonal spoken registers (e.g., Biber, 1988, 1995; Biber et al., 1999, 2011). The fact that
finite adverbial clauses comprise the largest type found in both corpora appears to reflect the
writers’ status as novice academic writers (native and nonnative alike) who are just transitioning
to the university level. Additionally, in some cases, learners erroneously use adverbial clauses in
ways indicative of learner language, as in (45–46), where the dependent clauses stand alone,
fragmented, without a connection to the main clause.
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(45) Because degree is one of the objective reason to hire job. (LC, topic 2)
(46) Even though it doesn’t mean that current older people are less intelligent than past older
people. (LC, topic 8)
Such errors are mostly limited to because clauses; few were found with other subordinators. This
finding corresponds to one reported by Yoon and Yoo (2011), whose participants, Korean
learners of English, frequently produced such fragmentary sentences. The authors argued that
L1-Korean students tend to regard because as a conjunctive adverb, possibly due to negative
transfer from their first language; the word corresponding to because in Korean is used as an
adverb.
While both groups use finite complement clauses at similar rates, nonfinite complement
clauses, mostly realized in the form of to-clauses, are used relatively more by the native writers
(NC: 14.2%, LC: 11.9%). This type of structure is generally less frequent in spoken registers
(Biber et al., 1999) unless it occurs in the combination of want + to clause, which is extremely
common in conversation (p. 711). A close examination shows that want + to clauses are
prevalent in both corpora. Moreover, some of the LBs identified in both corpora themselves
include want + to (4 LBs in NC, 10 in LC), with three shared bundles (i.e., want to be a, do not
want to, and if you want to). The following examples illustrate the use of the shared bundle to go
to the combined with want in NC (47) and in LC (48).
(47) This may seem like a good thing because every parent wants their child to go to the best
school possible and become as successful as possible. (NC, topic 1)
(48) This is the reason why our parents want us to go to the university. (LC, topic 8)
The next most frequent role in both corpora is that of the finite complement clause (CC)
preceded by a verb. The types of verbs used by each group, however, differ significantly (p <
.0001). The learners are most likely to combine the finite CC with a common V such as think,
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say, or know (9.2%), all frequently used in conversation (Biber et al., 2011). Examples (49) and
(50) show a finite CC controlled by V (believe) from the native corpus and a finite CC controlled
by common V (think) from the learner corpus, respectively. The finding that such verb phrases
are frequently used in LC adds to the earlier finding (Table 2) that six of the LBs identified in LC
themselves contain common verbs (e.g., I think it is, some people say that, don’t know how to).
(49) I know that there’s a really slim chance of college ever being free, but a huge step would be
to at least make it affordable. I believe the cost of college is one of the main reasons students
don’t attend. (NC, topic 2)
(50) Chance of education. I think that is one of the most powerful point of big city. (LC, topic 2)

It should be emphasized that the grammatical complexity of the VP bundles that occur in
dependent clauses is not always the same. Rather, their complexity differs according to the
adjoining elements of the bundles. That is, while elaborated dependent clauses are typical of
spoken language, those serving as constituents in an NP are strongly favored in academic writing
(except for that-relative clauses; Biber, 1995; Biber et al., 1999, 2011). For example, adverbial
subordination and complements controlled by verbs are associated with clausal syntax, while
complements controlled by nouns are associated with phrasal syntax. As in Table 19 above, LBs
serve three syntactic roles that are constituents in NPs: (1) finite CC controlled by N; (2)
nonfinite CC controlled by N; (3) relative clause (WH relative clause). There was no significant
difference in the very low frequency with which the two groups use LBs in the first two roles
(NC: 0.8%, LC: 0.1%). Although the difference is very small, the native writers use more noun
complement clauses than the learners. The examples below demonstrate the use of nonfinite LBs
in a complement clause controlled by a noun, decision, in NC (51), and in a relative clause
postmodifying a noun, way, in LC (52).
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(51) When I was in the 6th grade, I made the decision to go to the store with my friends. (NC,
topic 5)
(52) Edison had made the world brighter than ever been before by inventing light bulb. By
breaking thousands of prototypes, he eventually got to the way to solve the problem he was
facing. (LC, topic 5)

The other syntactic role of LBs related to phrasal syntax is that of the WH relative clause.
As shown in Table 19, the learners, surprisingly, use more LBs in these structures than the
natives (NC: 2.1%, LC: 8%). Biber (1995), who conducted multidimensional analyses for
different languages including English and Korean, demonstrated that nominal modifiers such as
relative clauses (except for that relative clauses) are generally typical of academic writing across
languages. The following examples show the use of bundles in WH relative clauses in NC (53)
and LC (54).
(53) Writing can be an extremely powerful way to be heard by groups who you may not be able
to reach otherwise. (NC, topic 3)
(54) However, public education can not meet the needs of parents and students who want to
enter high class universities anymore. (LC, topic 1)
Although previous corpus-based studies have argued that WH-relative clauses as post
nominal modifiers are strongly associated with academic writing, this study’s close examination
of the use of the LBs in the two corpora shows that student writers’ usages do not necessarily
conform to the norms of academic prose. This is especially the case for the learner corpus, which
shows the frequent use of LBs in who-clauses (over 40% of WH-clauses). According to Biber et
al. (1999, pp. 609–611), who-clauses and which-clauses have notably different distributions
across registers in that the former occur only with animate (usually personal/human) head nouns
and the latter usually occur with inanimate head nouns. Thus, a communicative focus on humans,
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as in the registers of news and fiction, results in the frequent use of relative clauses with the
pronoun who. In contrast, which-clauses are the most frequently used WH-clause type in
academic prose, where animate references tend to be few. The learners’ frequent use of whoclauses therefore appears to be a deviation from typical academic prose. In addition, the learners
not only frequently use who-relative clauses with VP bundles, but also sometimes produce LBs
containing embedded who-clauses (5 types, 62 tokens), for example, students who want to and
the people who are, of which none are found in the native corpus. Furthermore, the use of whoclauses by the learners is mostly restricted to the modification of one of two NP types: students
or person (people). The abundant use of vague words like people has been frequently noted as
indicative of learner academic writing; many of their LBs tend to include people and/or collocate
with people (e.g., Staples et al., 2013; Chen & Baker, 2016; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). In this
respect, the learners’ frequent use of WH-clauses cannot be considered as being the norm for
academic prose in absolute terms and certainly merits more empirical investigation.
5.1.1.2 NP-based LBs
The native and nonnative writers show distinctive differences in the use of NP-based
bundles. Table 21 presents the subcategories of syntactic roles with the results of the loglikelihood tests for each role.
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Table 21. Distribution of syntactic roles of NP-based LBs in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Syntactic role
NC
LC
subject****
96 (21.7%)
234 (41.9%)
subject predicative****
77 (17.4%)
160 (28.7%)
direct object
96 (21.7%)
85 (15.2%)
indirect object
3 (0.7%)
4 (0.7%)
object predicative
1 (0.2%)
3 (0.5%)
agent in passive voice
0 (0%)
2 (0.3%)
PP as adverbial****
120 (27.1%)
58 (10.4%)
of-phrase as postmodifier****
49 (11.1%)
5 (0.9%)
relative clause
0 (0%)
2 (0.3%)
other
1 (0.2%)
5 (0.9%)
Total
443 (100%)
558 (100%)
Note: **** = significant at p < .0001.

As shown in the table 21, significant differences were found in the frequency of the four
syntactic roles played by NP-based bundles in both corpora. First, the learners mostly use NP
bundles as subjects or subject predicatives, which together account for about 69.1% (subject:
41.9%, subject predicative: 27.2%). The study of Cortes (2015a), who examined syntactic roles
of LBs in published research articles, found that NP bundles functioned as direct objects most
frequently (36%), followed by subjects (20%), subject predicatives (9%), and adverbials (6%).
One similarity between the professional writing corpus in her study and the NC corpus in this
study, despite the different academic genres, is that approximately 20% of the NP bundles
function as subjects in both. In contrast, approximately 40% of the NP bundles in this study’s LC
take the role of subject. The following examples illustrate the syntactic roles of NP bundles in
the two corpora. LBs play the role of object in NC (55), and subject and subject predicative in
LC (56–57). Note the use of because with a comma in (56), which lends further support to the
argument that L1-Korean students consider English because an adverb (Yoon & Yoo, 2011).
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(55) Alex Rodriguez was a star baseball player who broke out into the scene and shocked a
lot of people because of his talent. (NC, topic 5)
(56) Because, a lot of people use public transportation with many reasons. (LC, topic 1)
(57) There are a lot of people who don’t know what they want to do until they become a
grownup. (LC, topic 2)
The high proportion of NP bundles as subject predicatives in LC might be related to the
abundance of the copula be-verb in the learners’ writing. Chen and Baker (2016), who examined
LBs in L2 academic writing, found that one-third of the LBs included be-verbs. The authors
argued that the overuse of be-verbs came from the learners’ heavy reliance on existential thereconstructions (e.g., there are so many), and that both tendencies made their writing style
“simplistic and verbose” (p. 866). In the same vein, the LC in this dissertation research includes
a considerable number of LBs with embedded be-verbs (36 types, 23.1%) and/or thereconstructions (17 types, 10.9%). Moreover, the analysis of co-structures of LBs shows that the
tendency is not limited to LBs, but extends to LB co-structures as well, as in example (47) above.
A related account for the frequent use of LBs as subjects points to the learners’ use of
sentence-initial bundles. Recent studies (Li, 2016; Li, Franken, & Wu, 2018) compared the
position of bundles in native and nonnative postgraduate academic writing, demonstrating that
nonnative writers were most likely to start sentences with LBs. Follow-up interviews conducted
by Li et al. (2018) with five L1-Chinese postgraduate writers suggested possible reasons. Such
reasons include previous learning experience (e.g., teachers’ overemphasis on English
conjunctions and formulaic sequences as a strategy for cohesion and coherence in academic
writing), noticing in reading (expressions frequently occurring in the initial place of sentences in
their course books), and a lack of rhetorical confidence – they may simply be more comfortable
starting with familiar expressions to minimize the risk of making mistakes. Lending further
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support to this argument, the learners’ frequent use (over 40% of the NP bundles) of LBs as
subjects found in the present study seems to be related to the reasons suggested by Li et al.
In comparison, the natives employ NP-based bundles within PPs functioning as
adverbials or postnominal modifiers, which together comprise 38.1% of their NP-based bundle
uses. In particular, the native writers often embed NP bundles in of-phrases (49 tokens, 11.1%) in
compressed structures typical of academic prose while the learners rarely do so (5 tokens, 0.9%).
Examples of LBs in PPs functioning as adverbials in NC appear in (58) and in LC in (59).
(58) There are exceptions to every blanket statement; however, mistakes are endlessly inevitable
for the majority of the human race and tend to follow people for their entire lives despite
the attention to the consequences of certain actions. (NC, topic 5)
(59) Some may have nothing on their mind at the end of the class. For example, many Korean
high school students are having a hard time concentrating in classes because they have to
follow traditional ways of school teaching. (LC, topic 7)
Examples (60) and (61) demonstrate NP bundles embedded in PPs serving as postnominal
modifiers in NC and LC, respectively. Note that two bundles are used in a row in (60); the
first (underlined) is an NP with an of-phrase fragment and the second (bold) is embedded
in the of-phrase.
(60) They both allow for a better understanding of the world around us. (NC, topic 3)
(61) One of the most important thing about city is how people in town are able to travel out to
other place easily. (LC, topic 1)
5.1.1.3 PP-based LBs
As for PP-based bundles, both native and nonnative writers mainly use these LBs as
adverbials, as shown in Table 22. In some cases, the natives also use PP bundles as post nominal
modifiers (4.6%), which the learners rarely do (0.9%).
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Table 22. Distribution of syntactic roles of PP-based LBs in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Syntactic role
NC
LC
adverbial
576 (95.4%)
447 (99.1%)
post nominal modifier
28 (4.6%)
4 (0.9%)
Total
604 (100%)
451 (100%)

Previous studies have shown that academic writing relies on phrasal bundles, many of
which in fact occur in multiple PPs as postnominal modifiers embedded in an NP such as the
presence of layered structures at the borderline of cell territories (multiple PPs underlined;
Biber et al., 2011, p. 31). Several scholars have suggested that such styles of discourse, which
only occur in certain circumstances of formal writing, are not naturally acquired, and even native
writers may rarely (or never) use them, especially before adulthood (Biber et al., 2011; Staples,
Egbert, Biber, & Gray, 2016). Instead, novice academic writers gradually learn to produce such
complex structures over the course of their university education (Staples et al., 2016). Given that
the student writers in this study were entering undergraduates, it can be assumed that they had
yet to receive formal writing instruction at the university level. It therefore seems reasonable that
the student writers, and particularly the learners, seldom produce multiple PP bundles as
postnominal modifiers. Furthermore, it should be noted that the types of PP bundles identified in
the two corpora deviate from the types generally found in academic prose. Many of the LBs in
both corpora (e.g., with that being said, on a daily basis, and all over the world) are more typical
of spoken language, which may be related to their use as adverbials rather than post nominal
modifiers.
As shown in Table 22, the writers do use a small number of PP bundles as post modifiers,
but they are rare in the NC and even rarer in the LC. Examples (62–63) illustrate the use of the
same PP bundle, all over the world, serving as a post nominal modifier in responses to the same
topic in NC (62) and LC (63).
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(62) Clarkston is known as a refugee hub with thousands of different languages being
spoken and people from all over the world entering the United States unable to speak
English. (NC, topic 1)
(63) Nowadays, Incheon is becoming a global city by holding several international events,
also lots of countries all over the world started to focusing on development of
Incheon. (LC, topic 1)
Another PP bundle, in the middle of, is frequently used as a postnominal modifier in NC
as shown in (64), but always used as an adverbial in LC as in (65).
(64) It is a large cluster of rocks right in the middle of the Chattahoochee that creates a
natural waterslide. (NC, topic 6)
(65) For example, every month 2th and 7th, consumer direct market is held in the middle
of the city. (LC, topic 6)
In sum, the results show that native and nonnative incoming college students display
generally similar patterns of using LBs in certain syntactic roles, but at the same time, their
patterns do diverge to some extent, with some uses unique to or more common to each group.
The similarities are presumably due to their status as novice academic writers. In common, both
groups predominantly use VP-based bundles in elaborated clausal structures, especially in two
specific structures: finite adverbial clauses and finite complement clauses controlled by verbs,
which together account for more than 60% of the syntactic structure types in each corpus (NC:
64.3%, LC: 60.1%). These grammatical features are the most common in interpersonal spoken
registers (e.g., Biber, 1992; Biber et al., 1999, 2011).
As mentioned earlier, Biber et al. (2011) ranked grammatical features by their
contribution to linguistic complexity, using written and spoken native speaker data (research
articles and face-to-face conversation). Based on their findings, Biber et al. proposed a
developmental progression in which L2 academic writers produce clausal complexity before they
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use the complexity features common in academic writing. Specifically, they argued that L2
writers tend to acquire finite dependent clauses at earlier stages, followed by nonfinite dependent
clauses and a variety of phrase types at later stages. In this developmental sequence, both the
native and nonnative student writers in the current study, who predominantly use finite
dependent clauses, appear to be at the initial stage. It is important, however, to bear in mind that
many previous studies that document the grammatical features of academic writing, including
Biber et al.’s (2011), used published research articles as their academic writing data. The
characteristics of this formal written genre may not apply to other types of academic writing.
As mentioned earlier, preferences for complexity features differ within academic writing,
as they are shaped by communicative expectations in a given genre and discipline (e.g., Hyland
& Hamp-Lyons, 2001; Hyland, 2008; Gray, 2015; Egbert, 2015; Wood, 2015; Staples et al.,
2016). In particular, argumentative essays “are normally not recognized as fully fledged
academic texts, since they lack references or a rigid mesostructure” (Jaworska et al., 2015, p.
508). In this regard, the clausal features manifested in both corpora should be, to some extent,
interpreted as features of this particular genre, in addition to being features of novice academic
writing. Among the handful of studies on LBs in argumentative essays, most, surprisingly, do not
take such factors into consideration, instead considering the prevalence of clausal complexity in
this genre a feature of L2 writing (e.g., Ping, 2009; Staples et al., 2013; Bychkovska & Lee,
2017). As discussed, most of this previous research does not use comparable native and
nonnative corpora. Future research on this topic should include argumentative essays by different
groups of writers to draw a fuller picture of LB use in this register by examining to what extent
clausal complexity is typical of it.
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5.1.2. Syntactic roles of shared LBs in both corpora
This section investigates how native and nonnative writers incorporate the bundles shared
by both groups into their writing in context. Appendix H presents the syntactic roles of the
structures that include shared bundles (52 types) in NC and in LC, respectively. As shown in the
appendix, the most frequent syntactic role for each shared bundle is almost always the same in
NC and LC, showing a point of convergence between the two language groups. On the other
hand, there exist certain bundles whose use exhibits divergent features unique to each group. Of
the shared LBs that are frequently used by both groups, eight bundles in particular display
noteworthy discrepancies in terms of co-occurring structures that precede and/or follow the
bundles in context. The eight include two VP-based bundles (i.e., disagree with the statement,
but it is not), two existential-there constructions (i.e., there are some things, there are many
ways), three NP-based bundles (i.e., the end of the, a lot of people, the most important thing), and
one PP-based bundle (i.e., due to the fact).
In what follows, paired examples from essays by native and nonnative speakers writing
on the same topic illustrate how the two groups use each of these nine bundles.
VP-based bundles
disagree with the statement
Both native and nonnative writers tend to express direct agreement or disagreement with
writing prompts that ask their opinions on a given topic. Interestingly, the native writers were
more likely to use negatively phrased expressions such as disagree with the statement and do not
agree with whereas the learners favored positive phrasing such as agree with the statement and
so I agree with. Similarly, in the study of Staples et al. (2013), who examined LBs in
argumentative essays in the TOELF iBT, the nonnative test takers frequently produced I agree
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with the or agree with the statement but produced no negatively phrased counterparts of these
expressions.
Table 23 shows the syntactic roles of the structures in which disagree with the statement
is embedded; the bundle occurs 63 times in the NC, and less frequently in the LC (36 times). In
the native corpus, this bundle occurs mostly in the main clause, but in some cases in a dependent
clause (6 tokens, 9.5%). On the other hand, it always occurs in the main clause in the learner
corpus.
Table 23. Syntactic roles of disagree with the statement
Syntactic roles
NC
the main clause
57 (90.5%)
finite CC controlled by V
1 (1.6%)
finite CC controlled by copula
1 (1.6%)
relative clause
3 (4.8%)
nonfinite adverbial clause
1 (1.6%)
Total
63 (100%)

LC
36 (100%)
36 (100%)

The following examples illustrate the different uses of this shared bundle by the two groups in
response to the same essay prompt. The native writer incorporates the bundle in a why-clause in
(66) whereas the learner uses it in the main clause in (67).
(66) The satisfaction of leading people in the right direction is perhaps the biggest reason why I
wholly disagree with the statement. (NC, topic 4)
(67) Therefore, because of above reasons, I disagree with the statement. (LC, topic 4)
Next, the lexical bundle was examined in terms of its co-occurring structures. In both
corpora, the bundle most often follows the first person singular pronoun (e.g., I disagree with the
statement) at similar rates (NC: 50.8%, LC: 55.8%). The second most common co-occurring
structure to the left in NC is an adverb (14 tokens, 22.2%) as shown in (66); most of which are
the degree or stance adverbials including completely (4 tokens), personally (4), totally (2), fully,
honestly, and wholly (1 token each) (Biber et al., 1999, pp. 562-55). On the other hand, in LC,
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about one third of the total instances are preceded by conjunctive adverbials (15 tokens, 34.9%),
as in (67), and many of them are in the form of PPs such as in conclusion and for these reasons,
combined with I. Note that several adverbials used by the learners are misused grammatically,
sometimes with incorrect prepositions (e.g., *in this reason).
Conjunctive adverbials are the third most common left co-structure used by the natives
(11 tokens, 17.5%). However, the types are different from those used by the learners, with only
one in common (i.e., therefore). The adverbials favored by the native writers include overall,
however, moreover, in addition, and all in all, as shown in (68) – none of which were used with
the bundle in the learner corpus.
(68) All in all, I disagree with the statement given my Type A personality and the experience I
have with being a member versus being a leader of a group. (NC, topic 4)
As for the co-structures to the right of this bundle, they are mainly finite complement
clauses (that-clauses) that describe the essay topic in both corpora (NC: 73%, LC: 60.5%), with
both groups often using direct quotations of the prompt. However, unlike the learners, who
always follow the LB with either a that-clause or punctuation (i.e., a period), the native writers
employ different structures on the right side of the bundle, in particular, because (7 tokens,
11.1%). Example (69) shows the bundle followed by because as a subordinator in NC, and by an
appositive clause in LC (70).
(69) I disagree with the statement because not everyone is capable of learning from their wrong
doings. (NC, topic 5)
(70) Thus, I disagree with the statement, “People always learn from their mistakes.” (LC, topic
5).
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The native writers are likely to use the bundle combined with a reason they “disagree
with the statement” within the same sentence using a because clause as in (69), a why-clause as
in (66), or a given-preposition as in (68). This was not the case for the learners, who almost
always use the bundle in a concluding sentence that stands alone, separate from the reasons that
are often presented in the preceding sentences or paragraphs. In fact, one marked difference in
the use of this bundle between the groups relates to its position in an essay as a whole.
Notably, while the learners tend to place a sentence with the bundle disagree with the statement
at the end of a paragraph (or essay) as a concluding remark, the natives generally put it in the
first part of the essay when introducing a topic, as shown in the sample essays from NC (71) and
LC (72) below. These examples further illustrate the learners’ greater tendency to use sentenceinitial bundles, as discussed in Section 5.1.2; (71) shows bundles in various sentence positions
(e.g., at a very young age, most of the time) while (72) mainly employs bundles in initial position
(e.g., some people think that, on the other hand).
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(71) Sample essay on topic 8 from the native corpus (sentence with the LB disagree with the
statement underlined; all LBs in bold)
I personally disagree with the statement “There is nothing that young people can teach
older people.” While it is true that older people have lived longer and therefore have gained
more experience throughout the course of their lives, lifestyle human interactions economies and
anything that forms part of our everyday lives is constantly changing.
Young people nowadays face tremendous challenges and encounter situations that are
very different to the ones their parents or grandparents dealt with when they were their age.
Many start working at a young age, others study, or do both, and as opportunities expand the
level of competition rises as well. For that reason, young people in our generation must be fully
prepared to compete in the real world. In order to achieve that of course, the advice from our
elders is much needed. They can provide us with solutions to our problems and life lessons from
their own experience but what really pushes us forward is our own judgment power of will and
our ability to learn from our own mistakes.
I believe there are many things young people can teach older people. The biggest
example as how to use technology a vital source in our modern society. Our generation grew up
using electronic devices, social media, and browsing the internet. We use it so frequently that it
forms part of our daily life. However, it may seem difficult for older people to understand and
use technology. This prevents them most of the time from enjoying its benefits like fast
communication, efficient online services, and instant access to information. Young people are
responsible for helping them with this issue so that their lives can also become easier.
Nevertheless, everything in life must be balanced. We owe respect to our elders and must
listen to what they have to say at all times. But, if all human beings learn from each other we will
certainly make our world a better place for all. Young people can learn from elders how to shape
their personality, how to act properly, and add essential values that makes us all better persons;
while elders must also acknowledge that as time passes by change comes and adapting to those
changes will be easier if they also learn to listen to the voice of the rising generation. Older
people have given us the present, but the future is in our hand.
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(72) Sample essay on topic 8 from the learner corpus (sentence with the LB disagree with the
statement underlined; all LBs in bold)
Some people think that young people are never able to teach older people anything. This
is because young people may have less experience and wisdom than older people may have.
However, in my opinion, it is possible for young people to teach older people something. There
are two main reasons for this; less bias and ability to accept changes easily.
Young people have spent less time in the world than older people have. From a different
point of view, this means young people may have less bias for or against something than older
people may actually have. For instance, most people in the generation which I belong to feel less
hostility against North Korea. On the other hand, most of the older generations think North
Korea is not trustworthy and undermine the value of reunion of Korea. In fact, the hostility is
obvious obstacle to reunite Korea. In this situation, older people can learn the attitude of openmind and understanding from young people. Therefore, I disagree with the statement that there
is nothing that young people can teach older people.
Nowadays, information is the power to progress the world unlike the past. Computers and
the Internet are vital to live with convenience, and the fluctuation rate is getting faster and faster.
As a matter of fact, it is young generation that is more likely to accept the changes and plug in
the new world. To illustrate, new models of cellphones are introduced every month. Young
people often take advantages of every single function of them. However, older people often just
feel complex and frustrated for them. Furthermore, there are many researches that show the rate
of using the Internet is much higher in young generations than older ones. Thanks to the ability
to accept the changes more easily, young people can teach older people new things with better
understanding.
To reiterate, there must be no one-way teaching from older people to young people. The
young can teach the old with the aspect of open-mind and acceptance of changes. These days, the
fluctuation ranges become wider and wider. Thus, it is critical for young people to contribute to
older people's better comprehension of the world. In conclusion, I disagree that there is nothing
that young people can teach older people.
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but it is not
The bundle but it is not, which includes a coordinating conjunction, occurs in the main
clause at all times in both corpora (NC: 13, LC: 25). However, the co-occurring structures on the
right side of the bundle greatly differ. In NC, the bundle frequently combines with the
preposition until (38.5%) to form a common expression used by native speakers of English, as in
(73). The next most common elements are adjectives or noun phrases (23.1% each), and then,
much less frequently, to-infinitives or punctuation (7.7% each). In LC, the bundle predominantly
precedes an adjective (76%), as shown in (74), sometimes along with a that-clause; but it can
also be followed by a noun phrase (20%).
(73) People can learn the basic fundamentals through books, but it is not until they begin
working that they learn how to do things. (NC, topic 3)
(74) But it is not easy to experience many things directly. (LC, topic 3)
In addition, it was found that the native writers are most likely to use the bundle to
connect two independent clauses (12 tokens, 92.3%) as in (73), whereas the learners tend to
place it in the initial position of a sentence (16 tokens, 64%), as in (74). As previously
mentioned, this finding is consistent with the prior research that observed that L1-Korean
English learners tend to employ coordinating conjunctions at the beginning of a sentence (e.g.,
Yoon, 2006; Yoon & Yoo, 2011). Interestingly enough, equivalent constructions in Korean are
mostly used as interclausal conjunctions (Kang, 2008), suggesting that the preference for
sentence-initial conjunctions is restricted to L1-Koreans’ L2 writing. In addition, the learner
productions often involve inappropriate use of the coordinator. Their use of but it is not in the
initial place does not always correspond to its contextual function, as noted by Yoon and Yoo
(2011), which is to draw special attention as an initiator or to avoid a long compound sentence.
In the present study, the sentences including the bundle in LC are usually less than 10 words
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long, such as But it is not that big help to me and But it is not a usual thing, which is far shorter
than the average length of sentences that include it in NC (24 words).
Existential there-constructions
there are some things
Table 24 shows how the natives and the learners employ there are some things in context.
Both language groups mostly incorporate this bundle into the main clause. In a very few
instances in each corpus, the bundle is also embedded in finite dependent clauses.
Table 24. Syntactic roles of there are some things
Syntactic roles
NC
the main clause
16 (94.1%)
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
1 (5.9%)
Total
17 (100%)

LC
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
2 (20%)
10 (100%)

While the two groups did not show strong differences in terms of the syntactic roles of
the structures in which this bundle is embedded, close examination of the adjoining co-structures
of the bundle shows features specific to each group. In NC, the bundle is most frequently
followed by a that-relative clause (89.2%), often with a zero relativizer (that-omission), with the
rest involving a PP such as in a book and in a life (10.8%). Similarly, the bundle is most
frequently followed by a that-relative clause (70%), with a much smaller proportion occurring
with coordinators (and), which-relative clauses, or to-infinitives (10% each) to the right.
The examples below show the bundle followed by a that-clause, along with the most
common left co-structure of the bundle: a finite adverbial clause in NC in (75) and a coordinating
conjunction in LC in (76). Notably, the learners are likely to use this bundle with passive voice
(40%), sometimes with the incorrect verb form, as in Example (76). The native writers, however,
rarely use the bundle following a passive voice construction.
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(75) While books are very useful, there are some things you will never truly grasp until you
experience them for yourself. (NC, topic 3).
(76) But there are some things that can be *teached only by older people like love or manners
because those are things that could be only learned after experiencing a long life. (LC, topic
8)
there are many ways
Table 25 shows how the natives and the learners use another there-construction LB, there
are many ways, in context. Both language groups use the bundle as the main clause, but the
learners also embed the bundle in adjective complement clauses (e.g., it is possible that there are
many ways) and in finite adverbial clauses (e.g., because there are many ways).
Table 25. Syntactic roles of there are many ways
Syntactic roles
main clause VP fragment
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
Total

NC
11 (100%)
11 (100%)

LC
8 (80%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
10 (100%)

As for the co-structures to the right of this bundle, both groups mostly use complement
clauses (that-clause) and nonfinite adverbial clauses (to-infinitive for purpose). However, both
structures occur at the same rate (5 tokens, 45.4% each) in NC, while nonfinite adverbial clauses
are used more (6 tokens, 60%) than that-clauses (2 tokens, 20%) in LC. The following excerpts
(77–78) demonstrate the use of there are many ways along with a to-relative clause in NC and
with a that-relative clause in LC. In addition, consistent with the findings on there are some
things discussed above, the active voice with the second person pronoun (you) is prevalent in NC
and the passive voice is common in LC. These features are marked in bold in the following
examples, which are responses to the same essay prompt (LBs underlined).
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(77) Native corpus (topic 3):
There are many ways to learn, whether from television, the Internet, word of mouth, a
book, or life experiences. The knowledge you learn from books is taken and used to
analyze the experiences you have lived. The lessons you learn through experience are
more important because you have proof that the knowledge you received is true.
Everything learned through experience will also be true to you as an individual while
book knowledge helps you generalize it.
Book knowledge is important because you learn from the perspective of others, which
expands your understanding of certain topics. Although this is helpful, book
knowledge can be extremely biased depending on the sources from which it comes.
Book knowledge is important to learning the sciences and math because they have
nothing to do with personal interpretation but proven facts. Everything learned in a
book should help you understand what you’ve experienced but never tell you what you
should feel or how to interpret it.

(78) Learner corpus (topic 3):
People are allowed only a limited amount of time. There are many ways that that time
can be spent, many choices that can be made, and many opportunities that are given
up as a result of those choices. Robert Frost chose a certain path in "The Road Not
Taken". His age and better experience could be of guidance for people who follow the
footsteps left in "the path less taken", but as for the people who took a different turning
in the same crossway, knowledge could be passed in both directions. Frost could teach
them about the path that he took, the hardships and rewards, and he could also take a
leaf out of their book, should Frost's path cross over that path that he did not take, the
path that he knows little about.
In the end, what matters is not age, but experience. The more time one lives, the more
experience that one is expected to have gone through. In a specified field of
knowledge, however, that is not always the case. Casanova in his twenties would be a
far better love professor than a person in his seventies who has never loved in his life.
So we should not put any prejudice forward when the lecturer who steps in the
classroom is roughly the age of our nephews. The years not spent in the field that is
about to be taught are to be cropped away, and only the time spent pursuing that
knowledge be left for consideration.
In the excerpts in (77–78), the learner’s tone is more impersonal, with the passive voice,
while that of the native writer is more personal, with the repeated use of “you.” The learners’
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frequent use of passive structures appears to be in contrast to earlier findings that nonnative
speakers overuse the first person pronoun and that this is one of the characteristics of their
writing that is akin to spoken genres. Closer examination of the essays with a dominant use of
passives further found that they mostly received scores of 5 or more. Note that these are
therefore among the highest scoring essays in LC subcorpus 2, in which all the essays received
scores of 4 or above.
Similar findings from the previous studies showed that advanced English learners (e.g.,
Chang & Swales, 1999; Ferris, 1994; Wei & Lei, 2011; Pan et al., 2016) including authors of
research articles (Pan et al., 2016), tend to use passive structures and few personal pronouns,
showing their preference for the impersonal tone in academic prose. This preference might be
linked to their early instruction in English writing and common advice in EFL teaching manuals,
which traditionally have espoused the view that academic prose should be objective and
impersonal (Harwood, 2005; Wei & Lei, 2011). Greater acceptance of the position that it can be
useful and appropriate for the author to appear in academic writing is relatively recent (e.g.,
Hyland, 2001; Harwood, 2005; Salazar, 2014).
NP-based bundles
the end of the
Table 26 shows the syntactic roles of the NP-based lexical bundle the end of the in both corpora.
Both groups mainly use this bundle, along with a preposition, to function as an adverbial.
Table 26. Syntactic roles of the end of the
Syntactic roles
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
Total

NC
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
34 (87.2%)
3 (7.7%)
39 (100%)

LC
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
19 (100%)
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One small but noticeable difference between the two groups is the native writers’ use of
the bundle as a post nominal modifier (3 tokens, 7.7%), which is absent in the learner corpus. As
shown in the examples, both language group writers use the bundle with the preposition at under
the same topic. The bundle functions to modify the preceding nominal phrase (i.e., the light) in
NC as in (79). On the other hand, it serves as an adverbial, placed after a be-verb in the LC as in
(80).
(79) The change that I made at Lovejoy High School is to simply see the light at the end of the
tunnel. (NC, topic 2)
(80) There are signs that tell what’s at the end of the road, but too far apart, making it hard to
check each one. (LC, topic 2)
Both groups mainly use the bundle as a complement of a preposition within the PP. As in
the examples above, the most common leftward word is a preposition, usually at (NC: 71.8%,
LC: 68.4%). The natives also use the bundle with by (17.9%), to, and until (2.6% each). The
learners often use in, on, or no preposition. It should be noted that preposition errors with the end
of the were common in the learner corpus; for example, *in the end of the year and *on the end
of the road. Such errors indicate the learners’ difficulty in selecting an appropriate preposition in
their use of lexical bundles.
Another notable observation across texts in the two corpora is that the learners frequently
place this bundle in the initial position of the sentence (13 tokens, 68.4%) and less frequently
place it in the final position (4 tokens, 21%). The opposite pattern was found in the native
corpus, where it appears more frequently in the final position (22 tokens, 56%) than in the initial
position (12 tokens, 30.8%). The learners’ frequent use of this LB at the very beginning of a
sentence thus corresponds to the earlier finding of their general preference for sentence-initial
bundles (also see examples 77–78 for the places of LBs in native and nonnative texts).
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The examples below demonstrate an NC use of the bundle in the final position of a
sentence in (81) and an LC use of it in the initial position in (82), both from essays on the same
writing topic. As these examples illustrate, this bundle is always followed by a nominal phrase in
both corpora.
(81) For example, a person can be extremely intelligent in school, if they excel in all of their
classes and you can always find their names on the dean’s list at the end of the school year.
(NC, topic 2)
(82) At the end of the middle school, they can choose five schools which they want to go. (LC,
topic 2)

a lot of people
As shown in Table 27, the proportions of subject and subject predicative as the functions
for a lot of people differ in the two corpora. While both groups use the bundle as a subject more
frequently than as a subject predicative, the natives use it far less as a subject predicative.
Table 27. Syntactic roles of a lot of people
Syntactic roles
subject
subject predicative
direct object
agent in passive voice
PP as adverbial
comparative clause
Total

NC
30 (78.9%)
2 (5.3%)
4 (10.5%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
38 (100%)

LC
21 (45.6%)
10 (21.7%)
9 (19.6%)
1 (2.2%)
4 (8.7%)
1 (2.2%)
46 (100%)

The investigation of adjoining co-structures of the bundle found a larger discrepancy
between the two groups. One noteworthy observation is that in LC, the bundle is often preceded
by there be-verb (21.8%) and/or followed by a who-relative clause (15.2%), which resulted in a
seven-word sequence, there are a lot of people who (7 tokens), specific to the learners; such a
sequence is not used by the native writers. This corresponds to the findings reported earlier that
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the learners use significantly more existential there-constructions (see Table 15) and whorelative clauses (Table 19) than their native counterparts. In contrast, the native writers mostly
use this bundle to fill the subject role at the beginning of a sentence, where it is frequently
followed by post modifiers with PPs (e.g., a lot of people from high school, in the older
generation), or with nonfinite relative clauses (e.g., a lot of people living in this city) – two
structures that are favored in academic writing (Biber et al., 2011).
The examples below illustrate the most common uses of a lot of people, that is, followed
by a PP in NC (83) and by a who-relative clause in LC (84), both from essays on the same topic.
(83) A lot of people over the age of 60 don’t know how to operate a modern computer or
smartphone. (NC, topic 8)
(84) There are a lot of people who are good at their academic range in their early ages. Einstein
can be a adequate example. He made a well-known theory called ‘Relativity theory’ and
received Nobel Prize when he was young. (LC, topic 8)

Moreover, the learners commonly utilize the bundle a lot of people when providing an
example to support their argument, as shown in (96), where the learner uses it in order to
disagree with the prompt (i.e., “there is nothing that young people can teach older people”), and
then immediately follows it with a specific example (i.e., “Einstein”). LBs including such
colloquial quantity expressions (e.g., a lot of) account for a considerable portion of the LBs in
both corpora; a more detailed discussion regarding this issue is presented in the next section
(Section 5.2.1).
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the most important thing
Table 28 shows the syntactic roles of the most important thing in both corpora. As shown
in this table, the native writers mostly use the bundle as a subject, and as a second choice, as a
subject predicative; the learners use it as a subject predicative slightly more than as a subject.
Table 28. Syntactic roles of the most important thing
Syntactic roles
NC
subject
7 (58.3%)
subject predicative
3 (27.3%)
of-phrase as postmodifier
1 (8.3%)
appositive noun phrase
Total
11 (100%)

LC
41 (46.6%)
44 (50%)
2 (2.3%)
1 (1.1%)
88 (100%)

In NC, the bundle itself starts sentences as a subject (45.4%), sometimes preceded by but
(18.2%) or one of (9.1%). Regarding the right-side co-structure, in NC, a that-clause with a zero
complementizer occurs the most (45.4%), followed by a to-infinitive or a PP as an adverbial
(27.3% each). In LC, the bundle is most frequently preceded by a be-verb, while it is followed by
various co-structures such as PP as an adverbial (25%), that-clause (21.6%), to-infinitive (20%),
is (17%), punctuation (9.1%), and relative clause (3%).
Example (85) shows an instance of the bundle embedded in an of-phrase as a postnominal
modifier, followed by a that-(zero) relative clause in NC. Example (86) shows the bundle as a
subject predicative preceded by a be-verb and followed by a nonfinite to-clause noun modifier in
LC.
(85) Don’t get me wrong, I believe one’s education is one of the most important things they
can have, but there are other ways of obtaining it. (NC, topic 3)
(86) In conclusion, I insist that the facilities for the disabled is the most important thing to be
changed with these above reasons. (LC, topic 2)
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Note that the native student writer starts the sentence with Don’t get me wrong, which is
typical of face-to-face conversation. The native writers tend to use this expression when
presenting an argument, and it is only found in the NC (18 tokens). In contrast, the learners’
essays use relatively few such spoken expressions, which might seem to suggest that learners
have greater awareness of the features of this genre to some extent. It is probably more likely,
however, to be due to EFL students’ lack of exposure to spoken English, or at best to a
combination of these factors.
PP-based bundles
due to the fact
The lexical bundle due to the fact includes a two-word phrase (due to) functioning as a single
preposition (Biber et al., 1999). As shown in Table 29, both native and nonnative writers always
use this shared bundle as an adverbial.
Table 29. Syntactic role of due to the fact
Syntactic role
adverbial
Total

NC
43 (100%)
43 (100%)

LC
10 (100%)
10 (100%)

Examination of this LB’s co-structures, however, found diverging features specific to
each group. The natives are most likely to place the bundle after a noun phrase or an adjective
with a PP (62%), as shown in examples (87) and (88), respectively. On the other hand, as in (89),
the learners tend to use the bundle after a copula be-verb (70%), often with an adverb such as
mainly or largely. The following examples occur in essays on the same writing topic.

(87) The younger generations tend to get a bad rep due to the fact that we have many more
resources than previous generations. (NC, topic 8)
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(88) This was beneficial in the long run for companies due to the fact that the child would
eventually want an upgrade. (NC topic 8)
(89) Moreover, old people tend to be much more stringent and have less flexible thinking. This is
mainly due to the fact that they were brought up at times when they were forced to put on
same hairstyles and uniforms. Anything creative were discouraged and any changes good or
bad were viewed with disdain. (LC, topic 8)
In addition, the example in (90) shows a learner’s misuse of the bundle in a fragment error. This
misuse is in line with a finding from a study by Shin and Kim (2017), who tested the effects of
LB-based instruction with adult English learners of different proficiencies. The study found that
both low- and high-level learners had the most difficulty in the use of LBs that included due to.
The difficulty this phrase seems to pose for learners may account for the small number of
instances of due to the fact in the LC (10) compared to the NC (43).
(90) Finally, due to the fact that the globalization is one of the most important keywords in
21C. (LC, topic 2)
In sum, this investigation of shared bundles in terms of syntactic roles and surrounding
structural environments provides a more concrete picture of the use of LBs by the two language
groups. This section first categorized the LBs’ three structures (i.e., VP-, NP-, and PP-based;
Table 14), demonstrating remarkably similar patterns in each corpus, with almost the same
proportion of the three internal structural types in both corpora. It then focused on the syntactic
roles and co-structures of the shared LBs in context, showing the largely divergent uses of the
LBs by the two language groups.
While VP-based bundles are the most common in both corpora, the learners are likely to
construct VP bundles structurally elaborated with subordinated clauses (especially who-clause).
In contrast, the native writers use significantly more NP- and PP-based bundles functioning as
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post nominal modifiers, favoring compressed structures, thereby being closer to the norm of
academic prose (Biber & Gray, 2010).
In addition, the findings in this chapter provide a new piece of information regarding
differences in the use of LBs between the two groups. The learners’ writing shows a strong
tendency, not observed in the natives’ writing, to use LBs sentence-initially, and accordingly, to
use them as subjects or in post predicative positions as subject predicatives with copular verbs.
Moreover, this analysis of syntactic roles in context allowed the observation of the use of LBs
beyond the sentence level, sometimes showing patterns affecting the full essay.
Another merit of co-structure analysis is that it leads to identifying some errors in
learners’ attempts to construct LBs in context. Common errors involve fragmentary sentences of
an adverbial clause without a main clause, and errors with adjoining prepositions such as *on my
point of view and *in the end of the year (LBs underlined). Interestingly, the learners frequently
make substitution errors with adjoining prepositions, but rarely make omission errors with them,
which greatly differs from the overwhelming preponderance of article omission errors within
LBs reported in Chapter 4.2. Given that subcorpus 2, used for the analysis in this chapter,
comprises essays with high scores only, subcorpus 1, which includes essays across scores, is
expected to hold even more errors. The findings of certain frequent error types in LBs’ costructures, combined with the previous chapter’s findings on errors embedded in LBs, indicates
how learners actually use LBs. These findings point to specific areas where they have difficulty
in the use of LBs in a particular register, which has pedagogical implications that may help
educators facilitate the L2 acquisition of this particular type of formulaic language.
Taken together, the findings illustrate the very specific functions that the shared bundles
serve in this particular academic genre (argumentative essays) as used by the two language
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groups, providing a piece of evidence that the more specific the register, the more specific the
function of a bundle (Cortes, 2015a). The findings have the potential to be helpful in teaching
argumentative essays, which, while they are the most common writing genre assigned to early
academic writers as well as language learners, are the topic of very few existing linguistic studies
(e.g., Wingate, 2012; Jiang, 2015).
5.2

Research Question 4: Semantic Prosody and Preference of LBs
The fourth question investigates how the two groups use the shared bundles (see

Appendix E for the full list of shared bundles) in terms of semantic prosody and semantic
preference, focusing on the functions of these bundles in certain semantic domains. Of the 52
shared bundles, this section examines nine that are frequently used by both groups (or either
group), which are distributed across three types of discourse functions: (1) referential
identification/focus (is one of the), referential place/time/text-deixis (the end of the), and
referential quantity specification (there are so many); (2) stance expression of epistemic (due to
the fact) and of attitudinal/modality (it would be the, I would like to), and (3) discourse-organizer
topic introduction (when I was in) and topic elaboration/clarification (on the other hand, at the
same time).
The remainder of this section describes each bundle’s textual function, semantic prosody
(the negative, neutral, or positive nature of the contexts), and co-occurrence preferences for
semantic items. The labels NEG, NEU, and POS in parenthesis after each example indicate the
semantic prosody that precedes (on the left) and follows (on the right) the LB.
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5.2.1 Referential LBs
Referential bundles “identify an entity or single out some particular attribute of an entity
as especially important” (Biber et al., 2004, p. 393). Three referential LBs are analyzed in this
section: is one of the, the end of the, and there are so many. First, is one of the has a referential
identification/focus function; it is used to describe a referent as being a member of a group
(Cortes & Hardy, 2013). The end of the has multiple referential functions as it can be used for
both time and space (Cortes, 2008). These first two LBs are typical of academic prose (e.g.,
Biber et al., 2014); however, there are so many is typical of spoken registers rather than
academic prose (Ping, 2009; Chen & Baker, 2016). The quantifying expression there are so
many serves to “qualify a proposition with expressions related to anything potentially
measurable, such as size, number, amount or extent” (Chen & Baker, 2010, p. 37). Such informal
quantity specification LBs including a lot of or the determiner many are frequent in the register
of classroom teaching, but not in textbooks or academic writing (Biber et al., 2004).
is one of the
As Biber and his colleagues (1999) stated, an LB’s last word is generally the first word of
the structure that connects to or includes the bundle’s referent. Hence, much of these bundles’
semantic content comes from the nominal complements of their post-nominal fragments (Cortes
& Hardy, 2013). Therefore, to investigate the semantic prosody and preference of is one of the, I
paid attention to the following nominal complements (mostly in the form of an adjective
combined with a nominal phrase) as well as to the preceding nominal to which the bundle refers.
The bundle occurs 52 times in the NC (Table 30), and about twice as frequently in the LC (110
times; Table 31).
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Table 30. Affective meanings of is one of the by referent and complement (NC: n = 52)
Referent
Negative (n = 2)
Neutral (n = 46)
Positive (n = 4)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
2
0
0
6
7
33
1
2
1
Percentage
3.8%
0%
0%
11.5% 13.5% 63.5% 1.9% 3.8%
1.9%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

In the native corpus, the referents of the bundle (i.e., the nominal phrase preceding is one
of the) are either topic-related words or argument-supporting examples, and a majority of the
referents (88.5%) have neutral meaning, as shown in Table 27. Twenty-five of the referents
directly mention the essay topic; for example, High school is one of the most diverse community
(referents are underlined and LBs are bold) for topic 2 (i.e., changes to be made to the writer’s
high school). Such instances comprise 48.1% of all the occurrences. The rest of the referents
(51.9%) pertain to supporting ideas of the essay. The supporting examples are wide-ranging in
content, dealing, for example, with transportation, safety, convenience, and poverty, and most of
them have neutral affective meaning (88.5%).
One notably frequent co-occurrence preference for this bundle across different essay
topics is diversity (10 times, 19.2%), as in the following examples; NEU-POS in (91–92) means
that the nominal before is one of the is neutral and the nominal after the bundle is positive.
(91) Diversity is one of the key characteristics that make a city great. (NC, topic 1, NEU-POS)
(92) Diversity is one of the most important aspects of a school’s environment. (NC, topic 2,
NEU-POS)

As for the nominal complements of the bundle, most include a superlative with positive
semantic prosody (e.g., one of the greatest places), at 65.4%, followed by neutral (e.g., is one of
the main reasons) and negative (e.g., is one of the issues my hometown suffers), at 17.3% each.
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When the referent relates to diversity, its complement always carries a positive meaning, as in
(91–92) above.
Likewise, in the learner corpus, where the bundle occurs 110 times, the referents are
either topic-related (57 instances, 51.8%) or argument-supporting examples (53 instances,
48.2%), mostly with neutral affective meaning (92.7%), as shown in Table 31.
Table 31. Affective meanings of is one of the by referent and complement (LC: n = 110)
Referent
Negative (n =6)
Neutral (n = 102)
Positive (n = 2)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
6
0
0
9
30
63
0
0
2
Percentage
5.4%
0%
0%
8.2% 27.3% 57.3% 0%
0%
1.8%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

The supporting examples in the LC include some positive (e.g., fresh air) and negative
(e.g., traffic jam, a great amount of trash) referents, but most are neutral (e.g., communication).
Of the bundle’s complements, over half are positive (59%), including is one of the most effective
ways, best city in the world, most beneficial characteristics (complements underlined, bundle
bold).
While the supporting examples accompanying the use of this bundle vary greatly in
meaning, one common semantic set found in the learner corpus regardless of essay topic is
related to Korean education (18 tokens, 16.4%). The following examples show different affective
meanings of referents and complements related to Korean education. In (93), a neutral referent
(education) is combined with a positive complement (the most important thing). In several cases,
referents and complements have the same evaluation, as in these examples: a positive referent
(eagerness toward education services) and a positive complement (great characteristics) in (94)
and a negative referent (too much competitiveness) and a negative complement (the major
problem) in (95).
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(93) Education is one of the most important things that can change one’s life with no question.
(LC, topic 2, NEU-POS)
(94) Citizen’s high eagerness toward education services is one of the great characteristics of
Daechidong (LC, topic 1, POS-POS)
(95) Too much competitiveness in child education is one of the major problem of the country.
(LC, topic 1, NEG-NEG)

Taking both corpora together, the main findings respecting the semantic prosody of is one
of the are that its referents (the nominal subjects) are mostly neutral, and its complements usually
have a positive meaning. This finding is in line with the findings of Cortes and Hardy (2013)
who examined this LB in research articles in Spanish and English. However, the semantic
preference of co-occurring words with is one of the differs by group, with the most common
semantic sets related to diversity in the native corpus, and education in the nonnative corpus.
These recurrent topics in each corpus are particularly noteworthy in that neither appears in the
writing prompts.
the end of the
For the functional analysis, the nominal to which end refers and the bundle’s complement
(the nominal that follows the bundle) were investigated in context. As an example of how this
bundle was analyzed, let us consider its use in the excerpt in (96), from an essay in the native
corpus in response to the writing prompt that asks whether people can learn from their mistakes.
The complement of the bundle is story; the specific content of this complement can be traced to
the first line of the paragraph: “the folk tale ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’ by Aesop.” On the other
hand, the referent of the bundle (i.e., what happens at the end of the story) is realized via their
anaphoric referents throughout the paragraph, such as “lying can bring unintended
consequences” and “a delicious dinner for a wolf” – which shows that the analysis must consider
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content across sentences. The affective meaning of the complement (i.e., story) is neutral, and
that of the referent (i.e., what happens at the end of the story) is negative.
(96) An exemplary scenario would be the case of the folk tale “The Boy Who Cried Wolf” by
Aesop, where the shepherd who watches over the flock of sheep never understands that false
alarms of imaginary dangers would undermine the generosity of the villagers, thus, not
correcting his continuous faults. Even when the shepherd boy is warned retroactively, the
constant lampoon of the villagers seemed a great entertainment to the shepherd until we
quickly learn at the end of the story that lying can bring unintended consequences due to his
archetypal journey. We can associate lies with the premonitions of misfortunate events,
acting as a punishment, and in turn, the moral of the folk tale educates us and even children
on how to behave at an early age. All in all, the plot tells us that absence in self-correction
could lead to further mistakes, and in this case, a delicious dinner for a wolf. But not
everyone reads folk tales and not everyone learns from their wrongdoings just because they
are punished. (NC, topic 5, NEG-NEU)

Table 32 provides the results from the native corpus (n = 39). The semantic prosody
associated with the referents of the end of the is most frequently either positive (43.6%) or
neutral (41%), while the complements of this bundle carry only neutral affective meaning.
Table 32. Affective meanings of the end of the by referent and complement (NC: n = 39)
Referent
Negative (n = 6)
Neutral (n = 16)
Positive (n = 17)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
0
6
0
0
16
0
0
17
0
Percentage
0%
15.4%
0%
0%
41%
0%
0%
43.6%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

Example (97) shows a negative referent (not being able to retain the information and poor
performance in the class) with a neutral complement (year).
(97) This teaching technique did not help me retain the information and I did not do well in
the class at the end of the year. (NC, topic 8, NEG-NEU)
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In terms of semantic preference, one clear semantic set found in the NC is that of
temporal context (16 tokens, 41%). The bundle provides a time frame that refers to school, such
as, in example (97), a change in the student’s performance by the course’s end. Noun collocates
with this bundle, like semester (6 tokens), year (4), school (2), recession (1), class (1), and
school day (1), are examples of lexical items in a semantic category of descriptions of time.
Another recurrent collocate is day, forming an idiomatic expression (at the end of the day, 18
tokens, 45%). Example (98–99) includes the use of this expression; the referents are my
hometown…getting better and an easy sell, both positive, and the complement in both is the
neutral day, which conforms to other instances of at the end of the day in NC.
(98) But at the end of the day, that’s still my hometown and I know it’s getting better every
single day. (NC, topic 1, POS-NEU)
(99) I feel comfortable being open about Atlanta’s faults because I know that at the end of
the day, it is an easy sell. We have everything you might ask for in a city. (NC, topic 1,
POS-NEU)

This bundle occurs relatively infrequently (19 times) in the learner corpus (Table 33).
The semantic prosody associated with this bundle in the LC does not appear to correspond to that
seen in the NC (see Table 32).
Table 33. Affective meanings of the end of the by referent and complement (LC: n = 19)
Referent
Negative (n = 11)
Neutral (n = 3)
Positive (n = 5)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
2
9
0
0
3
0
0
5
0
Percentage
10.5% 47.4%
0%
0%
15.8%
0%
0%
26.3%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

In the LC, about half of the instances (47.4%) occur in environments that carry negative
affective meaning, as the table shows. As in the NC, however, the complements of the
prepositional phrase always carry neutral prosody, mostly serving as a time frame related to the
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end point of a period of school time (11 tokens, 57.9%) including class (4 tokens), year (4), and
semester (3). Another category of this LB’s complements are spatial frames (4 tokens, 21%),
when it describes the end of a physical location such as a road (2 tokens), train (1), or subway
(1). The common expression the end of the day, used in NC, was not found in LC.
The examples below show a positive referent (i.e., the whole class being united and
close) in (100) and a negative referent (i.e., embezzling) in (101), both with neutral complements
(year, story). Note that the analysis in (101) crosses sentences. The learner writer, describing the
corrupt administration of his high school, wish[es] that were the end of the story. The story
involves the embezzlement by the founder of the school, his wife, and his son, and runs
throughout the paragraph. The three relevant referents are underlined in the excerpt.
(100) And in the end of the year, our whole class felt so united and close. (LC, topic 8,
POS-NEU)

(101) To begin with, our school has always had "issues" with its ethics. By ethics, I mean
the corrupted administrations conducted by those at higher ranks. Few years ago, the
cats were finally out of the bag. The special report covered by MBC – the Seoul based,
well-known broadcasting station – hit the news beginning with the serious headline,
"Corruptions in private institutions; Was it what we call education, or family business?"
According to the report, the founder of our school has been embezzling over 50 million
won ever since he founded the school. His wife, who happened to be the principal of our
school at that time, have been embezzling school money and has bought cars, luxury
goods, and even groceries with the school's budget: the hard-worked money of the
students' and their parents'. I wish that were the end of the story. Her son, who sat as the
CEO of the academic institution that was running our school, has also 'followed the
footsteps.' There has been broad inspections from the ministry of education and the
police and principal's family were either sent to jail or has lost their position in school.
However, this was something that should have not happened from the beginning. I
believe wholeheartedly that education is a holy job which nurtures future leaders who
has infinite potentials. (LC, topic 1, NEG-NEU)
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there are so many
This bundle, there are so many, mostly occur in the main clause, and the analysis of there
are so many examined the following complement only, which is a nominal phrase. Table 34
shows the semantic prosody associated with this bundle in both corpora.
Table 34. Affective meanings of there are so many by complement in NC and LC
Negative
Neutral
Positive
NC (n = 22)
0 (0%)
8 (36.4%)
14 (63.6%)
LC (n = 88)
18 (20%)
26 (29.5%)
44 (50%)
In the native corpus, this bundle occurs 22 times, often followed by positive
environments such as examples of successful people and beautiful inspiring things to do (14
tokens, 63.6%). Although there are several instances in which the bundles are associated with
neutral complements such as different cultures being introduced daily (8 tokens, 36.4%), there
was a noticeable absence of negative complements. This bundle is found in essays on three
topics only, and interestingly, the co-occurring words form distinct semantic categories by topic.
For topic 3, which asks the writer to compare knowledge gained from experience with
knowledge gained from books, this bundle tends to collocate with topic-related words such as
books and experience. For topic 6 (i.e., what there is to like and dislike about the writer’s town),
this bundle often describes good things about a place such as tasty foods and fun things to do in
Atlanta, and for topic 8 (i.e., Is there nothing that young people can teach older people?), the
semantic category of the collocates is new inventions, such as new technology and Social
Networking Sites (e.g., Instagram and Twitter).
In the learner corpus, this bundle occurs more frequently (88 times). As in the NC, it is
deployed only under specific topics: topics 1 (28 tokens, 31.8%), 6 (36 tokens, 40.9%), and 8 (14
tokens, 15.9%). While the native writers never project negative meanings via this bundle, the
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learners used the bundle for highly negative meanings (18 tokens, 20%) across topics. For topic
1 (i.e., changes to be made in the writer’s hometown), the bundle’s complements are often
buildings such as apartment complexes and hospitals (7 tokens, 7.9%), mostly associated with
positive meaning. On the other hand, when the bundle is associated with Korean education, it
carries heavily negative evaluation (9 tokens, 10.2%), as shown in (102):
(102) My hometown is Mok-Dong in Seoul, and there are so many academies that suppress
many students. When I was a high school student, I felt that I was in a room that is
controlled by someone else.… Students' stress of entering a good university, being a first in
their classroom is so high that it is hard to have memorable student lives in my hometown.
So many academies made this atmosphere. (LC, topic 1, NEG)
For topic 6 (i.e., what there is to like and dislike about the writer’s town), the
complements of this bundle frequently describe the population (9 tokens, 10.2%), and always
carry a negative evaluation (e.g., there are so many people who live in Seoul that the city has
exceeded its capacity to accept the people). In addition, it is associated with Korean education (6
tokens, 6.8%) – which seems to be a clearly recurring semantic set across essay topics in the LC.
This common semantic set is often depicted as negative by the learners; interestingly, however, it
mostly has a positive affective meaning under topic 6, as in (103).
(103) As you know this town is the nation's best and most avid places of education. There are so
many professional and skilled educational institutions, academies and schools. I can tell you
that it is pretty good circumstances for your educational growth and competence. (LC, topic
6, POS)
Another frequent semantic category is good things about a place (7 tokens) given the
topic, consistent with the NC. As examples (104–105) show, the bundle is commonly used to
introduce the presence of a number of attractions in the town being described in both the NC and
the LC.
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(104) Second, there are so many things to do here now that you don’t ever really get bored.
Right down the street from this campus is the glorious Avalon, a massive mini-community.
Places to live in the Avalon can get as high as million or more donors. Not only does it have
places to live, but on the rooftops you can find pools and chairs to lay out on and have a great
time. … Just this one type of attraction has caused a huge impact on why people are moving
here at a rapid pace. Alpharetta, Georgia is a great place to start looking for work and to start
a family. (NC, topic 6, POS)
(105) Lastly, a lot of attractions in Seoul would seduce this person. There are so many spots to
visit in Seoul, including Han River, 63 City, Gwang Hwa Mun and so on. From ancient
architects to modern buildings, you can visit there and have fun. You won’t be bored. (LC,
topic 6, POS)
As in the native corpus, this bundle’s use for topic 8 (i.e., Is there nothing that young
people can teach older people?) in the learner corpus is associated with the semantic
category of new innovations, mostly with neutral evaluation, as in the following examples
(106–107).
(106) There are so many new inventions coming out. Whether it be the next iPhone or a new
laptop, many older people have trouble adapting to it. … This means when new technology
comes out, they can figure out the device in as little as a day or two while many older
generations could take weeks or even months to learn all the amazing things they can do with
their Smartphone. With the help of younger people, older people could learn the ins and outs
of their new technology much faster than trying to figure it all out on their own. (topic 8, NC,
NEU)
(107) There are so many new developed fields of studies like Genetics or Computer Science.
Also, there are many new technologies which young people are more flexible to get use to.
For example, cell phone technology and Internet technology. In those technologies, usually
young people are more competent than old people. So, young people can teach old people.
(topic 8, LC, NEU)
As seen, both native and nonnative writers frequently employ there are so many when
providing supporting examples for their arguments, along with other types of referential
specification bundles (e.g., are a lot of) found in the native and nonnative corpora.
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A few studies on L2 LBs in argumentative essays have noted that learners overuse
colloquial quantity expressions such as so many and a lot of (e.g., Ping, 2009; Staples et al.,
2013; Chen & Baker, 2016; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). Ping (2009), for instance, pointed out
that such expressions allow learners to avoid concrete statements, making their writing vague
and redundant. Most of these studies targeted L1-Chinese speakers, and some of the researchers
attributed this characteristic of the learners’ writing to the influence of Chinese culture; they
suggested that L1-Chinese English learners shy away from presenting personal opinions and
concrete statements because their culture values collective thinking and the opinions of the
general public (e.g., Ping, 2009; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). However, it should be noted that
these studies did not use comparable native corpora, rendering such claims uncertain. The
present study found LBs involving colloquial quantity expressions to comprise a large portion of
both corpora: 12 types in the NC (216 tokens, 7.8%), 14 types in the LC (194 tokens, 5.6%). This
finding suggests that these bundles are not population-specific, but reflective of novice academic
writing, regardless of first language.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the use of the bundle there are so many does not
always remain vague, as implied in the literature. When the co-occurring sentences of LBs are
taken into consideration, the bundle is seen to have specific referents detailed in following
examples. As in examples (104) and (105) above, the writers name many specific things to do in
Alpharetta, Georgia and in Seoul, respectively. Similarly, in (106) and (107), both writers closely
linked there are so many to detailed examples of new inventions. Hence, this close scrutiny of
LBs in context, in which the scope of analysis is allowed to extend beyond the sentence that
includes the LB and even across paragraphs, enables the observation that both native and
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nonnative novice academic writers frequently use colloquial quantity LBs, and that they also
frequently combine them with concrete examples in order to support their arguments.
One recurrent difference between the two groups, however, is that the learners are more
likely to list specific examples without elaborating them in detail, unlike their native counterparts
(see examples 87 and 88). Moreover, while both language groups favor this type of bundle, the
learners do use them more (NC: 7.8%, LC: 12.7%). In addition, the learner corpus used in this
analysis is the subcorpus of highly rated essays (subcorpus 2); subcorpus 1, which includes lowscoring essays, displays greater use of colloquial quantity LBs (31 types, 530 tokens, 17.4%),
thus diverging more from the native corpus.
5.2.2 Stance LBs
Stance bundles such as I would like to and due to the fact “provide a frame for the
interpretation of the following proposition” (Biber et al., 2004, p. 389). Specifically, I would like
to is an attitudinal/evaluative stance bundle, which functions to express the writer’s knowledge
of or attitude toward the information of the proposition (Staples et al., 2013). This bundle, in
particular, is reported to be common in spoken registers such as conversation and classroom
teaching (Biber et al., 2004). Another bundle, it would be the, is a common LB in this study’s
corpora, but has not been mentioned in previous LB literature. In both corpora, it would be the
and I would like to are used in very similar ways: to indicate the writers’ main argument.
Therefore, I classified it would be the as an attitudinal/evaluative stance bundle in the same
category as I would like to. The bundle due to the fact, on the other hand, is categorized as an
epistemic stance bundle; in other words, it functions to describe a writer’s evaluation of a
proposition with respect to certainty or uncertainty (Biber et al., 2004; Chen & Baker, 2010).
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I would like to
In both corpora, I would like to mostly occurs in the main clause, often preceded by a
dependent clause. Therefore, the analysis of its semantic prosody investigated the following
complements (i.e., the to-infinitives) and the preceding dependent clauses. In some cases, when a
dependent clause is absent, the preceding sentence was taken into consideration. The analysis of
semantic preference focused on the following complement of the bundle (i.e., to-infinitive).
The findings on the semantic prosody of I would like to are shown in Table 35 for NC
and Table 36 for LC. The bundle occurs 23 times in NC, while it occurs 78 times in LC; it is the
sixth most frequently occurring bundle in the latter. As shown in the tables, the bundle’s
complement never carries negative evaluation in either corpus, instead being either positive or
neutral. One notable difference between the groups is that this bundle’s dependent clause (or the
preceding sentence) is often negative in NC (60.9%) but positive (56.4%) in LC.
Table 35. Affective meanings of I would like to by collocate and referent (NC: n = 23)
Complement
Negative (n = 0)
Neutral (n = 11)
Positive (n = 12)
Collocate
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
0
0
0
7
3
1
7
2
3
Percentage
0%
0%
0%
30.4% 13%
4.3% 30.4% 8.7%
13%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

Table 36. Affective meanings of I would like to by collocate and referent (LC: n = 78)
Complement
Negative (n = 0)
Neutral (n = 30)
Positive (n = 48)
Collocate
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
0
0
0
3
20
7
6
5
37
Percentage
0%
0%
0%
3.8% 25.6%
9%
7.7% 6.4%
47.4%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

The following examples demonstrate the common pattern of use of I would like to
specific to each corpus, from essays responding to the same writing topic. In the examples from
both corpora, the LB is used before the argument that changes need to be made. However, in the
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NC examples in (108–109), the writers first describe the problem that the changes will address.
In contrast, in the LC example in (110), the writer first describes the positive effects of the
changes.

(108) It is not a good feeling to be unwanted in the place in which you reside. I would like to
change the views of my neighbors. (NC, topic 1, NEG-NEU)
(109) I admit asking my city to single handedly overcome racism is a stretch, but it is an
important issue that I would like to see my city and my country make strides toward. (NC,
topic 1, NEG-POS)
(110) Doing this would help the administration in managing the number of immigrants moving
into the town. In relation to the other points, I would like to fully computerize the
administration of the town so as to make administration streamlined and efficient. (LC, topic
1, POS-POS)
Additionally, particular essay topics (i.e., changes that should be made in the writer’s
hometown [topic 1] or school [topic 2]) seemed to favor this bundle in both corpora, and
analogous uses of this bundle by native and nonnative students are frequent. The following
examples relate to making one’s hometown eco-friendly; they show the bundle’s use with
positive affective meaning in NC (111) and LC (112).
(111) Although it is difficult for the city to go backwards to how it was, from the way it is now, I
would like to see Alpharetta make an effort to become eco-friendlier and put the
environment higher up on the list. (NC, topic 1, NEG-POS)
(112) Therefore, I suggest Seoul city should make surroundings more environmental-friendly.
For these reasons, I would like to change the environment of my hometown, Seoul. (LC,
topic 1, POS-POS)
While no recurrent semantic preferences were observed for this bundle in NC, it often is
used in descriptions of the Korean education system in LC (12 tokens, 16.7%). This Korean
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education category includes both positive and negative context, for example, some highlight their
hometown’s wealth of private institutes, which lead students to enter high-ranked universities,
but others strongly argue for regulations to prohibit private institutes from having classes after
midnight. The following excerpt provides an example of negative meaning associated with
private institutes, a pervasive theme in the Korean college students’ essays.
(113) I would like to change the education system in my hometown, Korea. Today, Korea's
public education system has lost its respect and liability. Most parents and students are
relying on private education to enter high class universities. This is because in Korean
society, what university you graduated directly leads to your social status. So, everyone is
now seeking for better private academy or private tutoring, no matter how much it costs…. It
has been long time since the private education occupied the public education’s role. (topic 1,
LC, see Appendix J for the full essay).
Other semantic categories of this bundle found in the LC (for topics 1 and 2) are the
environment, such as changing street scenery and making hometowns eco-friendly (10 tokens,
12.8%) or improving public transportation (6 tokens, 7.7%). Two more categories are clear,
albeit with only three instances each (3.8%): school reputation and the use of English.
it would be the
As with I would like to, the bundle it would be the mainly occurs in the main clause, and
thus the analysis of its semantic prosody also centers on the complement of the bundle (i.e., a
nominal phrase) as well as the dependent clause or, if a dependent clause is absent, the preceding
sentence. The semantic preference analysis of it would be the focuses on the following
complement of the bundle. While, as noted above, I would like to occurs much more frequently
in the LC than the NC, the opposite is true of it would be the. It occurs 58 times in the NC and 16
times in the LC. Similar to I would like to, this bundle is mostly used for topics 1 and 2 in both
corpora, and functions to show writers’ main arguments.
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Table 37. Affective meanings of it would be the by collocate and referent (NC: n = 58)
Complement
Negative (n = 42)
Neutral (n = 12)
Positive (n = 4)
Collocate
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
2
40
0
2
10
0
0
4
0
Percentage
3.4%
70%
0%
3.4% 17.2%
0%
0%
6.9%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

As shown in Table 37, it would be the predominantly carries negative prosody in the
native corpus, and usually appears in a direct response to the essay prompt. Four main semantic
categories stand out. One is diversity, which comprises 15.5% (9 tokens). As noted earlier, this
semantic category is also found with another LB, is one of the, in the native corpus. Together
with these two bundles, diversity appears to be a recurrent supporting idea used to lead to essay
arguments. Another category is discrimination (10 tokens, 17.2%). The third most common
category is crime (8 tokens, 13.8%), including overall crime rate and violence among teens. The
last semantic category is school (7 tokens, 12.1%), including dress code, availability of classes,
and attendance policy. The following four examples demonstrate each of the four semantic
categories, mostly taking negative prosody, as in the first three examples: lack of diversity as in
(114), discrimination in (115), crime in (116), and availability of classes (117). On the other
hand, this bundle is almost always preceded by a version of the writing prompt such as If I could
change one thing about my hometown, thus being neutral; the bundle then functions to directly
introduce the main argument of the essay. This dominant pattern results in neutral (collocate)negative (complement) prosody to a great extent (Table 34).
(114) If you asked me what I’d change about the city I currently live and have now lived in for
three years, it would be the lack of diversity, and although Atlanta does have a plethora of
opportunities, great people and I have enjoyed my time here, nothing completely satisfies me
as my surroundings in New York. (NC, topic 1, NEU-NEG)
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(115) If I could change one thing about my hometown, it would be the discrimination. We have
been facing discrimination for many years and I truly believe that if it did not exist and
wasn’t part of our way of thinking then we would be more at peace with ourselves and the
world. (NC, topic 1, NEU-NEG)
(116) Being affected by these crimes is why if I could change one thing, just one, it would be
the crime. (NC, topic 1, NEG-NEG)
(117) If I could change one thing about my high school, it would be the availability of classes
that students actually wanted to take and actually taught them things they needed to know.
(NC, topic 1, NEU-POS)
Table 38. Affective meanings of it would be the by collocate and referent (LC: n = 16)
Complement
Negative (n = 2)
Neutral (n = 11)
Positive (n = 3)
Collocate
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
1
1
0
1
10
0
0
3
0
Percentage
6.2% 6.2%
0%
6.2% 62.5%
0%
0%
18.8%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

In the learner corpus, it would be the occurs less frequently (16 times) than in the NC
corpus. As seen in Table 38, the LC shows a different pattern for this bundle’s use from that of
the NC. As with the natives, the learners almost always present the essay topic, and then use the
bundle in order to state their argument. But unlike the natives, who use inherently negative
words after the bundle (e.g., it would be the corrupt mindset of leaders), the learners tend to use
words that are neutral in meaning (e.g., it would be the attitudes of the Korean people).
The learner corpus displayed one common semantic preference recurrently collocated
with this LB – Korean education, as in (118). Its complements are diverse, such as the creation
of bike streets, attitudes of the Korean people (being impatient), and the history of Incheon.
(118) I found out that many Korean students have anguish about one’s future since they have
struggled to be satisfied with the society’s standard, but not with their own dreams.
Therefore, if I could change one thing about my hometown, it would be the curriculum of
Korean education. (topic 1, LC, NEU-NEU)
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due to the fact
Due to the fact is a prepositional phrase introduced by a compound preposition
complemented by a NP (Biber et al., 1999). For the analysis of its semantic prosody and
preference, the bundle was first examined in terms of its following nominal complements in the
corpora. As in the learner example in (119), the referent of the fact is identical to the complement
of the bundle due to the fact. Thus, the semantic prosody analysis for this bundle investigated the
complement of the bundle (e.g., not being able to understand signs written in Korean only) as
well as the collocate that precedes the bundle (e.g., foreigners have difficulty living in Seoul). In
(119), the affective meaning of both the preceding collocate and the complement are considered
negative.
(119) Therefore, most of the foreigners visiting Seoul complain that they have a difficulty living
in Seoul due to the fact that they are not able to understand the signs or landmarks written
in only Korean. (LC, topic, 1, NEG-NEG)
As Table 39 shows, the bundle due to the fact occurred 43 times in NC and displayed a
tendency toward the same affective meaning for the collocate and the complement of the bundle.
It most frequently had positive complements with positive collocates (30.2%), followed by
negative complements with negative collocates (27.9%) and neutral complements with neutral
collocates (18.6%).
Table 39. Affective meanings of due to the fact by collocate and referent (NC: n = 43)
Collocate
Negative (n = 16)
Neutral (n = 12)
Positive (n = 15)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
12
3
1
3
8
1
1
1
13
Percentage
27.9%
7%
2.3%
7%
18.6% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3%
30.2%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.
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Example (120) shows a positive complement (the professor creating a relaxing classroom
environment) with a positive collocate, the verb phrase works for me. Example (121) illustrates a
negative complement (studying for tests being tough) with a negative collocate, the verb phrase
had not paid attention. In both cases, the usage of the bundle involves cause and effect,
projecting the same evaluation.
(120) This method works for me due to the fact that I find when the professor is showing
enthusiasm and bringing joy in the classroom, it creates a relaxed environment. (NC, topic 7,
POS-POS)

(121) This had caused me to drown out her lectures and draw in my notebook instead of taking
notes. Studying for tests was just as tough due to the fact I had not paid attention. (NC, topic
7, NEG-NEG)
The learner corpus showed a very different tendency for the semantic prosody of this
bundle, as indicated in Table 40.
Table 40. Affective meanings of due to the fact by collocate and referent (LC: n = 10)
Collocate
Negative (n = 1)
Neutral (n = 8)
Positive (n = 1)
Complement NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
1
0
0
1
1
60
0
0
1
Percentage
10%
0%
0%
10%
10%
60%
0%
%
10%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

The affective meanings of the collocates were mostly neutral (80%), often with positive
complements (60%). Learners’ frequent use of neutral collocates appears to be explained by their
frequently combining the bundle with a be-verb, often along with an adverb (30%) such as
mainly or largely, as in the examples below. Example (122) shows a positive complement of the
LB (young people helping older people) with a neutral collocate using a be-verb, this is mainly.
Example (123) demonstrates a negative complement (having been forced to have the same style)
with the same neutral collocate.
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(122) This is mainly due to the fact young people can help old people to adjust to the 21st
century better. (LC, topic 8, NEU-POS)
(123) This is mainly due to the fact that they were brought up at times when they were forced to
put on same hairstyles and uniforms. Anything creative were discouraged and any changes
good or bad were viewed with disdain. (LC, topic 8, NEU-NEG)
Overall, the analysis of the complements of due to the fact provides a piece of evidence
that native writers are not always fully aware of the function of this bundle as an impersonal
epistemic marker. It is interesting to note that the natives tend to express their thoughts rather
than objective facts as “the fact.” Moreover, in examples (124–125), the complements of due to
the fact include the modal verbs of possibility might in (124) and would in (125), as well as the
if-conditional clause in (126), which all suggest a sense of possibility being incorporated into
“the fact.” Such instance was rarely found in the learner corpus.
(124) Possibly, it is due to the fact that we might be a little bit lazy. (NC, topic 3, NEU-NEG)
(125) Gaining knowledge via experience has always been more important to me due to the fact
that I would much rather have the option of experiencing something firsthand rather than
being forced to dig through books only being able to imagine certain events. (NC, topic 3,
POS-POS)

(126) This is a personal preference due to the fact that, if the teacher can get their students
involved, then they will actually enjoy taking part in this class. (NC, topic 7, POS-POS)

5.2.3 Discourse-organizing LBs
This section examines three discourse organizing bundles: at the same time, on the other
hand, and when I was in. The first two LBs are text organizers that indicate relationships
between prior and coming discourse (Biber et al., 2004; Staples et al., 2013). In particular, at the
same time is referential functioning as a time marker that introduces simultaneous actions. On
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the other hand is a text organizer for comparing and contrasting two actions (Cortes, 2004).
Given that these bundles commonly involve two actions, the analysis of semantic prosody and
preference examines two referents in each case (i.e., both actions). In several cases, the analysis
involves elements beyond the sentence in which they appear. The other LB, when I was in, has
not been mentioned in previous LB literature, but is found to serve the function of topic
elaboration in both corpora. This bundle embedded in an adverbial clause fragment is followed
by the complement of the clause, and it combines with the main clause. Thus, its analysis is
within the sentence.
on the other hand
This bundle occurs the most frequently in both corpora. The results are presented in
Table 41 for the NC and Table 41 for the LC.
Table 41. Affective meanings of on the other hand by two referents (NC: n = 110)
Referent 1
Negative (n = 28)
Neutral (n = 60)
Positive (n =22)
Referent 2
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
2
0
26
2
57
1
15
0
7
Percentage
1.8%
0%
23.6% 1.8% 51.8% 0.9% 13.6%
0%
6.4%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

Of the 110 instances of on the other hand in the native corpus, more than half have
referents neutral in nature (51.8%), as seen in Table 13. In other words, both referents have
neutral affective meanings. In 23.6% of the instances, this bundle occurs with a negative referent
followed by a positive referent. Example (127) shows two neutral referents (teachers with their
way of teaching and students with their way of learning); (128) shows a negative referent first
(book knowledge being temporary) and a positive referent second (experience being
unforgettable).
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(127) All teachers seem to have their own individual way of teaching. On the other hand,
all students have their own individual way of learning. (NC, topic 7, NEU-NEU)
(128) Knowledge from a book can end up being temporary as time passes by in your life.
On the other hand, an experience is something that one will never forget. (NC, topic 3,
NEG-POS)

In terms of the semantic preferences of this bundle in the NC, the two referents often
show two aspects of the given essay topic. Among the eight essay topics, this bundle is
commonly used under topics 3 (i.e., comparing knowledge from books and from experience), 7
(i.e., preference for lessons presented in an entertaining way or in a formal way), and 8 (i.e., Is
there nothing that young people can teach older people?), all of which ask the writer to compare
and contrast.
The learner corpus displays different patterns for this bundle’s use (n = 88), as shown in
Table 42.
Table 42. Affective meanings of on the other hand by two referents (LC: n = 88)
Referent 1
Negative (n = 34)
Neutral (n = 16)
Positive (n = 38)
Referent 2
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
0
2
32
2
14
0
33
3
2
Percentage
0%
2.3% 36.4% 2.3% 15.9%
0%
37.5% 3.4%
2.3%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

In the LC, on the other hand mainly has two referents with polarized affective meanings,
which together account for over 70% of its uses. Specifically, in 37.5% of the instances of this
bundle in the learner corpus, the first referent is positive and the second is negative; in 36.4% of
the instances, the pattern is the opposite: a negative referent followed by a positive one. These
two combinations of opposite affective meanings are shown in example (129).
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(129) For instance, most people in the generation which I belong to feel less hostility against
North Korea. On the other hand, most of the older generations think North Korea is not
trustworthy and undermine the value of reunion of Korea. (LC, topic 8, POS-NEG)
The functions of this bundle as used by native and nonnative writers differ. The native
writers frequently used the bundle to present neutral aspects of their topic (51.8%). However, the
learners very often contrasted two instances with opposite characteristics, one necessarily better
than the other (73.9%). Furthermore, this bundle is distributed across all topics in the learner
corpus while it favors certain topics (i.e., topics 3, 8, and 9) that require the writer to
compare/contrast in the native corpus.
at the same time
In the native corpus (n = 25), as shown in Table 43, the most common use of at the same
time is to introduce negative referents followed by positive referents, as in example (130),
comprising 40% of the environments of this bundle.
Table 43. Affective meanings of at the same time by two referents (NC: n = 25)
Referent 1
Negative (n = 13)
Neutral (n = 2)
Positive (n = 10)
Referent 2
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS NEG
NEU
POS
Count
3
0
10
1
1
0
2
1
7
Percentage
12%
0%
40%
4%
4%
0%
8%
4%
28%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

(130) There are thousands of stories out there of older people being racist. At the same time,
there are thousands more stories of children showing love for those different than them.
(NC, topic 8, NEG-POS)
The second most frequent use of the bundle is positive in nature, that is, with two positive
actions as referents (32%). In this case, the referents appear to share a semantic preference as a
way of explicating supporting examples in essays. The other bundle discussed above, on the
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other hand, was also found to be frequently used in the NC for presenting different aspects of
examples or arguments. However, when on the other hand is used, the two referents often
convey two neutral affective meanings (51.8%); this is not the case for at the same time (4%).
Example (131) shows the bundle with a positive action first, and a negative action second,
depicting both sides of living in a place.
(131) He would enjoy the fact there are places he can walk to the restaurants and the
diverse culture. At the same time, he would not be fond of the apparent differences of
social classes and avoiding the less fortunate, the heavy traffic and how some people
try to almost force their beliefs onto you. (NC, topic 7, POS-NEG)
On the other hand, the learner corpus most frequently shows at the same time with
semantic prosody closely related to two positive affective meanings, as Table 44 shows.
Table 44. Affective meanings of at the same time by two referents (LC: n = 31)
Referent 1
Negative (n = 2)
Neutral (n = 11)
Positive (n = 18)
Referent 2
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
1
0
1
4
3
4
5
0
15
Percentage
3.2%
0%
3.2% 12.9% 9.7% 12.9% 16.1%
0%
48.4%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

Nearly 50% of the instances of this bundle in the LC appear with two positive
referents. The second most frequent pattern has a positive referent first and a negative
referent second (16.1%). While 40% of the instances of this bundle in the native corpus
have negative referents followed by positive referents, only one instance in the learner
corpus has this pattern. Example (132) shows two positive referents.
(132) In the view of developing culture, books are more important than experiences because
it has wide range to cover and at the same time it helps to gain knowledge from
experience. (LC, topic 3, POS-POS)
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One clear semantic preference found in the learner corpus is that at the same time tends to
be used as a frame for providing two pros simultaneously, which then leads to the writer’s
arguments. This preference appears to differ from the preferences observed in the native corpus,
in which the bundle is often used to illustrate both pros and cons of the argument.
when I was in
In the NC, when I was in occurs 22 times, while in the LC it occurs about twice as often
(42 times). The analysis of this bundle examined the adverbial clause in which the bundle was
embedded as well as the main clause that occurs within the same sentence.
In the native corpus, the NP collocates followed by when I was in are all school-related
words. Fifteen of the collocates directly refer to school (15 tokens, 68.2%) including high school
(6 tokens), middle school (5), and elementary school or grade school (4). The rest mention a
specific school year or grade (7 tokens, 31.8%; e.g., 9th grade).
Table 45. Affective meanings of when I was in by complement and main VP (NC: n = 22)
when-clause
Negative (n = 1)
Neutral (n =21)
Positive (n = 0)
main VP
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
1
0
0
15
4
2
0
0
0
Percentage
4.5%
0%
0%
68.2% 18.2% 9.1%
0%
0%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

As shown in Table 45, the when-clause that includes the bundle almost always carries
neutral meaning (95.4%), which is not surprising given the finding that the bundle combines with
school-related words. Most of the main VPs are negative (68.2%) or neutral (18.2%). The
examples illustrate the use of this lexical bundle in neutral adverbial clauses (high/middle
school), combined with a main VP with negative meaning (friends fighting due to drugs) in (133)
and with a main VP with neutral meaning (having a math tutor) in (134).
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(133) When I was in high school, I always heard many of my male friends say that they
were going to fight someone because of drugs. (NC, topic 1, NEU-NEG)
(134) I once had a math tutor when I was in middle school. (NC, topic 7, NEU-NEU)
Likewise, in the learner corpus, the bundle displays the same semantic preference.
Almost all the collocates (i.e., the nominal phrase collocates followed by when I was in) are
school-related (28 tokens, 66.7%), mentioning high school (15 tokens), middle school (10), and
elementary school (4), or school year/grade (10 tokens, 23.8%; e.g., my senior year of high
school). A few more involve a soccer team (2 tokens) and a private institute (2). As a result, the
adverbial clause with the embedded LB always carries neutral affective meaning, as shown in
Table 46. The main VPs combined with the bundle are mostly negative (66.7%), with neutral and
positive meanings at the same rate (16.7%).
Table 46. Affective meanings of when I was in by complement and main VP (LC: n = 42)
when-clause
Negative (n = 0)
Neutral (n = 42)
Positive (n = 0)
main VP
NEG NEU
POS
NEG NEU
POS
NEG
NEU
POS
Count
0
0
0
28
7
7
0
0
0
Percentage
0%
0%
0%
66.7% 16.7% 16.7%
0%
0%
0%
Note. NEG = negative, NEU = neutral, POS = positive.

The examples below demonstrate instances of the bundle with the neutral when-clause
high school, but with negative affective meaning via the main clause: spending too much money
on private institutes in (135) – a common theme manifested in LC – and being confused about
the future in (136).
(135) First, the main part of education has changed from school to academy. Because of
this, most of students do their homeworks or sleeps all the class in school. Now it seems
there’s no reason for school to exist except for testing the student. For me, when I was
in high school, my parents had to pay for the academies about 1,000,000 won in month.
(LC, topic 2, NEU-NEG)
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(136) To begin with, providing students with chance to think about their future would be a
stepping stone for them to study harder […] For example, when I was in high school, I
was once confused, and I even wanted to give my works up. (NC, topic 2, NEU-NEG)
Regardless of essay topic, both native and learner writers commonly utilized this bundle,
when I was in, to provide a relevant anecdote to support their argument, always giving an
example from their school days. Furthermore, many of the instances of this bundle in both
corpora carry negative meaning (over 65%). There are only a few instances when the examples
were positive in the learner corpus (16.7%), and fewer in the native corpus (9.1%).
In sum, this section has extended the existing literature on the discourse functions of LBs
by identifying more context-specific functions, in part by observing native and nonnative
patterns in writing responses to the same topic. Moreover, the analysis observed intercultural
differences between the two language groups in the same semantic domains. As seen in
examples (91–92) above, under the topic of changes to be made in the writers’ schools or
hometowns, it was not uncommon to encounter claims related to diversity as supporting ideas in
the native corpus. In contrast, given the same topic, the L1-Korean participants predominantly
describe (often in negative ways) the private institute business and university entrance exams in
Korea.
Both the private institute business and university entrance exams are in fact major
social issues in Korea. South Korea is noted both for “education fever” – a pervasive concern
with educational attainment – and extraordinary achievements in the rapid development of its
lower and higher education systems (e.g., Sorensen, 1994; Seth, 2002; Kim, 2005; Dawson,
2010; Lee & Shouse, 2011). The whole educational system from elementary to high school is
focused on the college entrance examinations, and a growing number of Korean students rely
on private tutoring services, leading to lower engagement in public schooling, a heavy
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financial burden on families, and educational inequality (Seth, 2002; Dawson, 2010; Lee &
Shouse, 2011). The system has been widely criticized and subject to decades of attempts to
reform it, but South Korea remains perhaps “the most exam-obsessed culture in the world”
(Seth, 2010, p. 5). It may not be very surprising, therefore, that Korean education is such a
frequent example in the argumentative essays produced by the L1-Korean writers in this
study.

5.3

Syntactic Roles, Semantic Prosodies, and Semantic Preferences of LBs
Chapter 5 has discussed the LBs shared by both language groups in relation to syntactic

roles and semantic prosody and preference in context. The findings together provide a detailed
description of the shared LBs in both native and nonnative writing. For instance, in regard to the
LB due to the fact, it was found that the native writers are most likely to project the same
affective meanings to the left and right sides of the bundle (76.7%, Table 39), often drawing on a
cause and effect relationship (e.g., Studying for tests was just as tough due to the fact that I had
not paid attention). In comparison, the learners use positive complements for this LB, mainly
combined with neutral evaluation (60%, Table 40), which can be accounted for by the finding of
the syntactic role analysis that the learners frequently combine LBs with copula be-verbs. The
syntactic analysis also found learners’ misuse of this bundle in fragmentary sentences. The
functional analysis of semantic prosody likewise revealed the native writers’ inappropriate use of
this LB (e.g., incorporating possibility into the “fact”).
In another example, the structural analysis of the LB the end of the showed that the
native writers incorporate this bundle within PPs functioning as post nominal modifiers,
while the learners use the same bundle as adverbials at all times. This pattern, in part, leads to
the natives’ use of the bundle at the end of sentences and to that of the learners at the
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beginning of sentences. The functional analysis of this bundle further demonstrated a
divergent usage between the groups. The natives use the end of the to project neutral or
positive evaluation (84.6% together), while the learners tend to use it to project negative
evaluation (over 50%). The learners’ use of this bundle with negative meanings is sometimes
related to the recurrent theme of Korean education observed in LC, regardless of the essay
topic. For instance, excerpt (101) above involves a story of embezzling at the learner’s high
school. The analysis of the semantic prosody of the bundle’s sentence (i.e., I wish that were
the end of the story) included the whole paragraph by tracing the story, in which the features
of the bundle’s meaning and function emerged in context.
This line of research extends the traditional analysis of LBs to shed light on the details
of the use of LBs in context. The analytical approaches Sections 5.1 and 5.2 have
demonstrated could serve as a useful means to compare writing produced by different
language groups, and further provide immediate implications for different populations of
writers.
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6
6.1

CONCLUSION

Overview
Lexical bundles are widely used in academic prose, and are known to be a useful

measure of various aspects of language development. Previous studies, however, have
compared different types of academic writing, despite the confounding influences of register
differences, which evidently affect the usage of LBs (Pan et al., 2016). Furthermore, very few
studies have investigated specific functions of LBs, which are closely linked to specific types
of contexts. To this end, this dissertation used two corpora comprising texts produced by
native and nonnative incoming college students. The corpora both contain argumentative
essays written in response to identical writing prompts with the same time constraints, as
explained in Chapter 3. The findings, presented in Chapters 4 and 5, have demonstrated some
similar patterns of bundle use, but also distinctive features unique to each group in this
particular academic register, especially when context is considered. These findings add to our
understanding regarding the extent to which native and nonnative students enter college
equipped with knowledge of formulaic language appropriate to argumentative essays.
The present chapter concludes this dissertation by reviewing the important findings of
the study (Section 6.2), by discussing the limitations of the study (Section 6.3) and its
pedagogical implications (Section 6.4), and by offering suggestions for future research
(Section 6.5).
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6.2

Summary of Findings
6.2.1 Partial production of LBs
The first research question focused on LBs that contain articles in order to examine the

extent to which the partial production of LBs by nonnative writers affects frequency. The results
of frequency counts of only complete LBs showed that while both native and nonnative writers
used a small number of reference bundles (those generally found in academic prose), the
nonnatives’ repertoire was smaller than that of the natives (LC: 63 types, NC: 79 types), in line
with the prior research (e.g., Ping, 2009; Ä del & Erman, 2012; Salazar, 2014). However, when
the learners’ potential bundles with article errors were taken into account, the learners were
found to use an even broader range of bundles than the natives (LC: 96 types, NC: 79 types).
Focusing on one element of LBs, articles, the findings show that learners made a considerable
number of errors in the use of LBs, with a 21.6% error rate. This shows that learners may use, or
at least attempt to use, LBs more often than has been reported in the previous studies. However,
traditional accounts using automatic data-driven and frequency-based procedures have excluded
the possibility of observing such attempts. In addition, LBs specific to the argumentative essay
register were investigated in terms of articles. The results demonstrated that discrepancies
between the native and nonnative groups’ LB usage again decrease when the analysis includes
the learners’ imperfect bundles with article errors (LBs in LC: 621 tokens; LBs and potential
LBs in LC: 1139 tokens; LBs in NC: 994 tokens).
While grammatical errors embedded in learners’ bundles are prevalent (e.g., Shin et al.,
2018), there exist very few studies on this topic. The dissertation has demonstrated that learners’
lexical bundles are error-prone, and that the inclusion of potential bundles reveals greater
similarity between the native and nonnative entering college students’ LB use patterns.
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6.2.2 Internal structures and discourse functions of LBs
To address the second research question, the study identified LBs in the native and
nonnative corpora of argumentative essays and analyzed these bundles’ structures and functions.
The findings showed similar sets of LBs in the two corpora demonstrating that both groups
exhibited a strong preference for clausal bundles (over 65%; Tables 14 & 15) commonly used in
spoken registers. In addition, both groups employed almost the same number of bundles to serve
the same discourse functions – especially stance-expression LBs (NC: 70 types, LC: 71 types)
and referential LBs (NC: 59 types, LC: 60 types). Notably, both novice writer groups produced a
large portion of referential bundles. However, the analyses (Table 17) that identified the bundles’
functional subcategories demonstrated a preponderance of informal quantifying bundles (e.g., a
lot of people) and idiomatic place/time deixis (e.g., all over the world), deviating from typical
academic prose.
Interestingly, these LB patterns (e.g., favoring colloquial and idiomatic expressions)
found in both corpora in the study have been described as exclusive to L2 writing. Previous
studies have consistently reported that native writers are “more mature academic writers” than
their nonnative counterparts, because they display a greater range of LBs typical of academic
prose (Ä del & Erman, 2012, p. 86), with one possible reason being that the nonnatives have not
reached native-like proficiency (e.g., Staples et al., 2013). The strength of these claims, based as
they are on noncomparable native and nonnative data, remains unclear. This dissertation, in
contrast, revealed that such “learner bundles” are also found in the production of novice
academic writers, regardless of their first language.
Furthermore, as discussed earlier, the high proportion of clausal stance-expression LBs is
to some extent likely to be related to the nature of argumentative essays, as the genre typically
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allows both spoken and written features (e.g., Jaworska et al., 2015). The existing L2 studies on
LBs in this genre, nevertheless, tend to attribute the use of clausal stance-expression LBs to
nonnative writers (e.g., Staples et al., 2013; Bychkovska & Lee, 2017). Future research on
argumentative essays targeting different populations of writers should gauge to what extent
clausal LBs are common in argumentative essays.
6.2.3 Syntactic roles of LBs
The third question explored the use of LBs in association with the syntactic roles they
play in a clause. First, all the bundles identified in both corpora were categorized in terms of
syntactic roles (see Appendices F & G for the list of syntactic roles of LBs found in NC and LC).
It was found that both groups most frequently incorporate VP-based LBs in finite dependent
clauses (NC: 71.7%, LC: 81.5%), which are common in interpersonal spoken registers (e.g.,
Biber et al., 1999, 2011).
As for NP-based bundles, the two language groups employed them in divergent syntactic
roles. One difference was the learners’ excessive use of NP bundles as subjects or subject
predicatives (about 70% together) and far less frequent use of them as objects, compared to their
native counterparts. This pattern appears to be related to the learners’ frequent use of copula beverbs (Chen & Baker, 2016) and/or their tendency to place formulaic language in the initial
position of sentences (Li et al., 2018). Another difference involves the native writers’ use of NP
bundles embedded in of-phrases functioning as postmodifiers, which is a pattern closer to the
norms of expert academic prose. The learners, however, rarely used NP-based bundles in this
way in their writing. In addition, the learners almost always used PP-based LBs functioning as
adverbials whereas the natives, in some cases, produced compressed structures embedding LBs
in multiple PPs as post nominal modifiers. Section 4.2.2, which focused on the internal structures
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of LBs, showed similar uses of phrasal LBs in both corpora, but the analysis of the syntactic
roles of LBs along with co-occurring structures revealed features unique to each group.
The second part of this question specifically addressed the two groups’ shared LBs (see
Appendix H). The findings demonstrated that the most common syntactic role of each shared
bundle was also shared by the two groups, but the co-occurring structures of the bundles in
context largely differed between the groups. Taking the example of the shared bundle disagree
with the statement, it is often preceded by degree or stance adverbials (e.g., completely, honestly)
in the native corpus, but by conjunctive adverbials (e.g., in conclusion, for these reasons) in the
learner corpus. One way to interpret these findings could be that the nonnative writers’ patterns
result from their previous instruction in English writing, as most EFL pedagogical materials
explicitly guide writers to be highly objective and impersonal (Salazar, 2014). It is also possible
that the learners are more familiar with written English language and less familiar with spoken
language due to the limited chances to acquire spoken language in the EFL context.
In addition, the examination targeting the shared bundles extended the scope of analysis
to the full essays, providing useful information on discourse features favored by native and
nonnative writers. For example, the shared bundle disagree with the statement consistently
occurred in different positions in the two corpora: The natives tended to use it in the first
paragraph when presenting an essay topic, but the learners were most likely to put it at the end of
a paragraph or the end of the essay as a concluding remark (see examples 71–72 for sample
essays). Moreover, this analysis allowed us to observe the errors that occur in co-occurring
structures of LBs in the learner corpus (i.e., outside LBs), complementing the core-expression
approach to searching for grammatical errors embedded within LBs (Shin et al., 2018).
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6.2.4 Semantic prosodies and semantic preferences of LBs
The last research question investigated the functions of nine LB pairs used by native and
nonnative writers in the same semantic domains, analyzing their semantic prosodies and
preferences. Most prior research examined bundles’ functions in discourse, but very few have
linked the use of LBs to semantic domains (Cortes & Hardy, 2013).
The two language groups of student writers, overall, employed bundles to serve similar
functions under the given essay topics. For instance, two referential bundles, is one of the and
there are so many, function to list supporting examples in both native and nonnative
argumentative essays, although the latter is often described as a conversational expression that is
overused in L2 academic writing specifically (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2016).
In addition, two stance bundles, it would be the and I would like to, are used to present
the main argument of the essays in both corpora, with more instances of it would be the in the
NC, and more of I would like to in the LC. When writing on the same topics, the two groups
display analogous patterns of using these bundles to introduce their main arguments. At the same
time, there exist distinctive uses of these two bundles specific to each group. These two bundles
are associated with a semantic category centered on education in the learner corpus, and a
distinct semantic set related to diversity in the native corpus. Granted that the writers are all
beginning college students, it is understandable that many of the examples across essay topics
are related to education such as the university entrance exam in the learner corpus. Interestingly
enough, however, such instances were rarely found in the native corpus, in which diversity is a
recurring topic, and in turn no discussion of diversity was found in the learner corpus.
Another notable difference observed in the two corpora involves the affective functions
of the discourse organizing bundles. For instance, when the learners used the bundle on the other
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hand, they were most likely to posit two referents with polarized affective meanings, where one
is necessarily better than the other (i.e., 73.9% of the instances in the LC). In contrast, the native
writers predominantly employed neutral referents with this bundle. Similarly, the learners tended
to use at the same time to provide two pros for an argument simultaneously, while the natives
tended to use this bundle to link a pro and a con. In some cases, the differences between the two
groups come from misunderstandings of the functions of the LBs. For instance, the natives,
unlike the learners, often used the bundle due to the fact to frame their thoughts as “fact” as a
way of supporting their arguments, frequently with modal verbs of probability and if-conditional
clauses (see examples 124–126).
Taken together, the findings illustrated several specific functions of various LBs, which
were associated with the specific contexts of the argumentative essays; such observations were
made possible by the use of the parallel native and nonnative corpora.
6.3

Limitations
This dissertation has several limitations that should be addressed in future research. First,

it focused on partial production of LBs in terms of articles, categorizing errors into three types
with the use of a basic taxonomy (i.e., omission, insertion, and substitution of articles), as
presented in Section 3.3. However, specific types of article errors remain unexplored. Future
research should broaden the investigation of the types of article errors learners make, which
would indicate specific areas where learners have difficulty in using articles. Previous methods
used in the analysis of articles in NPs could be adopted to analyze articles in LBs – that is,
semantic categorization (e.g., Huebner, 1983), countability (e.g., Amuzie & Spinner, 2013;
Yoon, 1993), the effects of L1 transfer (e.g., Ionin et al., 2007), and L2 developmental
acquisition of articles (e.g., Ekiert & Park, 2010). Future studies should employ a fine-grained
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categorization that would better cover the full range of article usages, which would be of great
help in designing instructional materials on articles or in using lexical bundles to teach articles.
In addition, examining the misuse of bundles by native novice writers, however infrequent,
would also contribute to building a more complete picture of LB uses by entering college
students.
The second limitation involves the inconsistent ways of collecting native and nonnative
essays mentioned in Section 3.1. The learners wrote essays in a computer lab using the
Educational Testing Service’s Criterion® Online Writing Evaluation Service, which provides a
holistic essay score. The native writers, on the other hand, wrote an essay either using a
computer or on paper, depending on whether their class met in a computer lab or a regular
classroom. The way the native writers wrote the essays seems to have affected the length of their
essays, as the computer-based essays were longer than the paper-based ones on average.
Furthermore, the dissertation research used only high-scoring learner essays (essays
scored 4–6) to address three of the four research questions, but no such distinction was made for
the native corpus. A native corpus of highly rated essays would be especially useful for finding
features typical of argumentative essays. As mentioned earlier, it remains somewhat uncertain
whether both native and nonnative students’ excessive use of clausal-stance expression LBs can
be understood as characteristic of argumentative essays. Previous studies that have examined
features of academic prose have centered on published research articles, and their findings may
not apply to other types of academic writing. For future research, more efforts to uncover the
features of different academic prose genres are necessary.
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6.4

Pedagogical Implications
Despite the argumentative essay type being ubiquitous at the university level and in EFL

contexts (e.g., Wingate, 2012; Jiang, 2015), there exist only a few studies targeting this genre.
The findings of this dissertation provide practical pedagogical information on argumentative
essays for teachers of novice academic writers as well as for teachers in foreign language
scenarios.
The findings of this dissertation demonstrate that lexical bundles produced by learners are
article-error-prone. The analysis addressing the first research question, presented in Section
4.1.1, found a considerable number of article errors embedded in the learners’ referential
academic-register bundles (545 errors out of 2527 core expressions, 21.6% error rate). Notably,
many of the article errors in referential bundles are related to cataphoric uses involving
postmodification (e.g., *level of the infrastructure). This is the most common type of article
usage in academic writing, yet it is largely absent from L2 pedagogical materials (Yoo, 2009).
LBs could thus provide a means to teach specific article usages that are rarely addressed in
traditional pedagogical approaches. In addition, the second part of the question (Section 4.1.2)
examined the use by the learners of article-containing LBs identified in the NC. Many of these
LBs are clausal bundles; the learners used them with a 12.5% error rate (i.e., 518 errors of 4133
core expressions), as in My hometown is known as * industry city. The way these embedded
articles are used mostly fits the traditional account of articles, which limits its scope to the
nominal phrase. Taken together, these two different sets of LBs indicate the utility of LBs as a
pedagogical tool to teach article usage both within and beyond the scope of NPs. Instructors
could utilize these sets of LBs in context according to the target article usages for their students.
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Furthermore, there are certain core expressions that learners use frequently, but often
erroneously (Tables 5 & 6), and these could be the focus of pedagogy to explicitly guide learners
toward using the core expressions with the correct embedded or adjoining articles in context (i.e.,
lexical bundles). One recent study that tested the effect of core-expression-based article
instruction is by Shin and Kim (2017), who conducted an experiment with English adult learners
of different proficiencies (n = 107), in which they provided explicit instruction on core
expressions’ adjoining articles in context. The results showed that both low- and highproficiency groups benefited from the instruction, and omission errors as a proportion of total
errors decreased over the course of the study. The study suggests that LBs, as article-including
expressions that function as wholes in discourse, could be an effective tool to teach articles in
context.
To address the second research question (Section 4.2), the study identified the lexical
bundles specific to argumentative essays used by native and nonnative student writers. As noted
earlier, only a handful of previous studies have identified LBs in L2 argumentative essays, and
often without using comparable L1 data (e.g., Staples et al., 2013). To the best of my knowledge,
no studies have used comparable native and nonnative corpora. For that reason, the types of LBs
shared by the natives and advanced learners (Appendix E) and those unique to each group (Table
13) that this dissertation has identified could serve as a useful resource for instructors in
freshman composition courses as well as EAP and language courses. The selection of target LBs
for teaching materials could consider several additional factors, based on the findings of the
dissertation, including types of lexical bundles (Table 13), frequency of core expressions (Table
5), and article error rates in learners’ attempt to use LBs (Table 6). Furthermore, the dissertation
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presents a number of examples as well as several writing samples from both corpora (see
Appendices I–O and examples [71–72] for native and nonnative sample essays under each topic).
In addition, the findings for the third question (Section 5.1) could inform specific ways of
teaching how to use lexical bundles in context. Given that it may be challenging for novice
student writers and English learners to integrate multiword sequences into their writing, they
would benefit from instruction on how LBs are embedded in context, and on the structures that
frequently co-occur with specific LBs. Furthermore, instructors could utilize certain structure
types that both native and nonnative writers strongly favor in the construction of LBs, linking
them to linguistic complexity features appropriate to the target genre. In particular, the findings
demonstrated that learners frequently employ LBs in subjects and subject predicatives, heavily
relying on be-verbs and existential there-constructions. Instructors and practitioners should guide
English learners to incorporate formulaic sequences in different text positions; for instance, by
modeling how the sequences can be combined with other types of structures, or by providing
essay samples with the same bundles taking different syntactic roles, along with co-occurring
structures. On the other hand, while the native writers employed more academic-register features
than the learners (e.g., post nominal modifiers), the same group also frequently displayed more
spoken features (e.g., more colloquial expressions and fewer organizing markers). These findings
suggest that explicit instruction on features specific to academic writing as well as essayorganizing structures would be beneficial for native beginning writers.
The last research question examined semantic prosodies and preferences of nine LBs as
used by native and non-native English writers in the same semantic domains (Section 5.2). One
noticeable pattern observed of the learners is that they are less likely to use lexical bundles with
negative meanings. For instance, the bundle I would like to is frequently preceded by a
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dependent clause with negative evaluation in the native corpus (60.9%) but never in the learner
corpus. In response to the same writing prompts (e.g., changes to be made in their hometowns),
the native writers tend to first describe the problems, while the learners first depict the positive
potential effects of their suggested changes (see examples 108–112). Another example relates to
it would be the, which in the writing of both groups functions to provide a direct response to the
essay prompt. The native writers, however, use it to carry negative prosody in the following NP
(72.4%) much more often than the learners (12.5%). In fact, overall, the study noted that the
native writers preferred negatively phrased expressions (e.g., disagree with the statement, do not
agree with) while the learners favored positive phrasing (e.g., agree with the statement, so I
agree with). Moreover, even in responses to the same topic, the learner writing rarely offered
negative counter examples where the native writing focused on negative aspects. These findings
may be pedagogically useful for guiding all novice writers to present both positive and negative
supporting ideas to lead to their argument, rather than discussing only the negative or only the
positive aspects. Writing samples presented in this dissertation (sample essays I–O) could serve
as instructional examples of how different language groups project evaluative meanings in the
same semantic domains.
In addition, semantic prosody across different academic registers could be the focus of
pedagogy. For example, the dissertation described how the LB is one of the mostly occurs with
neutral referents (the nominal subjects) and positive complements in both corpora. This finding
is consistent with the results reported by Cortes and Hardy (2013), who examined this LB in
published research articles. Novice academic students would benefit from instruction on these
recurrent prosodies across registers.
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6.5

Suggestions for Future Research
A great number of L2 studies on formulaic language have examined learner writing by

comparing it to L1 expert writing, mainly research articles, and have focused on the features that
deviate from L1 norms. There exists relatively little research using parallel corpora of native and
nonnative academic genres, other than research articles. Future research targeting the same type
of academic writing produced by different language groups would provide a more concrete
picture of the groups’ formulaic language use, as well as of the features specific to the register.
It also should be noted that this dissertation is intentionally narrowly focused in its use of
a learner corpus from a single L1 background, Korean, which does not have an article system
equivalent to that of the English language. This focus allowed the study to explore its topic and
this particular student population in depth and lay the groundwork for future studies that expand
the participant population. An expanded study using corpora comprising texts from learners with
various L1 backgrounds, including both article and article-less languages, would also be of great
interest, increasing understanding of L2 English article uses in LBs in general.
Moreover, further investigations of learners’ partial production of LBs focusing on
embedded items other than articles would be of interest, as they could help detect problematic
areas where learners have difficulty in the use of multiword sequences. In particular, embedded
prepositions are a promising topic, because a considerable portion of L2 learners’ errors involve
prepositions (e.g., Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005), and because most of the LBs
previously identified in academic genres (Biber et al., 1999, 2004) include prepositions. During
the analysis of article errors, preposition errors were commonly observed such as in first time
instead of the target bundle for the first time. Furthermore, errors with prepositions are deemed
untreatable as these forms’ usage is often idiosyncratic and requires acquired knowledge, as
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opposed to treatable errors concerned with linguistic structures, which are more patterned and
rule-governed (Ferris, 1999, 2011). As presented previously, LBs can serve not only as an
analytical tool, but also as a pedagogical tool because they are fixed expressions that contain
certain linguistic items as used in discourse.
In addition, the use of formulaic language by L2 writers of different proficiency levels
merits investigation. The two learner subcorpora used in this dissertation research exhibit several
discrepancies: Subcorpus 2 (essays scored above 4) has more features in common with the native
corpus than does subcorpus 1 (essays scored 1–6). For one, the proportions of VP-based bundles
in the native corpus and learner subcorpus 2 are more or less the same (NC: 66.2%, LC
subcorpus 1: 69.2%) while learner subcorpus 1 contains more VP-based bundles (74.5%). In
addition, the native corpus shares 52 LBs with learner subcorpus 2 (Appendix E), but only 39
types with learner subcorpus 1 (Table 9). Furthermore, the LBs shared by the native corpus with
learner subcorpus 2 but not with subcorpus 1 include some PP-based bundles such as in the
middle of and due to the fact, both characteristic of academic prose. Additionally, as noted in
Section 5.1.2, learner essays with scores of 5 or more were found to favor passive structures,
unlike learner essays with lower scores.
Given these differences, there is clearly a need for systematic research that examines the
use of LBs by learners of different proficiency levels. By the same token, the findings of such
research would provide useful information for instruction on formulaic language. In the study of
Shin and Kim (2017), the participants with lower proficiency displayed particular difficulty with
certain types of LBs even immediately after the explicit instruction; when tested, they were
likely to produce only the target bundles instead of a full sentence, suggesting a need for
pedagogical materials designed specifically for lower level learners. A future study could
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develop more varied teaching materials and tasks for different proficiency level learners,
considering additional factors such as the frequency and the degree of difficulty specific to
proficiency level. Given that there is little existing research on LBs targeting lower level L2
writers (e.g., Chen & Baker, 2016), such research would be of great interest. Thus far, there
exists limited evidence regarding instructed formulaic language; future research connecting
corpus-based formulaic language analysis and instructed second language acquisition would be
of great value.
6.6

Concluding Remarks
This dissertation explored the potential of lexical bundles as a means to investigate native

and nonnative English speakers’ argumentative essay writing. While lexical bundles represent
only one aspect of formulaic language, this dissertation’s focus on lexical bundles allowed a
thorough observation of the linguistic contexts of the use of lexical bundles by specific target
populations. This dissertation provides practical information on how native and nonnative
developing writers use lexical bundles in argumentative essays, which is crucial because the
basic function of this genre is a key skill across academic disciplines. Previous studies have
focused on how the use of LBs by nonnative writers deviates from L1 norms, often comparing
L2 essays to L1 expert writing; however, very few studies have used parallel native and
nonnative freshman composition data for their comparative analyses. The findings of the
dissertation demonstrated that the argumentative essays written by incoming college students,
both L1 and L2, share the frequent use of a common set of LBs while lacking the bundles
characteristic of expert writing in academic registers. I would therefore suggest that both
language groups enter the university setting equipped with fairly similar levels of knowledge of
how to use formulaic language in academic registers. Consequently, both groups need to learn
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academic discourse conventions. From this perspective, native and nonnative first-year
university students are all developing writers at some point on a trajectory toward being
proficient academic writers. Because formulaic language research using comparable native and
nonnative corpus data is extremely rare, this dissertation may make important practical
contributions by increasing understanding of the use of a particular type of English formulaic
language by different language populations, and thus provide useful information for teaching
academic writing to novice writers as well as English language learners.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Essay topics
Topic #
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

Essay topics

If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you
change?
If you could make one important change in a school that you attended, what
change would you make?
It has been said, “Not everything that is learned is contained in books.”
Compare and contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge
gained from books. Which source is more important? Why?
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a
member of a group than to be the leader of a group.
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People always learn
from their mistakes.
A person you know is planning to move to your town or city. What do you
think this person would like and dislike about living in your town or city? Why?
Some people learn best when a classroom lesson is presented in an entertaining,
enjoyable way. Other people learn best when a lesson is presented in a serious,
formal way. Which of these two ways of learning do you prefer? Why?
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? There is nothing that
young people can teach older people.

Note: Each essay prompt is followed by the instruction: “Use specific reasons and examples to support
your answer.”
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Appendix B: A sample essay test for native English freshman essays
First, please save this file labeling it with your last name and an identifier for the course, for
example, Smith_English1101.doc. When you finish writing your essay, please make sure to save
it again, and email it to lexicalbundle@gmail.com

Please provide the following information:
▪

Name:

▪

Age:

▪

Major (If you are not sure, write which major you are thinking about, or “undecided”):

▪

Nationality:

▪

Your first language:

▪

The name of this course and instructor’s name:

▪

How many semesters have you been a university student?

▪

Have you taken any other academic composition courses before?

You have 50 minutes to write an essay. Please answer the following question.
“It has been said, “Not everything that is learned is contained in books.” Compare and
contrast knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from books. Which
source is more important? Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.
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Appendix C: Reference and potential LBs in LC subcorpus 1
LBs Potential
LBs
on the other hand
90
3
as well as the
is one of the
56
66
the use of the
one of the most
33
8
the top of the
at the same time
26
28
the role of the
for the first time
12
40
the position of the
the center of the
12
32
the structure of the
the end of the
12
11
to say that the
to the development of
10
7
the same way as
in the case of
9
54
in the form of
of the most important
9
2
the effect of the
if there is a
8
8
be related to the
that it is the
8
0
is a matter of
is based on the
7
5
the surface of the
at the end of
7
4
the start of the
in the process of
6
2
at the time of
the development of the
5
6
the form of the
in a way that
5
5
the case of a
this is not the
5
5
for the purpose of
as a matter of
5
1
in the number of
to the fact that
5
1
to the extent that
are a number of
5
0
is due to the
in the same way
4
4
the case of the
that it is a
4
0
the level of the
the size of the
3
9
the ability of the
the importance of the
3
7
the result(s) of the
to deal with the
3
5
the absence of a
as a result of
3
3
for the development of
the fact that the
3
3
an important part in
is related to the
3
3
the time of the
one of the main
3
0
from the point of
the fact that it
3
0
the base of the
the difference between the
2
16
the rest of the
by the fact that
2
9
the development of a
the value of the
2
6
an increase in the
than that of the
2
4
in terms of the
in the course of
2
2
in addition to the
of the fact that
2
2
the edge of the
to do with the
2
2
the length of the
the shape of the
2
1
in the sense that
the purpose of the
2
1
on the one hand
and the number of
2
0
the origin of the
the part of the
2
0
the existence of a

LBs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Potential
LBs
7
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
10
9
8
8
8
7
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
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Appendix C. Continued
LBs
in view of the
in contrast to the
at the beginning of
the beginning of the
by the use of
in such a way

0
0
0
0
0
0

Potential
LBs
2
2
1
1
1
1

LBs
in the area of
at the start of
in the context of
in the use of
of some of the
of the nature of
Total

0
0
0
0
0
0
410

Potential
LBs
1
1
1
1
1
1
545
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Appendix D: Distribution of LBs in NC and LC subcorpus 1
Native corpus (146 types)
Frequency Learner corpus (153 types)
on the other hand
110
on the other hand
when it comes to
109
there are so many
disagree with the statement
63
I think it is
to be able to
60
the most important thing
it would be the
58
is one of the
is one of the
52
there are lots of
is more important than
45
there are a lot
the best way to
45
I would like to
due to the fact
43
it is hard to
the end of the
39
have a lot of
a lot of people
38
when I was in
most of the time
36
a lot of things
the rest of the
33
agree with the statement
in my opinion I
32
if you want to
agree with the statement
31
there are two reasons
is a lot of
30
it is true that
in a way that
29
I think that the
not be able to
28
there are many things
will be able to
28
for a long time
does not mean that
27
are some reasons why
are more likely to
26
but it is not
for the most part
26
one of the most
at the same time
25
a lot of people
one of the most
24
the best way to
there are many things
24
it is easy to
I would like to
23
there are many people
do not agree with
23
it is important to
over and over again
23
at the same time
what not to do
23
what I want to
there are so many
22
so we have to
when I was in
22
can be a good
I was able to
21
has a lot of
I was born in
21
will be able to
would have to be
21
disagree with the statement
I feel as if
20
in my opinion the
in the long run
20
he or she can
with that being said
20
so I think the
to go to the
20
and the other is
a better understanding of
19
at that time I
a lot of things
19
first of all the
at a young age
19
for example there are
I am able to
19
this is why I
I believe that the
19
I think there are

Frequency
93
80
77
76
64
56
56
53
52
51
47
41
39
39
36
36
34
34
32
31
31
31
30
30
29
27
27
26
26
26
25
25
24
23
23
22
22
21
20
20
20
20
19
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Appendix D. Continued
Native corpus (146 types)
it is important to
would be able to
don't get me wrong
I do not believe
if you do not
they are able to
you are able to
a great way to
a lot of the
at my high school
be one of the
in the real world
there are some things
for example if you
have the ability to
there are a lot of
it is easier to
it would be to
one of the best
there are many different
there are plenty of
a large amount of
do not want to
if I had to
in many different ways
in my opinion the
in the United States
the world around us
the world we live in
there is so much
we are able to
as well as the
easier for me to
have a lot to
I feel as though
if you want to
in the city of
in the heart of
is more likely to
it is up to
the majority of the
the only way to
there is no way

Frequency
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Learner corpus (153 types)
in the real world
it is difficult to
reasons first of all
when it comes to
because of these reasons
in my opinion I
some people say that
there are several reasons
there are too many
to go to the
we want to know
first of all I
for example if you
is more effective than
many people think that
students who want to
the reason why I
there are three reasons
therefore I think that
but in my opinion
however in my opinion
is more important to
is very important thing
first reason is that
there are many ways
because it is not
he or she is
I think this is
is a lot of
know how to use
so I have to
so it can be
to know how to
we can see many
some people think that
there are two ways
to be a good
when I go to
as a result I
as time goes by
because there is no
but it can be
however there are some

Frequency
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
16
16
16
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
13
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Appendix D. Continued
Native corpus (146 types)
this is not the
are going to be
but it is not
do not know how
in the middle of
that need to be
the fact that it
there are a few
all over the world
do not have the
for the first time
has a lot of
how to deal with
how to do something
I do believe that
if I were to
is not always the case
is the amount of
it is easy to
on a daily basis
this is why I
what is going on
teach an old dog new tricks
for a long time
have been able to
I do not think
I would want to
in and out of
is a great place
is a part of
is the key to
it depends on the
it is hard to
one of the biggest
tend to be more
the most important thing
the only thing that
there are many ways
through trial and error
to keep up with
want to be a
a wide variety of
better than the other

Frequency
14
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10

Learner corpus (153 types)
I am sure that
I want to be
if I have a
in conclusion I think
is much better than
is not easy to
is very important in
is very important to
the reason is that
want to be a
agree with this statement
and it will be
and there is no
for the first time
get a lot of
I strongly believe that
that I have to
the end of the
the first reason why
the other hand the
there is so many
when they are in
all of the students
all over the world
and so on but
but I want to
but there are some
first of all if
he or she would
his or her own
I am going to
I think that this
in the other hand
in this reason I
is better than the
it is the best
it is very hard
my opinion is that
the center of the
are many kinds of
there are some people
I think that it
so I think it

Frequency
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
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Appendix D. Continued
Native corpus (146 types)
from a young age
go hand in hand
I wish I could
I would love to
in my high school
in order to be
in order to get
it comes down to
may be able to
people in the world
I believe that it
that you have to
to do the same
when it came to
you have to be
studies have shown that
it is true that

Total

Frequency
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

2783

Learner corpus (153 types)
so I think we
and so on so
and we have to
but most of them
get a good grade
I think the best
I want to do
is very hard to
it is necessary to
it is not true
it will be more
not be able to
on the other hands
one of the biggest
so we need to
some people may say
thank you for reading
there are not many
there are some things
therefore I want to
there are many reasons
two reasons why I
we can get a
when I went to

Frequency
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
3030

Notes: Shared bundles in bold; Some bundles in LC include embedded errors involving prepositions (e.g.,
*In this reason I) or singular/plural nouns (on the other *hands).
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Appendix E: Shared LBs by NC and LC subcorpus 2
Shared bundles
NC
LC
Shared bundles
on the other hand
110 88
I believe that the
when it comes to****
109 31
a lot of things***
disagree with the statement**
63
36
there are some things
it would be the****
58
16
there are many different
is one of the****
52
110
one of the best
the best way to****
45
10
are a lot of****
is more important than
45
53
in my opinion the
due to the fact****
43
10
do not want to
the end of the**
39
19
this is not the
a lot of people
38
46
if you want to*
in my opinion I***
32
10
there are a few
agree with the statement*
31
51
in the middle of
is a lot of
30
19
but it is not
will be able to
28
35
it is easy to*
not be able to**
28
10
has a lot of****
at the same time
25
31
for the first time
there are many things*
24
43
all over the world
one of the most
24
25
want to be a*
I would like to****
23
78
there are many ways
do not agree with*
23
11
the most important thing****
when I was in*
22
42
one of the biggest
there are so many****
22
88
it is hard to***
I was born in
21
23
for a long time*
to go to the*
20
37
in my high school
would be able to
19
22
I believe that it
it is important to
19
18
it is true that***
Total

NC
LC
19
10
19
46
17
10
16
10
16
18
16
62
15
11
15
17
14
11
14
29
13
12
13
17
13
25
12
26
12
40
12
17
12
10
11
23
11
10
11
88
11
19
11
38
11
24
10
15
10
11
10
32
1337 1593

Note: * = significant at p < .05; ** = significant at p < .01; *** = significant at p < .001; **** =
significant at p < .0001.
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Appendix F: Syntactic roles of LBs in NC
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
on the other hand (110)
PP as adverbial
when it comes to (109)
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
disagree with the statement (63) finite CC controlled by copula (be)
relative clause
PP as adverbial
subject predicative
direct object
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by copula (be)
to be able to (60)
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite relative clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
extraposed CC
the main clause
it would be the (58)
finite CC controlled by common V
subject predicative
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
is one of the (52)
finite adverbial clause
where relative clause
which relative clause
that relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite CC controlled by N
is more important than (45)
finite adverbial clause
that relative
where relative clause
what clause as subject
whether clause

Token (%)
110 (100%)
109 (100%)
57 (90.5%)
1 (1.6%)
1 (1.6%)
3 (4.8%)
1 (1.6%)
1 (1.7%)
13 (21.7%)
12 (21.7%)
2 (3.3%)
7 (13.3%)
1 (1.7%)
23 (38.3%)
1 (1.7%)
56 (96.5%)
1 (1.7%)
1 (1.7%)
41 (78.8%)
1 (1.9%)
4 (7.7%)
2 (3.8%)
1 (1.9%)
2 (3.8%)
3 (5.8%)
20 (44.4%)
2 (4.4%)
11 (24.4%)
2 (4.4%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
3 (6.5%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
2 (4.4%)
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Appendix F. Continued
Lexical Bundles

the best way to (45)

due to the fact (43)
the end of the (39)

a lot of people (38)

most of the time (36)
the rest of the (33)
in my opinion I (32)
agree with the statement (31)
is a lot of (30)

in a way that (29)

not be able to (28)

will be able to (28)
does not mean that (27)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
complement of preposition
subject predicative
object predicative
of-phrase as postmodifier
what clause
PP as adverbial
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
comparative clause
PP as adverbial
subject
direct object
PP as adverbial
PP as adverbial + the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
subject predicative
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
who relative clause
that relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
the main clause

Token (%)
30 (66.7%)
2 (4.4%)
5 (11.1%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
1 (2.2%)
3 (6.7%)
43 (100%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
34 (87.2%)
3 (7.7%)
30 (78.9%)
2 (5.3%)
4 (10.5%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
36 (100%)
4 (12.1%)
9 (27.3%)
20 (60.6%)
32 (100%)
30 (96.8%)
1 (3.2%)
15 (50%)
4 (13.3%)
4 (13.3%)
6 (20%)
1 (3.3%)
29 (100%)
18 (64.3%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
6 (21.4%)
26 (92.8%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
27 (100%)
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Appendix F. Continued
Lexical Bundles

would have to be (21)

I feel as if (20)

to go to the (20)

in the long run (20)
with that being said (20)
a better understanding of (19)

a lot of things (19)
at a young age (19)

I am able to (19)

I believe that the (19)
it is important to (19)

would be able to (19)

don't get me wrong (18)
I do not believe (18)
if you do not (18)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
nonfinite CC controlled by common V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite CC controlled by N
nonfinite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as adverbial
direct object
PP as adverbial
subject
subject predicative
direct object
complement for preposition
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
where relative clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by N
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause (so that)
comparative clause
the main clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause

Token (%)
16 (76.2%)
1 (4.8%)
1 (4.8%)
2 (9.5%)
1 (4.8%)
20 (100%)
8 (40%)
4 (20%)
3 (22.1%)
1 (5%)
4 (20%)
20 (100%)
20 (100%)
16 (84.2%)
3 (15.8%)
2 (10.5%)
4 (21%)
12 (63.1%)
1 (5.3%)
19 (100%)
9 (47.4%)
1 (5.3%)
1 (5.3%)
7 (36.8%)
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
1 (5.3%)
15 (78.9%)
3 (16.7%)
1 (5.3%)
12 (63.1%)
1 (5.3%)
1 (5.3%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
18 (100%)
18 (100%)
18 (100%)
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they are able to (18)

you are able to (18)
a great way to (17)
a lot of the (17)
at my high school (17)

be one of the (17)
in the real world (17)
there are some things (17)
for example if you (16)
have the ability to (16)

there are a lot of (16)

it is easier to (16)
it would be to (16)

one of the best (16)
there are many different (16)
there are plenty of (16)
a large amount of (15)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause (so that)
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause (so that)
subject predicative
subject
direct object
indirect object
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
the main clause
nonfinite CC controlled by V
subject predicatve
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
comparative clause
subject predicative
direct object
indirect object
PP as adverbial
the main clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause (Granted)
PP as adverbial (Despite that)
attributive adjective as premodifier

Token (%)
6 (33.3%)
1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
2 (11.1%)
8 (44.4%)
11 (61.1%)
2 (11.1%)
5 (27.8%)
17 (100%)
10 (58.8%)
6 (35.3%)
1 (5.9%)
10 (58.8%)
7 (41.2%)
7 (41.2%)
5 (29.4%)
5 (29.4%)
17 (100%)
16 (94.1%)
1 (5.9%)
16 (100%)
14 (87.5%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
14 (87.5%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
14 (87.5%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
15 (93.7%)
1 (6.2%)
11 (68.7%)
3 (18.7%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
16 (100%)
13 (81.2%)
2 (12.5%)
1 (6.2%)
15 (100%)
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do not want to (15)

if I had to (15)
in many different ways (15)
in my opinion the (15)
in the United States (15)
the world around us (15)

the world we live in (15)
there is so much (15)
we are able to (15)
as well as the (14)
easier for me to (14)

have a lot to (14)
I feel as though (14)
if you want to (14)
in the city of (14)
in the heart of (14)

is more likely to (14)
it is up to (14)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
of-phrase (how clause) as postmodifier
who relative clause
where relative clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as adverbial + the main clause
PP as adverbial
subject
direct object
of-phrase as postmodifier
PP as adverbial
subject
direct object
of-phrase as postmodifier
PP as adverbial
the main clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
where relative clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause

Token (%)
5 (33.3%)
7 (46.7%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)
15 (100%)
15 (100%)
15 (100%)
15 (100%)
1 (6.7%)
5 (33.3%)
5 (33.3%)
4 (26.7%)
1 (6.7%)
2 (13.3%)
1 (6.7%)
11 (73.3%)
15 (100%)
13 (86.7%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)
14 (100%)
9 (64.3%)
2 (14.3%)
3 (21.4%)
10 (71.4%)
1 (7.1%)
3 (21.4%)
13 (92.8%)
1 (7.1%)
14 (100%)
14 (100%)
10 (71.4%)
4 (28.6%)
9 (64.3%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
3 (21.4%)
14 (100%)
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the majority of the (14)
the only way to (14)

there is no way (14)

this is not the (14)

are going to be (13)
but it is not (13)
do not know how (13)
in the middle of (13)
that need to be (13)
the fact that it (13)

there are a few (13)
all over the world (12)

do not have the (12)

for the first time (12)

Syntactic Roles
subject
direct object (including how-clause)
PP as adverbial
subject
subject predicative
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
that relative clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by N
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
who relative clause
PP as adverbial

Token (%)
4 (28.6%)
5 (35.7%)
5 (35.7%)
9 (64.3%)
5 (35.7%)
11 (78.6%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
11 (78.6%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
12 (92.3%)
1 (7.7%)
13 (100%)
11 (84.6%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
9 (69.2%)
4 (30.8%)
13 (100%)
2 (15.4%)
1 (7.7%)
4 (30.8%)
6 (46.1%)
11 (84.6%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
7 (58.3%)
5 (41.7%)
3 (25%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
3 (25%)
2 (16.7%)
12 (100%)
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has a lot of (12)

how to deal with (12)
how to do something (12)
I do believe that (12)
if I were to (12)
is not always the case (12)

is the amount of (12)

it is easy to (12)
on a daily basis (12)
this is why I (12)
what is going on (12)
teach an old dog new tricks (11)
for a long time (11)
have been able to (11)
I do not think (11)
I would want to (11)
in and out of (11)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
who relative clause
direct object
nonfinite relative clause
PP as adverbial
direct object
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
which relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
direct object
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by Adj
that relative clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
how clause (subject)
that relative clause
where relative clause
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier

Token (%)
8 (66.7%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
7 (58.3%)
2 (16.7%)
3 (25%)
8 (66.7%)
4 (33.3%)
9 (75%)
3 (25%)
12 (100%)
7 (58.3%)
2 (16.7%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
10 (83.3%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
9 (75%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
4 (33.3%)
8 (66.7%)
5 (45.4%)
1 (9.1%)
5 (45.4%)
11 (100%)
7 (63.6%)
1 (9.1%)
2 (18.2%)
1 (9.1%)
11 (100%)
4 (36.4%)
1 (9.1%)
5 (45.4%)
1 (9.1%)
8 (72.7%)
3 (27.3%)
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is a great place (11)
is a part of (11)
is the key to (11)
it depends on the (11)
it is hard to (11)

one of the biggest (11)
tend to be more (11)
the most important thing (11)
the only thing that (11)
there are many ways (11)
through trial and error (11)

to keep up with (11)

want to be a (11)
a wide variety of (10)

better than the other (10)

from a young age (10)
go hand in hand (10)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
where relative clause
subject
subject predicative
object predicative
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
subject
subject predicative
of-phrase as postmodifier
subject
subject predicative
the main clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
subject
object predicative
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
of-phrase (how clause) as postmodifier
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
attributive adjective as premodifier
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
subject predicative
object predicative
whether clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
the main clause

Token (%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
9 (81.8%)
2 (18.2%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
8 (72.7%)
2 (18.2%)
1 (9.1%)
4 (36.4%)
6 (54.5%)
1 (9.1%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
7 (58.3%)
3 (27.3%)
1 (8.3%)
5 (45.4%)
6 (54.5%)
11 (100%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
4 (36.4%)
4 (36.4%)
1 (9.1%)
4 (36.4%)
2 (18.2%)
3 (27.3%)
2 (18.2%)
10 (100%)
4 (40%)
3 (30%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
7 (70%)
3 (30%)
10 (100%)
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I wish I could (10)
I would love to (10)
in my high school (10)
in order to be (10)
in order to get (10)
it comes down to (10)
may be able to (10)
people in the world (10)

I believe that it (10)

that you have to (10)
to do the same (10)
when it came to (10)
you have to be (10)

studies have shown that (10)
it is true that (10)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
that relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
PP as adverbial
nonfinite adverbial clause
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
that relative clause
subject
subject predicative
of-phrase as postmodifier
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
nonfinite CC controlled by V
direct object
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause

Token (%)
6 (60%)
4 (40%)
8 (80%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
10 (100%)
10 (100%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
8 (80%)
2 (20%)
8 (80%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
3 (30%)
5 (50%)
2 (20%)
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
4 (40%)
6 (60%)
2 (20%)
2 (20%)
6 (60%)
10 (100%)
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
2 (20%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
5 (50%)
5 (50%)
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Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
is one of the (110)
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
which relative clause
there are lots of (105)
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
where relative clause
on the other hand (88)
PP as adverbial
subject
the most important thing (88)
subject predicative
of-phrase as postmodifier
appositive noun phrase
there are so many (88)
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
which relative clause
I would like to (78)
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
I think it is (78)
the main clause
which relative clause
are a lot of (62)
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
a person I know (54)
subject
direct object
indirect object

Token (%)
75 (68.2%)
4 (3.6%)
4 (3.6%)
3 (2.7%)
13 (11.8%)
3 (2.7%)
8 (7.3%)
88 (83.8%)
3 (2.8%)
1 (0.9%)
1 (0.9%)
10 (9.5%)
2 (1.9%)
88 (100%)
41 (46.6%)
44 (50%)
2 (2.3%)
1 (1.1%)
71 (80.7%)
1 (1.1%)
1 (1.1%)
2 (2.3%)
10 (11.4%)
2 (2.3%)
1 (1.1%)
51 (65.4%)
2 (2.6%)
1 (1.3%)
23 (29.4%)
1 (1.3%)
75 (96.1%)
3 (3.8%)
46 (74.2%)
3 (4.8%)
2 (3.2%)
1 (1.6%)
2 (3.2%)
8 (12.9%)
52 (96.3%)
1 (1.8%)
1 (1.8%)
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is more important than (53)

so I want to (52)
agree with the statement (51)

for these reasons I (48)
a lot of people (46)

a lot of things (46)

there are many things (43)

when I was in (42)
has a lot of (40)

it is hard to (38)

to go to the (37)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
which relative clause
the main clause
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
agent in passive voice
PP as adverbial
comparative clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
who relative clause
which relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
nonfinite CC controlled by common V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite adverbial clause
nonfinite CC

Token (%)
23 (43.4%)
16 (30.2%)
8 (15.1%)
1 (1.9%)
2 (3.8%)
2 (3.8%)
1 (1.9%)
52 (100%)
48 (94.1%)
2 (3.9%)
1 (2%)
48 (100%)
21 (45.6%)
10 (21.7%)
9 (19.6%)
1 (2.2%)
4 (8.7%)
1 (2.2%)
3 (6.5%)
14 (30.4%)
29 (63%)
34 (79.1%)
4 (9.3%)
1 (2.3%)
1 (2.3%)
3 (7%)
42 (100%)
32 (80%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
3 (7.5%)
34 (89.5%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
2 (5.3%)
11 (29.7%)
10 (27%)
11 (29.7%)
4 (10.8%)
11 (29.7%)
1 (2.7%)
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disagree with the statement (36)
what I want to (36)

will be able to (35)
but it is not (25)
when I was young (34)
it is true that (32)

don't know how to (32)

at the same time (31)
when it comes to (31)

have a chance to (30)

place to live in (29)

if you want to (29)
there are not many (29)

it is easy to (26)
therefore if I could (26)

one of the most (25)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
that relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj.
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
who relative clause
PP as adverbial
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
that relative clause
where relative clause
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
which relative clause
finite adverbial clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
appositive noun phrase

Token (%)
36 (100%)
25 (69.4%)
7 (19.4%)
3 (8.3%)
1 (2.8%)
30 (85.7%)
3 (8.6%)
1 (2.8%)
1 (2.8%)
25 (100%)
34 (100%)
31 (96.9%)
1 (3.1%)
22 (68.7%)
2 (6.2%)
1 (3.1%)
3 (9.4%)
4 (12.5%)
31 (100%)
31 (100%)
7 (23.3%)
1 (3.3%)
19 (63.3%)
1 (3.3%)
1 (3.3%)
1 (3.3%)
24 (82.8%)
3 (10.3%)
2 (6.9%)
29 (100%)
18 (62.1%)
3 (10.3%)
1 (3.4%)
7 (24.1%)
23 (88.5%)
2 (7.7%)
1 (3.8%)
26 (100%)
8 (32%)
9 (36%)
3 (12%)
3 (12%)
2 (8%)
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for a long time (24)
he or she would (24)

I was born in (23)

to live in my (23)

to solve this problem (23)

want to be a (23)

why I want to (23)

I strongly believe that (22)
so if I can (22)
the center of the (22)
would be able to (22)
than to be the (21)
there are two reasons (21)
first of all there (20)
thing I want to (20)

Syntactic Roles
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
that relative clause
what clause as subject
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite relative clause
that relative clause
who relative clause
which relative clause
finite CC controlled by common V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite relative clause
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
object predicative
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
PP as adverbial
subject predicative
object predicative
which relative clause
the main clause
comparative clause
the main clause
the main clause
subject
subject predicative

Token (%)
24 (100%)
21 (87.5%)
1 (4.2%)
1 (4.2%)
1 (4.2%)
16 (69.6%)
7 (30.4%)
2 (8.7%)
1 (4.3%)
3 (13%)
4 (17.4%)
2 (8.7%)
4 (17.4%)
6 (26.1%)
1 (4.3%)
1 (4.3%)
2 (8.7%)
3 (13%)
1 (4.3%)
16 (69.6%)
14 (60.9%)
2 (8.7%)
1 (4.3%)
5 (21.7%)
1 (4.3%)
1 (4.3%)
13 (56.5%)
9 (39.1%)
20 (90.9%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
22 (100%)
13 (59.1%)
5 (22.7%)
2 (9.1%)
2 (9.1%)
22 (100%)
21 (100%)
21 (100%)
20 (100%)
11 (45.8%)
9 (37.5%)
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one of the biggest (19)

the end of the (19)
is a lot of (19)
because of these reasons (18)
I am sure that (18)
it can be a (18)
it is important to (18)
many people think that (18)
one of the best (18)

some people say that (18)

students who want to (18)

is not easy to) (18)

do not want to (17)

for the first time (17)
in my case I (17)
in the middle of (17)
it would be the (16)
than to be a (16)

Syntactic Roles
subject
subject predicative
direct object
appositive noun phrase
subject predicative
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
PP as adverbial
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
the main clause
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
indirect object
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
who relative clause
which relative clause
PP as adverbial
PP as adverbial + the main clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
comparative clause

Token (%)
4 (21%)
11 (57.9%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
17 (89.5%)
2 (10.5%)
18 (100%)
18 (100%)
15 (83.3%)
1 (5.5%)
2 (11.1%)
14 (77.8%)
4 (22.2%)
17 (94.4)
1 (5.6%)
3 (16.7%)
12 (66.7%)
2 (11.1%)
1 (5.5%)
18 (100%)
4 (22.2%)
4 (22.2%)
6 (33.3%)
3 (16.7%)
1 (5.5%)
16 (88.9%)
1 (5.5%)
1 (5.5%)
10 (58.8%)
2 (11.8%)
2 (11.8%)
2 (11.8%)
1 (5.9%)
17 (100%)
17 (100%)
17 (100%)
13 (87.5%)
2 (12.5%)
16 (100%)
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the environment of my (16)

there are several reasons (16)
there are some reasons (16)
therefore I want to (16)
is very important for (16)
first reason is that (16)
for this reason I (15)
the problem is that (15)
to take care of (15)
in my high school (15)
a high school student (15)

you don't have to (14)
as I mentioned above (14)
for example there is (14)
from now on I (14)
is very hard to (14)

it is difficult to (14)

there are things that (14)
because they are not (13)
but I think the (13)

Syntactic Roles
subject
direct object
PP as adverbial (complain about)
of-phrase as postmodifier
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause
the main clause
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite relative clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
subject predicative
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
PP as adverbial + main clause fragment
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
which relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause

Token (%)
3 (18.7%)
11 (68.7%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
16 (100%)
15 (93.7%)
1 (6.2%)
16 (100%)
10 (62.5%)
3 (18.7%)
1 (6.2%)
2 (12.5%)
16 (100%)
15 (100%)
15 (100%)
13 (86.7%)
2 (13.3%)
15 (100%)
1 (6.7%)
11 (73.3%)
1 (6.7%)
2 (13.3%)
13 (92.8%)
1 (7.1%)
14 (100%)
14 (100%)
14 (100%)
10 (71.4%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
2 (14.3%)
11 (78.6%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
9 (64.3%)
3 (21.4%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
13 (100%)
13 (100%)
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I am going to (13)
in front of the (13)
it is impossible to (13)
my point of view (13)

the reason why I (13)

there are not enough (13)
there are three reasons (13)
there is a saying (13)
which is located in (13)
a person who is (12)
and the other is (12)
as a result I (12)
as you can see (12)
at that time I (12)
because there is no (12)
however I think that (12)
is very famous for (12)

it is not true (12)

most of the people (12)
one of my friends (12)
one thing that I (12)

Syntactic Roles
the main clause
what clause as subject
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
subject
subject predicative
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
the main clause
which relative clause
subject
direct object
indirect object
the main clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
the main clause
who relative clause
which relative clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
subject
direct object
indirect object
subject
PP as adverbial
subject
subject predicative
direct object

Token (%)
12 (92.3%)
1 (7.7%)
13 (100%)
10 (76.9%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
13 (100%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
8 (61.5%)
2 (15.4%)
10 (76.9%)
1 (7.7%)
2 (15.4%)
13 (100%)
13 (100%)
13 (100%)
10 (83.3%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
10 (83.3%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
10 (83.3%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
10 (83.3%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
11 (91.7%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
8 (66.7%)
2 (16.7%)
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Appendix G. Continued
Lexical Bundles

the people who are (12)

thank you for reading (12)
there are a few (12)
this is because the (12)
when I go to (12)
will be helpful to (12)
it doesn't mean that (11)

are not good at (11)

as a result the (11)
as soon as possible (11)
as time goes by (11)
because of lack of (11)
have a right to (11)
however I believe that (11)
do not agree with (11)

I had to go (11)
in conclusion I think (11)
in my opinion the (11)
as a matter of fact (11)
is much better than (11)
is not good for (11)
it is obvious that (11)

Syntactic Roles
subject
subject predicative
direct object
agent in passive voice
PP as adverbial
the main clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
what clause as object
who relative clause
PP as adverbial + main clause fragment
PP as adverbial
finite adverbial clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
the main clause
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by Adj
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by copula (be)

Token (%)
3 (25%)
2 (16.7%)
4 (33.3%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
12 (100%)
10 (83.3%)
2 (16.7%)
12 (100%)
12 (100%)
11 (91.7%)
1 (8.3%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
6 (54.5%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
2 (18.2%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
7 (63.6%)
2 (18.2%)
2 (18.2%)
11 (100%)
9 (81.8%)
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
7 (63.6%)
2 (18.2%)
2 (18.2%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
11 (100%)
6 (54.5%)
4 (36.4%)
1 (9.1%)
11 (100%)
10 (90.9%)
1 (9.1%)
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Appendix G. Continued
Lexical Bundles
the one of the (11)

this is not the (11)
to solve the problem (11)

what they want to (11)
I believe that it (11)
all over the world (10)
due to the fact (10)
he or she could (10)
in the case of (10)
it is good to (10)
it is often said (10)
it would be a (10)
not be able to (10)
so I agree with (10)
the best way to (10)

the person who is (10)
the reason is that (10)
there are many different (10)
there are many ways (10)
there are much more (10)
there are some things (10)

Syntactic Roles
subject predicative
direct object
object predicative
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite relative clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
direct object
appositive noun phrase
the main clause
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
PP as adverbial
the main clause
PP as adverbial
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
the main clause
that relative clause
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by copula
subject
subject predicative
direct object
the main clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause

Token (%)
9 (81.8%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (9.1%)
9 (81.8%)
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
2 (18.2%)
4 (36.4%)
5 (45.4%)
9 (81.8%)
2 (18.2%)
11 (100%)
6 (60%)
4 (40%)
10 (100%)
10 (100%)
10 (100%)
7 (70%)
3 (30%)
10 (100%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
10 (100%)
7 (70%)
2 (20%)
1 (10%)
6 (60%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
10 (10%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
8 (80%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
2 (20%)
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Appendix G. Continued
Lexical Bundles
who are good at (10)
I believe that the (10)
in my opinion I (10)

Syntactic Roles
subject
subject predicative
finite CC controlled by Adj
the main clause
PP as adverbial + the main clause

Token (%)
8 (80%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
10 (100%)
10 (100%)
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Appendix H: Syntactic roles of shared LBs in NC and in LC subcorpus 2
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
NC
on the other hand
PP as adverbial
110 (100%)
when it comes to
finite adverbial clause
109 (100%)
disagree with the
the main clause
58 (92.1%)
statement
finite CC controlled by V
1 (1.6%)
finite CC controlled by copula
1 (1.6%)
that relative clause
2 (3.2%)
nonfinite adverbial clause
1 (1.6%)
it would be the
the main clause
56 (96.5%)
finite CC controlled by common V
1 (1.7%)
subject predicative
1 (1.7%)
is one of the
the main clause
41 (78.8%)
finite CC controlled by common V
1 (1.9%)
finite CC controlled by V
4 (7.7%)
finite CC controlled by copula
finite adverbial clause
2 (3.8%)
that relative clause
1 (1.9%)
which relative clause
2 (3.8%)
where relative clause
1 (1.9%)
is more important than the main clause
20 (44.4%)
finite CC controlled by common V
2 (4.4%)
finite CC controlled by V
11 (24.4%)
finite CC controlled by copula
2 (4.4%)
finite CC controlled by N
1 (2.2%)
finite adverbial clause
1 (2.2%)
that relative clause
3 (6.5%)
which relative clause
where relative clause
1 (2.2%)
what clause as subject
1 (2.2%)
whether clause
2 (4.4%)
the best way to
the main clause
30 (66.7%)
finite CC controlled by common V
2 (4.4%)
finite CC controlled by V
5 (11.1%)
nonfinite CC controlled by V
1 (2.2%)
nonfinite CC controlled by copula
PP as adverbial
1 (2.2%)
subject predicative
1 (2.2%)
object predicative
1 (2.2%)
of-phrase as postmodifier
1 (2.2%)
what clause
3 (6.7%)
due to the fact
PP as adverbial
43 (100%)
the end of the
subject predicative
1 (2.6%)
direct object
1 (2.6%)
PP as adverbial
34 (87.2%)
PP as post nominal modifier
3 (7.7%)

LC
88 (100%)
31 (100%)
36 (100%)
14 (87.5%)
2 (12.5%)
75 (68.2%)
4 (3.6%)
4 (3.6%)
3 (2.7%)
13 (11.8%)
3 (2.7%)
8 (7.3%)
23 (43.4%)
16 (30.2%)
8 (15.1%)
1 (1.9%)
2 (3.8%)
2 (3.8%)
1 (1.9%)
7 (70%)
2 (20%)
1 (10%)
10 (100%)
1 (5.3%)
18 (94.7%)
-
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Appendix H. Continued
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
a lot of people
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
comparative clause
in my opinion I
PP as adverbial + the main clause
agree with the
the main clause
statement
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
is a lot of
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
not be able to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
who relative clause
will be able to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite CC controlled by Adj.
finite adverbial clause
at the same time
PP as adverbial
one of the most
subject
subject predicative
direct object
PP as adverbial
appositive noun phrase
there are many things
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
I would like to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite CC controlled by Adj
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
what clause as subject predicative
PP as adverbial

NC
30 (78.9%)
2 (5.3%)
4 (10.5%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
32 (100%)
30 (96.8%)
1 (3.2%)
16 (53.3%)
4 (13.3%)
4 (13.3%)
6 (20%)
18 (64.3%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
6 (21.4%)
1 (3.6%)
26 (92.8%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (3.6%)
25 (100%)
12 (50%)
10 (41.7%)
2 (8.3%)
19 (79.2%)
1 (4.2%)
2 (8.3%)
1 (4.2%)
1 (4.2%)
10 (43.5%)
1 (4.3%)
7 (30.4%)
2 (8.7%)
2 (8.7%)
1 (4.3%)

LC
22 (47.8%)
10 (21.7%)
9 (19.6%)
4 (8.7%)
1 (2.2%)
10 (100%)
48 (94.1%)
2 (3.9%)
1 (2%)
17 (89.5%)
2 (10.5%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
30 (85.7%)
3 (8.6%)
1 (2.8%)
1 (2.8%)
31 (100%)
8 (32%)
9 (36%)
3 (12%)
3 (12%)
2 (8%)
34 (79.1%)
4 (9.3%)
1 (2.3%)
1 (2.3%)
3 (7%)
51 (65.4%)
2 (2.6%)
1 (1.3%)
23 (29.4%)
1 (1.3%)
-
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Appendix H. Continued
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
do not agree with
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by copula
that relative clause
what clause
there are so many
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
which relative clause
when I was in
finite adverbial clause
I was born in
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
to go to the
nonfinite CC controlled by common V
nonfinite CC controlled by V
nonfinite CC controlled by Adj
nonfinite relative clause
nonfinite adverbial clause
a lot of things
subject
subject predicative
direct object
I believe that the
the main clause
finite adverbial clause
It is important to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
would be able to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by N
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
comparative clause
there are some things
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
are a lot of
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause

NC
17 (73.9%)
2 (8.7%)
3 (13%)
1 (4.3%)
20 (90.9%)
1 (4.5%)
1 (4.5%)
22 (100%)
20 (95.2%)
1 (4.8%)
8 (40%)
4 (20%)
3 (15%)
1 (5%)
4 (20%)
2 (10.5%)
5 (26.3%)
12 (63.1%)
18 (94.7%)
1 (5.3%)
15 (78.9%)
3 (16.7%)
1 (5.3%)
12 (63.1%)
1 (5.3%)
1 (5.3%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
16 (94.1%)
1 (5.9%)
14 (87.5%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)

LC
9 (81.8%)
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
71 (80.7%)
1 (1.1%)
1 (1.1%)
2 (2.3%)
10 (11.4%)
2 (2.3%)
1 (1.1%)
42 (100%)
16 (69.6%)
7 (30.4%)
10 (27%)
12 (32.4%)
4 (10.8%)
11 (29.7%)
3 (6.5%)
14 (30.4%)
29 (63%)
10 (100%)
14 (77.8%)
4 (22.2%)
22 (100%)
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
2 (20%)
46 (74.2%)
3 (4.8%)
2 (3.2%)
1 (1.6%)
2 (3.2%)
8 (12.9%)
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Appendix H. Continued
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
one of the best
subject
subject predicative
direct object
indirect object
PP as adverbial
there are many different the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
do not want to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
who relative clause
which relative clause
where relative clause
of-phrase as postmodifier
in my opinion the
PP as adverbial + the main clause
if you want to
finite adverbial clause
this is not the
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
but it is not
the main clause
in the middle of
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
there are a few
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite adverbial clause
all over the world
PP as adverbial
PP as post nominal modifier
for the first time
PP as adverbial
has a lot of
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
that relative clause
who relative clause
which relative clause
it is easy to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite adverbial clause
which relative clause

NC
11 (68.7%)
3 (18.7%)
1 (6.2%)
1 (6.2%)
16 (100%)
5 (33.3%)
7 (46.7%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)
1 (6.7%)
15 (100%)
14 (100%)
11 (78.6%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
1 (7.1%)
13 (100%)
9 (69.2%)
4 (30.8%)
11 (84.6%)
1 (7.7%)
1 (7.7%)
7 (58.3%)
5 (41.7%)
12 (100%)
8 (66.7%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
1 (8.3%)
9 (75%)
1 (8.3%)
2 (16.7%)
-

LC
3 (16.7%)
12 (66.7%)
2 (11.1%)
1 (5.5%)
9 (90%)
1 (10%)
10 (58.8%)
2 (11.8%)
2 (11.8%)
2 (11.8%)
1 (5.9%)
11 (100%)
29 (100%)
9 (81.8%)
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
25 (100%)
17 (100%)
10 (83.3%)
2 (16.7%)
6 (60%)
4 (40%)
17 (100%)
32 (80%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
1 (2.5%)
3 (7.5%)
23 (88.5%)
2 (7.7%)
1 (3.8%)
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Appendix H. Continued
Lexical Bundles
Syntactic Roles
for a long time
PP as adverbial
it is hard to
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
where relative clause
one of the biggest
subject
subject predicative
direct object
object predicative
appositive noun phrase
the most important
subject
thing
subject predicative
of-phrase as postmodifier
appositive noun phrase
there are many ways
the main clause
finite CC controlled by Adj
finite adverbial clause
want to be a
the main clause
finite CC controlled by common V
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
that relative clause
finite adverbial clause
object predicative
in my high school
PP as adverbial
I believe that it
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
finite CC controlled by copula (be)
finite adverbial clause
it is true that
the main clause
finite CC controlled by V
Total tokens

NC
11 (100%)
8 (72.7%)
2 (18.2%)
1 (9.1%)
4 (36.4%)
6 (54.5%)
1 (9.1%)
7 (58.3%)
3 (27.3%)
1 (8.3%)
11 (100%)
4 (36.4%)
2 (18.2%)
3 (27.3%)
2 (18.2%)
1 (4.3%)
10 (100%)
7 (70%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
5 (50%)
5 (50%)
1337

LC
24 (100%)
34 (89.5%)
1 (2.6%)
1 (2.6%)
2 (5.3%)
4 (21%)
11 (57.9%)
2 (10.5%)
2 (10.5%)
41 (46.6%)
44 (50%)
2 (2.3%)
1 (1.1%)
8 (80%)
1 (10%)
1 (10%)
14 (60.9%)
2 (8.7%)
1 (4.3%)
5 (21.7%)
1 (4.3%)
15 (100%)
11 (100%)
31 (96.9%)
1 (3.1%)
1603
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Appendix I. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 1)
If you could change one important thing about your hometown, what would you change?
The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
I was born and raised in the city of Suwanee, Georgia. It is one of the bigger cities in the
state, both in size and in population. We have many schools, businesses, and outdoor activities to
partake in. Our schools are some of the top ranked in the nation, with students getting accepted
into universities such as Harvard, Stanford, and Princeton. However, due to the vast amount of
schools in our area, it has led to a drastic increase in population. Although this means there are
more people to interact with and more faces to see, there are also a lot of negatives that come
with this. One thing I would change about my hometown is the abundance of public schools we
have.
Since we have so many people coming in, the city is frantically trying to build new houses
to accommodate all the newcomers. This has led to the deprivation of our city’s once beautiful
scenic outdoors. What used to be acres of trees housing hundreds of different species has now
become a flatland of dirt waiting for houses to be constructed upon it. Not only is this damaging
to the city, it’s also a negative in a much bigger picture. As deforestation is a problem that has
run rampant all across the world, many of us do not realize that the problem is occurring right in
our own backyard. Many species are being displaced from their homes, being run closer and
closer to endangerment. If we want to preserve our environment and the world around us, we
cannot continue this act.
Our schools are some of the top ranked in the nation, and that draws people from all over
the state to come to our city to get the best academic experience possible. This may seem like a
good thing, because every parent wants their child to go to the best school possible and become
as successful as possible. However, this has caused the competitiveness in the schools to
multiply exponentially. School has become less about learning new information and preparing
the students for college and the real world, and more about the quick memorization of facts to get
the highest possible test score. This has caused a sharp increase in the stress levels in the
students, and a decrease in the students actually wanting to go to school and learn.
The increase in population in our city is almost strictly due to people migrating in to enroll
in our schools. Our city has proved not to be ready for this mass influx of people. Many of our
major roads are not built to carry such a large amount of people. Due to this, construction has
begun in order to widen the roads, so they can hold more people. However, this has proved to
cause more harm than good. In the long run, it may seem beneficial, but for now, the
construction in our city is negatively affecting everyone. From constantly shutting down roads,
to hazardous waste and other debris being on the road, driving around has become more difficult
than ever. It is quite ironic that the thing that is supposed to cut down on traffic has actually led
to more traffic for the time being. What used to be a two-minute drive from my house to my high
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school has now become a twenty-minute drive due to all the people and the construction going
on.
Complaining about a city’s school system seems like a very unusual and backwards idea.
There are many great benefits of our school system: our students have some of the highest test
scores in the nation and are getting accepted into the most prestigious colleges not only across
the country but around the world. However, no one ever seems to look at the downsides and the
negatives that it is causing. Although some of these problems are manageable and may even be
fixed over time and with effort, it is still a problem that is affecting us today.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
My hometown, Seoul, is a great city. Seoul has great advantages in transportation, cultural
and leisure facilities, business infrastructure, and any other things that people living in this city
needs. But one thing that people dissatisfy about this beloved city: academies.
There are lots of academies for middle school and high school students and even for
elementary school and kindergarten (age from 5 to 7). Almost every student goes to one or more
academies to get aids for their studies. They cover mathematics, Korean literature, English,
science and even fine art and gymnastics. Particularly Daechi-dong, located in Sothern Seoul,
noted for its enormous number of academies, nearly 30% of students go to academies in Daechidong. It occurs several problems.
First of all, academies make many students in Seoul so dependent on the academy that
students don't trust public education. As one kind of private education, academies can provide
better quality of education that public ones. Because they requires more tuition than public
schools. Regardless high fees, more and more students prefer the academy. This kind of
education has made great success in Sooneung (a Korean entrance test for college same as SAT
in the US). So, this tendency became nation-wide for the last decade. Government education
department headquarters often says that the public education is not that inferior to the education
that the academy provides. However, no matter what the fact is, students prefers to study in the
academy that study alone or in public school.
Moreover, not only for the students, academy means a lot in Korean society. Especially
Daechi-dong, also where I live, it is called "Mecca of Hak-won (a Korean word means
academy)". Many famous teachers opens their own academies to attract students by taking
advantage of using name "Daechi-dong". Also, the private education is one of the biggest
business in Korea. "Megastudy", the biggest education enterprise which provides on/off-line
education for middle school and high school students has nearly 3 million consumers(students).
Its stock market price is higher than "Samsung Electronics", a world-wide enterprise in Korea.
Of course, it has a lot of branch academies in Seoul. So what I want to say is too many
academies in Seoul made the characteristic of education too commercial way. Also, people move
their house primarily because of the academy. So it made house price so high in particular place
such as Daechi-dong.
I don't want to say that the academy in Seoul is all bad and no good. Surely it has many
good things. However, for the infinite improvement for this city, the academy matters must be
considered seriously. It should be controlled and restricted in some ways to reconsider the
importance of public education and education should be kept away from commerce in some
way.
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Appendix J. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 2)
If you could make one important change in a school that you attended, what change would you
make?
The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Growing up in Georgia I have received my share of white privilege. This is something I
would have liked to change in my high school. Although blatant racism was not an issue, white
students definitely had an upper hand against their fellow class mates of color.
In my public school we had a dress code: Khaki pants with a belt and a solid colored
collared shirt tucked into the pants. I attended this school for three years and my attire was never
questioned. Yet I had many black classmates who would get plucked out of class for not wearing
a collared shirt while I two seats away also did not have on a collared shirt. My innocence was
never questioned but a message was received by myself. My classmates attire was of higher
importance than their attendance in a class than their time of learning. If the teacher questions
one why not question all? I was never questioned in three years of breaking these rules.
The removal of students from class due to dress code is just the tip of the iceberg dealing
with privilege in schools. Teachers are more likely to give extra help to students of non-color. A
personal experience I have regarding this situation occurred in 11th grade. My teacher offered
extra help after school on Mondays for athletes specifically, but if a student needed extra help
(who was a non-athlete) they could join. A young lady signed up for this slot whose native
language is Spanish, thinking that her school administrated translator would accompany her as
her translator came with her to all classes. Unfortunately, her translator could not make it so she
could not get the extra help that day. Had she been an English-speaking student, this would not
be an issue. It’s the fact that it was an issue because there is only one Spanish to English
translator working for the school. An English-speaking student was not turned away though a
Spanish speaking student was, they were at the same grade-level and at the same school.
The issue on the table at my school was the staffs turned eye to the privileges certain
students had over others. I hold the administration and school boards accountable for hiring such
narrow-minded staff members to build and guide young men and women in high school. No
student should be turned away or singled out.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
I would like to change the education system. Today, Korea's public education system has
lost its respect and liability. Most parents and students are relying on private education to enter
high class universities. This is because in Korean society, what university you graduated directly
leads to your social status. However, public education can not make the needs of parents and
students who want to enter high class universities anymore. So everyone is now seeking for
better private academy or private tutoring no matter how much it costs. What is more, parents
who are capable of high cost private education can give more opportunity to their children. But,
parents who aren't capable of soaring cost, have no way to support their children. And the
children who had less opportunity to get educated, will eventually have less chance to enter high
class universities. As a result, the rich gets richer, and the poor gets poorer. And this is a serious
social issue.
I was 19 years old last year and I also had to take the university entrance test which is
similar concept as SAT in United States. Frankly to say, when I was preparing for the entrance
exam, I also had to rely on private education. Not only me, but most of the students didn't have
any other choice. This is because the public education system has failed to play its role. In a
normal country, public education should be the main to lead adolescents to study, and the private
education should support. However, in Korea, it has been long time since the private education
occupied the public education's role. Now, the students and parents are the most victims.
Students have to rush to their academies right after the school ends, and the parents have to do
anything for their child's tutoring cost.
To make things right, the first thing to do is reviving public education. When the public
education system regains its dignity, no one will have to hang for private education. Moreover, it
is not appropriate to judge one's everything by what university he or she has graduated. Grading
universities from top to bottom is the critical reason of soaring private education. So I want to
change my hometown to a place where students can have their own time to enjoy their school
life.
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Appendix K. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 3)
It has been said, “Not everything that is learned is contained in books.” Compare and contrast
knowledge gained from experience with knowledge gained from books. Which source is more
important? Why?

The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Over the thousands of years that humans have created written languages and compositions,
there has been an immense amount of wisdom and knowledge that has been published in books,
poems, and various other medias. However, this is not the only method that knowledge can be
obtained by. While the large majority of humans have gained knowledge from reading books,
every single human has, at some point or another, gained knowledge from experiences. Both are
extremely important to becoming an intelligent and educated human, but knowledge obtained
from experiences are definitely more valuable between the two.
While books offer knowledge that comes from infinitely different viewpoints, often times
this causes the knowledge to not be as relatable to the reader. On the other hand, knowledge
obtained from experiences will always be completely relatable to the person experiencing the
situation. Humans are more likely to remember and apply knowledge that they are able to
relate to. Due to this, knowledge gained from a book may not always be remembered, while
knowledge gained from an experience will. This also causes knowledge from a book to not be
applicable to everyone. There is likely a specific group that the knowledge from a book will
apply to, and people outside the group will not gain any valuable information from reading it. On
the contrary, knowledge gained from an experience will always apply to the person that
experiences it. This makes knowledge gained from an experience instantly useful to that person,
as they are able to apply knowledge gained directly to the experience in order to create a
different outcome should they come across a similar experience again.
Another issue with gaining a significant amount of knowledge from a book is that it may
not always be correct. The world is an ever-changing place, and information that is thought to be
correct often changes. Even works of literature from the most respected scientist may be proven
incorrect the next day. Additionally, not all authors tell the truth in their books; some books are
completely made up. With intelligence gained from something occurring, a person can be one
hundred percent certain about what happened and what the facts of the matter are. This allows
for a more accurate knowledge to be gained whereas a person who solely relies on books for
knowledge may have a large amount of intelligence that is not valid. Invalid information is
completely useful to the furthering of a person’s intelligence, and therefore knowledge gained
from books must be carefully evaluated and considered. This is not the case with knowledge
obtained through an experience.
Memories from experiences are often remembered for an extremely extended period of
time. Because of this, any knowledge gained from an experience will also be remembered for a
long time. A piece of literature, however, is much easier to forget and dismiss because it does
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not connect to the human emotions in the same manner that an experience does. While
experiences create lifelong knowledge, reading a book may offer valuable knowledge in some
cases, but it is not retained for any significant amount of time when compared to that which is
gained from an experience.
While books may offer valuable knowledge in certain cases, this knowledge usually does
not apply to everyone, and is usually only retained for short amounts of time. On the other
hand, knowledge that is gained from an experience will always be applicable, relatable, and
correct. Furthermore, the knowledge is also much more likely to be retained for an extended
amount of time. Because of this, knowledge that is gained from an experience will always be
more valuable and important than knowledge that is gained from reading a book or another piece
of literature.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Empiricism, knowledge derived from experience, is considered invaluable--to the extent
that it has become a field of study itself. The common societal perception that reading books
garners knowledge is partially wrong; books are not sufficient to gather knowledge. Thus,
knowledge through experience is more beneficial.
To begin with, experience provides us with more valuable knowledge--because it is
personal. To put it more accurately, we can better understand and use the knowledge that had
been acquired through our daily lives. For instance, it is widely acknowledged within economic
and business circles that Apple's success is attributed to the experience Steve Jobs had as a
design student in college. The company had become a new giant in the information technology
business through revolutionary design of computer operating systems. Jobs had even hinted in
his speech at Stanford (2005) that the one chance of studying design and calligraphy in college
had pushed him forward to creating one of the most profitable multinational companies in the
international sphere. He had learned the differences small display designs can make in consumer
products--through experience. Such story of success really shows the important role experience
has in building up knowledge. Had Jobs learned design through books, Apple could never have
been created.
At the same time, experience has more to offer in terms of knowledge since we are more
familiar with things we had experienced before. In that sense, books are limited; the reader
cannot always comprehend the beliefs or actions a character takes in novels. Mitch, the writer of
"Tuesdays with Morie," "5 People You Meet in Heaven" (both global bestsellers), acknowledges
the importance of "experiencing a lot of stuff." He comments on the Introduction page how his
words might not move the readers. He even willingly acknowledged that writing the book helped
himself the most: Mitch was able to recall the small lectures he had with his Rabbie, how the
latter's devotion to God had transformed his life. In that sense, a reader would not be able to
acquiesce on all of the insights with the writer. Their experiences are different--and so are their
beliefs and knowledge. As such, reading a book might not bring the necessary knowledge--but
experiencing might.
In a nutshell, experiences are greater in influencing a person and can bring ever more
knowledge. Through experience, people learn the importance of knowledge and can understand
why certain decisions are made and why specific beliefs are held true.
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Appendix L. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 4)
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is better to be a member of a group
than to be the leader of a group.

The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined; xxx indicates an undecipherable word)
In most cases being just a member of a group is never better than being the leader.
Although being a member is not necessarily awful it is not the best position to be in either. The
opportunities that come along with a leadership role like making important decisions, having
your voice heard above everyone else’s and the chance to hopefully lead a group in the right
direction are all valid reasons supporting my disagreement with the statement.
A group needs to be led; there is in most cases chaos when there is a group of people
making a bunch of different decisions and not following one solid plan. This is where the
expertise of a leader comes in at. A leader makes the decisions that a group may not be able to
make or agree on. The leader is the one who sees the best route and leads the group on it by
making an executive decision. This right here eliminates the drama and conflict the group may
have.
Not everyone’s voice can be heard in a group; this is simply how things are and also a
disadvantage of just being a member of the group. Everyone listens to the leader for two reasons:
because they are the leader and usually because the leader is the most confident and demands to
be heard. Sure, there will be chances for group members to express their comments and concerns
but at the end of the day everyone will listen when the leader speaks and what’s coming out of
their mouth will be heard.
The satisfaction of leading people in the right direction is perhaps the biggest reason why I
wholly disagree with the statement. It is rewarding to lead people to do good and accomplish
goals and your other group members will feel this sense of pride also. Knowing that you were the
one to pull everything together and make something work is great and only the leader could
accomplish something like this with the help of his group of course.
My disagreement with the statement is valid and my reasons to support it prove this to be
so. Being the leader is always better than just to be a member of a group. In most cases, being the
leader will leave you with a xxxx you may not get being just a member.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Most people nowadays are concentrating on enhancing their leadership as the world gets
more globalized. Even some college encourage students to take classes that can teach how to
enhance their leadership. Like what's happening in Korean society, leadership has been one of
the obvious ability that a variety of people yearn to possess. With such phenomenon, I believe it
is better to be the leader of a group for two reasons- leaders can be responsible on behalf of a
group of members and can experience a variety of people building a more stronger relationship.
First of all, leaders have a responsibility to carry a group of members while a member of a
group only relies on the leader. There are sometimes members of a group who do not attempt to
participate in the project they are working on. However, leaders with a full of responsibility try
their best to achieve what their group has set for a goal. For instance, when I was in middle
school, I was elected as an executive president in our school. At that time I was preparing a
major project with members of an executive group. Although there were some fights with
members, I, as the leader of the group, persuade all the members by saying why we should not
have to fight but build a strong cooperation. During that time, I could once again the importance
of the responsibility that leaders must have. Therefore, responsibility is the obvious quality that
leader can have while a member of a group cannot.
Second, leaders can also build a better relationship with as many people as possible. On
behalf of a leader of my old school, I could have a chance to meet one of the most revered
person. While interviewing him, I could learn a precious lesson and carry what he said to my
school friends about how amazing his life was. Moreover, many classmates and members of a
group usually find me to listen their problems. By experiencing a variety of students and people,
as a leader, I could have a chance to build a stronger relationship with people.
In conclusion, as leaders can have a responsibility and build a relationship with a variety of
people, the leader of a group can play much better role in the society.
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Appendix M. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 5)
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? People always learn from their mistakes.

The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Mistakes are what makes us humans and it’s an inevitable part of life. As many mistakes as
we make throughout our lives, I disagree with the statement “people always learn from their
mistakes”. People should, at least try, to learn from their mistakes but as humans we don’t
always get it right the first, or second time, if ever. Anytime we make mistakes, our thoughts are
always a mixture of “I can’t let that happen again” or “I won’t ever experience this twice”, but it
never lasts. Whether it’s putting your trust in the wrong people or not taking your parents’
advice, we always seem to end up in a less than ideal situation. The purpose of mistakes is to
provide experience. To know how to avoid the same mistakes and be able to recognize similar
situations. Although we can recognize when we’re making the same mistake, not everyone
chooses to learn from them. It’s quite easy to fall down the same slippery slope, even with
knowing the consequences. I believe wise people learn from their mistakes and that trying to
learn from mistakes indicates personal and mental growth.
I also believe that people can learn from others’ mistakes as if it was their own. My mother
would always repeat an old proverb saying, “A foolish man learns from his mistakes, but a wise
man learns from others’ mistakes.”, meaning that life would be a lot easier for people if we took
the warnings and advice from people who have already been through it. They experienced what
they have to be able to tell others so they wouldn’t have to go through it also. Growing up I
witnessed my older sisters make mistake after mistake and it served as an example of what not
to do. My sisters didn’t always get it right the first time and as young adults are still learning, but
that does not mean that I have to follow behind them to see for myself. We make mistakes and
we’re going to keep making mistakes, some more than once, and it is up to that individual to
decide if the mistake is worth making another time.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
What I am going to say first is the fact that a man is an imperfect thing. We are a kind of
mammals and born with no knowledge about the world. So, we must live and learn something
we need through experiencing many activities. And the activities won't always be easy to
novices. When we are young, we always make some mistakes doing something and be told to
correct things to do it better way. Think about the times when we first learn to ride a bike or use
chopsticks. The instructors-for example, the parents-are behind us and teach to don't make such a
funny mistakes.
However, the following statement can't be 'always' true. The reason is how we are different
with other creatures' way to live. The first secret is an 'education'. When we are in age six or
seven, we start going to school, and learn about the world through the textbook and teachers'
lecture. This education is usually useful, because it is a quick and essential ways made by
specialists. And it also helps our parents to make us to be a sophisticated and social men by
teaching manners, order, basic knowledge. Through the education, each individual is not
confused and understand our basic thing around the world.
The second secret is a 'accumulation of knowledge'. Of course, the knowledge from the
school might not be perfect at first. For example, ancient men believed that the earth is the
center of the universe. Nobody didn't assure at first that the earth moves around the sun. But that
false has been corrected through Hundreds of years by many scholars' endeavor. Now that
accumulation makes us to understand around the solar system better without mistakes. Like this,
we have accumulated a lot of study which is better than yesterday.
The third secret is a 'history'. We always say that 'people learn from the history'. It is true.
History is worth to be a great teacher for us, because the history contains a lot of mistakes made
by human beings. Many historic events, such like wars-World wars, Korean war-, always remind
us to think about today's world and let us correct it to the right way. So, we do agree now that a
war is bad, without undergoing it.
I've written down the way how people don't always make mistake, and I hope we won't
make it. But it doesn't mean that people can be perfect through the ways I described. We are
just being far away from the imperfection, making less, less mistakes.
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Appendix N. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 6)
A person you know is planning to move to your town or city. What do you think this person
would like and dislike about living in your town or city? Why?
The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)

Atlanta is a thriving American city full of countless opportunities in an abundance of
different sectors of the economy. The housing market in Atlanta is booming as well as a number
of different companies relocating their headquarters to the city. Apart from vast economic
opportunities Atlanta also provides opportunities for many different types of people and makes
an effort to include everyone from all different races cultures backgrounds and orientations. As
with many of the great opportunities in Atlanta, like any other major city, there are also a few
downsides to living here. However, in Atlanta the good most definitely outweighs the bad.
The main reason Atlanta attracts so many people is because of the thriving economy.
Atlanta offers a number of different industries that people are flocking to the city to gain better
employment. For example, NCR has relocated their corporate headquarters to the heart of the
city midtown from a distant suburb Alpharetta. This move brought the edifice of a towering new
office building and not to mention thousands of new jobs. Another company Northside Hospital
is constructing an office complex on West Peachtree that will provide Atlanta’s economy with
even more jobs and top of the line health care too. Apart from the new companies, Atlanta is
attracting there are an abundance of existing companies that already have a solid foundation in
Atlanta and provide numerous jobs to Atlantans.
Another exciting reason to make the move to Atlanta is the relatively affordable, but
extremely stable housing market. Atlanta has more than recovered from the “Great Recession” of
the mid 2000’s and has developed a housing market to prove it. Although prices are definitely
rising, new inventory is being constructed daily to try to keep up with demand.
So, with a number of different neighborhoods and price ranges almost anyone that is
ready to purchase a home will have no trouble finding one in the city of Atlanta. Even if one is
not ready to purchase a home, Atlanta still has a vast rental market that caters to the needs of
everyone. There are luxury high-rise apartments all over the city and there are even more being
built currently. Aside from the luxury market, Atlanta has plenty of other apartment communities
all around the city for anyone’s price range.
One of the most awe-inspiring facts about Atlanta is the fact that Atlanta truly has
something for everyone. The city is known for being the birthplace of the Civil Rights
Movement and has done so much to remain true to that name. Atlanta welcomes everyone to the
city with open arms and there are plenty of events to ensure everyone stays involved. Piedmont
Park in Midtown hosts an array of events year-round that truly brings people together. Events at
Piedmont Park range from demonstrations for political matters to the gay pride event and there
are even music festivals such as Music Midtown. It’s guaranteed that if you move to Atlanta
there is truly something for everyone here.
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As with all other cities, there are some potential downsides to living in Atlanta. The
difference with Atlanta and other cities, however, is the fact that Atlanta has plans in place to fix
these problems because they stem directly from the issue of having such a strong economic
boom all at once. An example of a downside of living in Atlanta that almost everyone can agree
on is the traffic and the quality of the roads. Atlanta is known nationwide for having a traffic
problem and even makes the top of the lists among the worst cities in the country for traffic.
Fortunately, Atlanta has done quite a bit to overcome the traffic problem. On the interstates,
there have been numerous lanes added as well as some currently under construction such as the
new bridge interstate to help traffic flow on Interstate 75. Aside from the interstates, the city has
also spent money making noticeable improvements through the surface roads. Red lights have
been synchronized to help traffic flow as well as converting old one-way streets into two-way
streets to maximize efficiency on the streets. All in all, these problems with Atlanta do not
outweigh the benefits to living here.
Atlanta’s airport is known for consistently ranking as the world’s busiest. This may not
sound like a good thing as long lines and late flights come to mind. However, this is one fact the
city of Atlanta is most proud of. Atlantans can quickly access the airport by car or train and have
direct flights all throughout the day to every major city all around the world. So, if Atlanta’s
traffic is eating away at you and you need a getaway Atlanta’s airport is there and provides quick
and easy access to almost anywhere worldwide!
Atlanta is a thriving world class city full of new and exciting economic booms with an
abundant social life too. Anyone that has the opportunity to move to Atlanta should jump on it to
take advantage of a beautiful city with a vast housing market. The only thing to be concerned
about is the traffic but that can be planned accordingly so it doesn’t affect the quality of life. In
the end Atlanta should be on the top of your list to make the move to.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
People in the world will probably be nervous when they are moving into a new place. It
would be very helpful for them if anyone they know is living in that place because then that
person can inform them about what the advantages and the disadvantages there are in that area. If
one of my friend or someone I know is planning to move to my town, I would inform him about
how wonderful the facilities are, and he or she would face traffic jam, and air pollution.
The best thing about our town is that we have very convenient transportation. There is the
Express bus terminal which is one of the biggest bus terminal in Korea. Also, because of the bus
terminal, there is the underground station with 3 lines. There are number 3, 7, and 9, the very
new one which has express trains and all-stop trains. The bus stops are also very essential
because every bus stop nearby has changed. There is a highway which only allows buses to
drive. So, my friend would be very happy to live here, for he can go anywhere conveniently.
The other advantage of our town is that we have many kinds of schools. We have 2
primary schools nearby, 3 middle schools (one of them is girl's schools), and one girl's high
school and one boy's high school (they are all private schools), also it is planned that a British
International school is coming to our town. My friend would love to come if he or she had
younger relatives.
The last good thing about our town is that there is The Central City building and
Department store. In the Central City building, there are many restaurants, cafes, cinema,
accessories shops, stationary stores, pharmacies, a spa and a book store. If you have a meeting
schedule, you can meet in this place. If you need to buy books, you can go to the book store to
buy them. We have all kinds of facilities and my friend will feel so good.
There are disadvantages as well. Because we have the bus terminal and the department
store and so on, there are so many cars and buses. Therefore, my friend need to be ready for the
massive traffic jam. He or she will find it very hard to drive to go somewhere. So it would be
annoying for my friend when living here.
There is one big problem of our town, the air. Unbearable cars and buses make fumes
which pollute the air. So it is quite bad for my friend if he has lung disease. Even if he doesn't
have one, he will have problem with breathing systems such as coughing and so on. So he
wouldn't like about that.
It would be a good choice if my friend has been looking for transportations, facilities, but
it would be bad if he has lung problems or if he drives a lot. However, our town is, it is same for
every town in Korea that if there are advantages, there are also disadvantages as well. So, anyone
who is planning to move should consider these and make the best decision, and it is same for my
friend.
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Appendix O. Sample essays from NC and LC (essay topic 7)
Some people learn best when a classroom lesson is presented in an entertaining, enjoyable way.
Other people learn best when a lesson is presented in a serious, formal way. Which of these two
ways of learning do you prefer? Why?

The native corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
There are many different techniques teachers use during class. Every student does not
learn the same way. Some students learn from teachers being repetitive and straight forward.
While others like myself prefer when the teacher makes the class engaging, different, and
relatable. I feel this way of learning is the best. Because when a teacher is just boring and
repetitive I get bored so easily. My mind will just drift away. My mind will not focus on what the
teacher is teaching. There have been teachers that come up with different ways for their students
to memorize things. Last year when I was a senior, my forensics teacher was tired of us naming
the bones wrong. So, she told us who ever learns the “Bone Song” from Hannah Montana will
get two points extra credit on the test. Since we all grew up watching Hannah Montana, we were
all kind of excited to do it. Everybody learned it.
I like when teachers make the class relevant to what is going on around us. Especially this
time of year that so many situations have been going on around the world. I also feel students
should be well informed about what is going on. Some teachers do not feel comfortable talking
about these things. But I believe that students will be more engaged because they can contribute
their thought. Everyone is more engaged in class because everyone has their opinion. Like Just
Mercy is such a great book for a language arts class. Because it is something that we see every
day. So people can relate with this book. Like when I took language arts in high school and we
read Macbeth everyone hated it. We did not do well on the test either. I know Macbeth is a
classic, but it did not engage anyone’s interest of really learning or reading about the book.
Scientists have proven that if you repeat something multiple times, you have a greater
chance of remembering it. So, teachers do this when teaching, but I think this is more useful for
studying. Possibly the worst way of teaching is when teachers have a PowerPoint for us to take
notes and barely discuss the topic that is on the PowerPoint. Students need teachers to break
things down to really understand why this is that.
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The learner corpus (LBs bold and underlined)
Since people began to learn knowledge, the effective learning skills have been always a hot
issue. Many experts have researched what teaching skills can effectively help the students get
knowledge. Some experts claim that serious and formal way of teaching can promote the
productivity of the classes. However, other experts believe that students in entertaining and
enjoyable classes can get knowledge more effectively. I think that people can learn best when the
classes are entertaining and enjoyable.
First of all, since entertaining and enjoyable lessons are more interesting, people can enjoy
them, and it would help the productivity of learning. Entertaining lessons are composed of
various attracting contents and activities. For example, people can do a role-playing while
studying literature. Also, they can debate enthusiastically about some hot issues while studying
society. Moreover, the teachers in enjoyable classes teach the students in a more comfortable
way by being humorous and familiar. These activities and the environment of the classes can
promote the interest of people who take them. If people are interested in the classes and enjoy
them, they study hard without any forces from other people. Among any other factors, this
willingness would help learning people get some knowledge effectively.
Furthermore, since entertaining and enjoyable lessons are easier to understand than serious
and formal ones, people can learn more readily even difficult and complicated knowledge. For
example, in 2009, some educational experts did an experiment. In the experiment, some teachers
taught 10 students several complicated concepts of physics, just explaining the concepts and
giving examples with difficult diagrams. The other teachers, however, taught the 10 students the
same concepts of physics, doing interesting experiments and playing outside to experience the
phenomenon of the concepts in person. The effect of the two teaching skills was greatly
different. The teachers with entertaining and enjoyable way got more effective results. In serious
and formal classes, people intuitively have difficulty in learning some knowledge, because they
are in tension and have prejudice that it would be hard and difficult. On the other hand, in
entertaining classes, they can learn knowledge even if they notice that they are learning. This is
because the classes take more care of the learning people's view and understanding, and this
makes them feel the classes are easier.
In conclusion, people can effectively and willing learn when the classes are interesting and
enjoyable. This is because the interest of the classes is a decisive factor in the participation and
willingness of the learning people. Also, the easier contents and familiar teaching skills of
entertaining classes can increase the productivity of the classes.

